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Preface

The Panel on Testing of Handicapped People was established, like
many committees, because of a dilemma. Conflicting, apparently
reasonable codes, which were created with the best of intentions, had
brought to a standstill the implementation of federal regulations
regarding the testing of handicapped applicants to. schools and for
employment. On the one hand, such applicants deserved to be
protected from being labeled, that is, from having to reveal possibly
prejudicial information about the existence of a handicap, on the
other hand, the integrity of standardized testing procedures v)as also
in need of protection so that scores obtained under nonstandard.
conditions could be "flagged" Because of their uncertain validity. Yet
flagged scores, when reported to admissions officers and potential
employers, suggested the existence of a handicap and thereby labeled
the applitant.

ecognizing this dilemma, the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) in
1979 sought thehelp of the National Research Council's Committee
on Ability Testing. That committee established the panel to stud) the
psychometric, social, legal, economic, and ethical issues surrounding
tfie use of standardized tests in making decisions about handicapped
people, with special reference to postsecondary education admissions.
The panel's explicit mandate was to reconcile the testing requirements
of the, federal regulatidps implementing Section 504 of the Rehabil-
itation Act of 1973 with available testing technology and practice.
Our report addresses that task.

vii
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viii ." Preface

The report appears, ironically , at a time of cuts in many research
budgets, of a decrease in emphasis on the enforcement of federal
regulations, and indeed of deregulation of many practices forrnerly
thought to require such regulation. The fate of the Department of
Education is uncertain, Yet the report calls for making the regulations
under Section 504 woikable 1)% strengthening them and for a cr6ntin-
rung research endeasor to make more useful ,And meaningful the
results of tests given to handicapped people.

Althoogh the recommendations request a new dedication of lie-
sources to a relatisely small population of examinees, the extent of
the populAon w ho might potentially yrofit from the modification of
testing procedures is largely unknown. Just as the elimination of
architectural barriers has Os en acLess to large numbers of handi-

' capped people pre% musly excluded from the mainstream, access to
procedural modifications may encourage others with "hidden" hand-
icaps to iequest- assistance and more of thosepith obsious handicaps
to venture forth.

The panel, appointed by the National Academy of Sciences, con-
sisted of 13 members with expertise in areas bearing on the questions

, at hand. (Biographical sketches of members and staff appear id
Appendix C.) Ten were uniiersity faculty members, two were prac-
ticing attorneys, and one had worked in test de% elopment and research
for handicapped people.for nonprofit organizations. The disciplines
represented include se% eral _areas of psychology, lass, sociology,
economics, statistics, and medicine. Three members were themsels es
handicapped. No member had a sested interest in the issues to be
resolsed nor was any of us, in his or her dailly work, engaged in the
kinds of actis ities affected by the regulations implementing Section
504.

Between July 1979 and April 1981, the rianel met on five occa-
- sions. In March 1980 the panel hekj an open meeting with invited

delegates from numerous organizations lepresenting gioups of hand-.
kapped indisiduals, colleges, large employ ers, testing companies, and
large professional organizations (see Appendix B). The open meeting
and qs asstciated written documents and oral testimony pro% ided a
saluable wrspectke on the comple'x issues ins olsed.and the ceisersity
of 'posmons held. Through the open meeting sve also ittitiated
continuing contacts w ith'a ['timber of particularly helpful people in
such- organizations as 'the Office of Personnel Mangement, the Edu-
cational Testing Sers ice-, and the American College Testing Program.

on)
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Preface eft* ix

From the begninnig, the esponsible stafl officers at .00R were
exceedingl% gene! ous %%ith infoiniation and suppoit. James Bennett.
Peter McCabe, and John Wodatch pro% ided background infofmation
and tec hnR al re% iew of an earl% draft of the report. Despite OCR's
shift of' locale in 1 980 from. the Department of Health: Education.
and Welfate to the Depaitment of Education.ats stiOiig wimintment
to the pioject did not Lille! 1 he major ef fect of the shift %%as some
mu ease in emphasis on Imstsec mutat % admissions testing and sonie
deciease in emplits on emplosment. At no time. !tom-Net. was the

4,panel asked to limn its field of inquir%, indeed, the bioadest possible
suppot t %-% as gi% en frir «inside! ation of the specti uteif issues in% yl% ed.

'Position papers were %%mien for the panel b% Samuel Guskin of
the Um% ersit% o`f Indiana (a pot tion.sif his papers appeaf s as Appen(lix
A) and b% Robe! t Linn of the UM% ei sit% of Illinois, w hose help we
sought in e%aluating the prat tic ain't of our major polk% fecoinmen-
datums.

Outs was a hard-working id urilailin0 Go4eratRe panel. lmost
eer% menthei was imol%ed in drafting and editing secti(ms of the
wpm t. Although di% et se, (len m«impatible %iews Csere.fieguentl%
and spit itedl% (Apt essed (kiting out delibef awns, the (fiscussions
weie task-otiented, mil. and juoducti%."e Palm uLti thanIZ's at e Crie
to kra Hush, s ho headed `the panel during semal of its final .
(illicit! nicintlis when I was unable to do so.

We %%etc indeed fortunate to.ha% e the assistance of a taknted nd
effeiti 4; staf f Susan Shei man, the stud% directof , was with us hom
initial pthposal to final tepof t She was assisted at first b% Rita
Atkinsyn, lesectn h assoulte. later b% Nanc% Adelman, iescart h
associate, and b% Alexolidi a Wigdoi, stud% due( tor of the parc:nt
Committee on Abilit% 1 esting. La( h of then] ontiibuted significantl%
to the substance of the pafiel's delibei ations,as well as to the I eport

Ehrougfrall %ersions of the report. Glad% s Bostick, out admin-
istratue set f etaf , was a f ull pal tnei in the entef prise. Wraf e giatef ul
to the staf f of the ext.( lime of fR e of the Assembl% of Behaloi al and
SocIal 1 iences. the -editonal skills, of Eugenia Gr.ohnian, -assoclate
director for fey)! ts, lent st% le and dn cC tness, helping 44s t.o sa% w hat
we intenZttd to sa% . Heidi Mittman!), associate exec ti ti e dif ector,
pro% ided alnable substanti% e ad% ice. Da% id Goslin; execut R C (hi ectoi ,

.jmovided a steady hand throughout the project.
Finalk. I wish to yxpress m% personal appreciation to panel

members. National Researc h Council staff, our OCR ponsoisind
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the many people who educated us as well as to the testing companies,

admissions'officers, and handicapped/applicants who, we hope, will

benefit from our work.
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Executive

Sununary

The Panel on Testing of Handicapped People studied the psycho-
metric, s'ocial, legal, economic, and ethical issues surrounding the use
of standardized testsin making decisions abput the education and
employfient of people with handicapped conditio s. The report
examines current testing and selection practices in s ools and the
workplace in order to.describe the experiences of handicapped people
and to determine, insofar as possible, the extent to which testing is
barrier to the full participation of handicapped people in American
society. The report deats,in depth with the.legal and pschometric
issues relating to theilksting,of peoplewith han icapping'conditions
and to the testing recpfirements Of the reguLkions implementing
Section.504 of the Rehabilitation.Act of 1973.

The report concludes that current psychometric theory and practice
' do not allow full compliance with the regulations as currently drafted.

The testihg requirements -of the regulation; are based on the as-
sumption that people with handicapping conditions can be tested in
a way tfiat will not reflect the effects of these condiiions and that the
resulting test scores will be comparable to those of nonhandicapped
people. Nevertheless, the report concludes that the technical problems
of developing and validating tests that accorrimodate specific handi-

. caps, vvhile very difficult, are not insurmountable.
The report recdmmends that the Office for 'Civil Rights refiluire

that postsecondary educational institutions subject to Section 504, in
their iole as members of the corporations* that sponsor the large

12.



2 ABILITY TESTING OF HANDICAPPED PEOPLE

.., testing prop arns, insti tat the testing Companies to develop modified
tests to meet the needs of people with sensory and motor handicaps
and to perform predictive v alidation studies on these tests. The
validity studies should be completed and reported within four years
.of the implementation of the panel's recommendations by the Office
for Civil Rights. After the four-year research period no test user
covered ,by the regulations may use a modified form Of d test w hose
validity Nth respect to rel-evant performance is unknown or for which
the necessary refinements in the modified forms have not been made.
At the close of the four-yeaf _period a working group should be
assembled to examine the validity eNidence submitted by the testing
companies and other investigators ta determine the usefulness of
modifications for various handicapped groups and to recommend
further action in those cases in A hich.the predictiv,e validities are not
found to lie within acceptable limits for a modified form for a

......--___ ....
particular, handicapped grou p.

The rePort recommends that, in the period before the validation
studies hake been completed, the locn of control over the flagging
of scores to be used for educational admissions shtiuld be shifted .

from the test developer toerthe handi apped person. When the
modified tests have been brought to a condition* of equivalent
predictive power with the test for the general population, the scores
can be translated to a common scale before reporting. At this point,
all reasons for flagging will have been elimated.

In addition to these major policy recommendations, the report
recommends other actions to improve the administration and use of
tests for people with handicapOng conditions, such as modification
of tests, dissemination of information regarding the availability of
°Modified forms of tests, and finding solutions to known problems
with specific tests or types of tests.

In the long run, much more information is required to ensure
adequate measurement of the abilities of people with handicapping
conditions. The repor t describes in some detail the necessar.? 'research
and places a research effort at the heart of the major policy recom-
mendations. Of utmost importance are studies of-test validity and
validawn procedures (especially for small samples of handicapped
examarees), studies of the types of test modiftcations most appropriate
for people with v'arious handicapping conditions, the development
and validation of procedutres that can supplement or substitute for
standardized paper-and-pencil tests, 14.id investigation into the role
of' test scores in decision making. ....--,

1 3



1
Ability Testing and
Handicapped People

Many of the most important,decisions made about an indiNidual in
our societyplacement in athanced, remedial, or special education
programs, admission to college and professional schools, selection
for apprenticeship, employment, and military assignmentare made
partly on the basis of test results. Some people find the negative
effects of test use and test abuse reason for complaint, reform, and
een the banning of tesis, other people staunchly defend the right
of 411 indhiduals, without regard to their native language, past
experience, or physical or mental disabijities, to take standardized,
tests and to be considered on the basis of their merits along with all
others who, take tests. In shoft, denying a pefion the opportunity to
take (vest as part of applying for a pgsition in .-school or the work
force may be seen as an infringement on his or her 'civil rights.

For years the testing of handicapped peOple has left much to be
desired. Sensible modifications of tests and test administration pro-
cedures hae not been widely available.- until 'rather- recently. gven
now, when tests are administered in other than the standard manner
to people with handicapping conditions, the ineaning of the scores iS
uncertain. Yet to assert that the test scores resulting from a modified

41' administration of a test cannot be compared directly with others is
to further frustrate handicapped People who are-Trying to demon-
strate their abilities and to participate fully in American society. ,

Full participation in American society has become a major goal of
many people with handicapping conditions. It is a theme that runs

,
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4 ABILITY TESTING OF HANDICAPPED PEOPLE

through federal legislation, such asthe Education for All Handicapped
Children Act (P.L. 94-142), which talks of placing handicapped
children in the least restrictive educational envirOnment possible.
This concept has become known as "mainstreaming" or placing
children with special educational needs in regular classes as often as
possible. The theme reappears, in the regulations implementing
Section 504 of the Rehibilitation Att of 1973..As stated in the
supplementary information accompanying the regulations (Federal
Register, May 4r, 19,71.22676), "[Section 504] establishes a mandate
to end discrimination and to bring handicapped persons into the
mainstream of American life."

Explic* recoAnitio.n .of t.h riets, of handicapped people was
cOdified:In thelehabilitatioriAct'a 1973 (P.L. 1 12y Regulations
implementing Section 504 of that act, promulgated by the U.S.
Department Of Health, Education, and Welfare in 1977, discussed
testing as it is used in admissions to postsecondary educational
Institutions, 'in job selection, and in placement in elementary and
secondary education programs. Tbe requirements regarding test use
are based on the assUmptions that handicappeerpevle Lan be tested
in a. way au will not reflect the effects of their handicap and that
the resulting test scores w ill be comparable to those o(nonhandicapped
people. Frilly developed test modifications suitable for all handicapped
individuals do not currentl) exist, however, and there is no infor-
mation about the comparability of available tests for handicapped
and nonhandicapped groupS. Hence there has been uncertainty as
to how to fully comply with the Section 504 regulations.

This report focuses on the testing requirements of the regulations
implementing Section 504. In order to place those requirements in
proper perspective, the report surveys current testing Practices in
educational and employment settings (ChapteR 2 and 3). Chapter 4
descr&s the legal context afire regulations, dik ussing actions Ow ard
establilhing the civil rights of handicappea'people as well as other
relevant 4egislation and caSe law. Chapter 5 discusses in detail ,the
psychometric requirements of the regulations, describing w hat steps
have been taken to improve tests for handicapped people and what
is necessary to ensure valid testing of people with handicapping.
conditions. Chapter 6 presents fire panel's conclusions and recom-
mendations for changes in policies and procedures. Chapter 7 details
the panel's recommended research.

The remainder of this first chapter discusses the functions ilrd
characteristics of tests, the types of disabilities of major concern to

15
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Ability Testing and Handicapped People 5

the panel., the social 'and economic status of handicapped people, the
effects of sterettypes and labels on decisions regarding people with
handicapping conditions, and the social and indiv idual costs of biased
selection procedufes.

THE FUNCTIONS OF TESTS

A "test" is a sample of performance; more specifically, a test is a
systematic observation of a person's performance on a specially
designed task or set of tasks. The same task is ordinarily used with
many people under the same or similar conditions so that comparisons
among people can be made.

Tests seri, e several different' functions; two important ones are
selection and diagnosis. The selective function of tests, their use" in
determining ho should be allowed (or denied) certain educational
and occupational opportunities, is the main focus of this report, the
diagnostic function of tests, though important for many handicapped
individuals, is considered only briefly. To the extent thal diagnostic
evaluation shapes a person's educational experiences and vocational
goals, it affects such opportunitiesbut less directly The more direct
effect Occurs when tests act as barriers to college, to professional or
technical educations, or to jobs, in short, to participation in the
mainstream of American society. This report, therefore, is concerned
primarily with tests of abilitychiefly cognitke abilities and special
skillssince these kinds of tests are generally used for selection
purposes.

Many colleges, and most professional and technical schyols, require
tests as parr of their admissions procedure. Some 2 million college-
'bound high school students take one of two widely used college
admissions tests each year. Scores on these tests are weighed, along
with high school grades and other criteria, in deciding who will ,be
admitted. Law schools and medical schools,require their own spegr
admission tests as do many graduate school departments. Programs
that train for most professionsdentistry, nursing, pharmacology,
accOunting, business administration, to name but a fewrequire
specific tests for admission. If a test score reflects a person's disability,
it does not provide an unbiased estimate of a person's potential. To
the extent that a test score is not an accurate measure of the abilities
that will be required in the program, it fails to measure a person's
potential for successfully completing the program.

A similar situation inay exist when tests are used to select for jobs,

1 g
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6 ABILITY TESTING OF HANDICAPPED PEOPLE

to decide on plat ement or promotion, to permit entrance into trade
unions, or to obtain license or credential. If a test reflects a person's
disabilitY rather than the skills actually needed on the job. it does not
agurately reflect the person's potential on the job. In some instances,
of course, a test may accul-ately reflect how well a pergon would
perform on the job. the disability that pi oduc es a low test score would
also Interfere with successf ul job performance. In still other instances.
the abilmes tested maY have little relation to the necessary job skills,
and the person w ho did poorly on the test might still be able to do
the job well. In such cases the tests serye as a barrier. theY do not

- predict successful job performance.
While tests may somenes be barriers, their use in selection may

offer some achantages for handicapped people. Tests proyide objec-
tive inforMation that may help oyercome negatbe biases against
disabled people, they can show a person's strengths as well as
vy gaknesses. And they allow the handicapped person to compete with
others for jobs and educanonal opportunities. Indeed, ability tests
were developed originalb in 'order to proY ide a more objeclive and
relevant basis for-selection than social class or physical appearance.
A good objectbe measure of merit may be especialb important for
handicapped people, who may hate had fewer opportunities than
nOnhandicapped people to demonsteate their abilities.

THE MEANING OF TESTS-

The psychometric concept of validity, which pros ides an estimate of
how well a test measures what it purports to measure, is important
in considering the approliriateness of any use of a test and is Lentral
to the Sectidn 504 regulations and to the panel's work. There are
seYeral different ways to measure the le alidit, of a test. but Only one,
calibration against the per form-ance to be predicted, is of direct
relevance to this repar"Fhis type of Yalklity is called predictive or
critenon-related Nalidity and is ty pically expressed as a correlation
coefficient, with values ranging f rom 0 to 1.0. The predictiye Midity

of a college admissions test is typically indicated by the strength of
the relationship between scores on the test and first-year,college
grades, but a s.riterion other than first-year grades may be used. The
Oredktne yalidity of An employment test relates scores on the test to
13erformance on the job.

A 4emnd characteristic of tests, their reliability, is generally impor-
tant in interpreting test scores but is far less critical than yalidity in
the current study. Viability is an index of the stability or consiStency
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of test scores, that is, of the sinuIarit uf swres obtained by, the same
people ss hen telted more than once with the identical test or with
equisalent forms of the same test.

TYPES OF DISABILITIES AND THE DISABLED POPULATION

Various dhumnons are of ten made among the terms "Impairment,"
"thsabilits," and "handicap." One of the most wmmon distinctions is
between disabilits and handicap, a disabilits is a phssical, sensors,
mental. or emotional impairment that interferes with the major tasks
of dails lisingt handicap is the result of an iriteraction between a
etisabilits and rn ens ironment that creates obstacles or barriers for
disabled people. Acwrding to this distinction, a person in a wheelchair
is handicapped if narrow aisles in a store present entry. If the aisles
are widened to perniit wheelchair access, the person is still disabled
but no longer handicapped.

A second consention distinguishes the terms impairmerZ\limitation
of function or handicap, and disability, as follows (Nagi 1979:6-7):

[Impairment is] a phYsiologu al, anatomical in mental loss oi abnottnality or
both. Lxamples of still] impairments are abnoitualities atul residual losses
remaining af ter the ac tRc stase,of pathology has been al tested ditninated,
nonpathologual congenital deformities and «inditions resulting from the
disuse of muscles for extended peruujs.

. the most dile( t %yay_impairments «mtribute to dhability i thiough the
limitations in function r capacity the% effect Limitations iii fUr tum at
higher le% ek uf a ti% k --S h as yy aIking. s limlnng. hhing, bending, reta UN,
reasoning, seeing ot hearingcorrespond to %%hat s generalh, iefei red to as
handuap -

[Disability isj a form of inability' 01 hnination m performing toles and tasks
expected of an indiyidual yyithin a social environment. Although short-term
sukness ma% be disAling fur a brief period. We tel m dhability is usualk
applied to viabilities of king or «intinued duration

.4

The legislation with which this report is concerned is written in terms
of the "handicapped person," and we use the terms disabled and
ha adic a pped interchangeably.

Wabilities are so %dried m both type and seserity that it is often
misleading to talk about "handicapped people" as if they were a
homogeneous group. The panel's focus on testing, however, does
narrow somewhat the population with which this report is concerned.
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we consider those disabilities that directly affect test performance.
After much debate, the panel decided to focus.on the following broad
categoriest visual impairments, hearing impairments, motor impair-
ments, including speech, learning disabilities, and mild mental retar-
dation. Expressive speech disorders (e.g., stuttering or articulation
defects) are 'included under motor impairments, although such
disorders probably would not affect performance on a written test,
they would interfere with performance on an oral test. Adults with
receptive communication problems, such as difficulty in understand-
ing spoken language, if not diagnosed as aphas4 would usually be
diagnosed as either learning disabled or hearing impaired.

Several types of disabilities covered by the legislation receivelittle
attention in this report. One of these is the category of merital illness
or psychological disorders. During the acute stages, schizophrenia or
severe depression undoubtedly would affect a person's performance
on a test. Chronic mental illness, however, would affect job or school
performance as well as test scores, and it also presents a situation of
enormous individual variability. We also do not focus on health-
related impairments, such as heart disease and diabetes. These
conditions a're likely to affect testing far less than they will affect
other situations,.primarily employment. Alcoholism and drug addic-
tion were also not considered separately in our work. The interaction
of such conditions with test performance is assuined to be minimal
except When the person is under the influence of drugs or alcohol
or when long-term consumption has produced brain damage. Finally,
test anxiety is-not included as a separate category because most people
experience some anxiety when confronted by a test or examination,
and it would be difficulr to specify the point at which test anxiety
becomes a handicaRas defined by the Section 504 regulations.

This report focuses on teststhe ways in which they are modified
and validated and their effects on people's livesand not on specific
disabilities. We use examples from specific disabilities and cite data
where they are available, and, although we do not discuss all disabil-
ities, we believe the report has relevance for many disabilities. Our
focus on test modifications results from our task: it is the test
modificationsnot the handicapping conditionsthat are flagged by
testers and that are problematic with respect to both psychometric
convention and the federal regulations. Some handicapped people
are able to take tests in their standard form,.and for them testfng is
no more (or different) a problem than it is for nonhandicapped
people.

1 9
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People with Visual Impairments

Most people legally classed as "blind" are not totally -without sight.
In order to be considered legall% blind in the United States, a person
must haYe "central yisual acuity of 20/200 or less in the better es.e
with correcting glasses, or central v isual acuity of morethan 20/200
if there is axfield defect in which the peripheral visual field has
contracted lo such an extent that the widest diameter of the Nisual
field subtends an angular distance no greater than 20 degrees"
(Lowenfeld 1973:29-30). Only about 10 percent of all legally blind
individuals are totally blind. Approximately 11 percent have light
perception only, and 7 percent haw a restricted visual field. Thus,
about 75 to 80 percent of the legally -blind population hav,e some
useful vision (Hatfield 1975. 1) The term "low yision" is often used to
describe the condition that lies between blindness and normal Yision
(Colenbrander 1977r.

The National Center for Health Statistics uses a functional definition
of blindness in its annual Health Interview Survey. To be "severely
visually impaired" a person must be unable to read ordinary news-
paper print, even with the aid of correctiye lenses; or, if under 6
years of age, be blind infboth eyes or have no useful vision in either
eye. According to this definition, in household interyiews for the year
1977, 1,396,000 people were classified as severely yisually impaired.
Of these, 990,000 (approximately 70 percent) were 65 years old or
older and hence unlikely to be candidates for education or employ-
ment (see KirChner and Peterson 1979a)

Between 30,000 and 40,00ifchildren in the primary and secondary
grades are severdy tisually impaired.' About 70 percent of these
students attend neighborhood schools, the remaining 30 percent are
in residential Vhools (Koestler 1976). The past 15 years have seen a
marked trend-toward educating blind children in nonresidential
schools. between 1963 and 1978 the figure rose from 55 to 76 percsykit.

This shift to nonrsidential schools began even before enactment of
the Edu,c4tion for All Handicapped Children Act of 197k which
encouruges mainstreaming.

'Estimates for sc hool-age blind children sarv the American Printing House for the
Blind (APH) reported 29,400 blind students for 1978, the Bureau of Education for
the Handicapped reported 12,455 sisually unpaired students for the 1 978-79 school

year. plus 2,390 deafblind students, the 1977 Health Interview Sursev reported
36,800 e-s

20 A
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Of the school children registered with the American Printing House
for the Blind in 1978, 6,221 could read braille; 13,158 could read
large type; 1,289 could read both; and 11,797 could read neither.
The percentage of, blind people who can read braille is reported to
be decreasing.2

Blind people and people with lolv ision are employed at every
occupational level. The Survey oIncome and Education (SIE), shich
was conducted by the Bureau of the Census, rev edled that a little
over 80 percent of the blind .people in the labor force were employed
in 1976. (To be considered as being in the labor force, a person must
be either employed or actk el), seeking employment.) But less than
one-third of all blind people were in the labor foree at that time
compared with three-fourthS of the general population. Thus, it
appears that h1ind, people experience a serious employ ment problenk.
(see Kirchne-r. and Peterson 1979b).

People witIcHearing IMpairments

Hearing impairment, rariging from mild to profound, is quantified
as loss of sensitiv ity retatAe to a normal absolute threshold for pure,
tones at different frequencies whose loudness is measured in decibels
(dB). The differences between a person's threshold and a normal
threshold is referred to as hearing-threshold level or hearing level in
decibels. The audiogram describes hearing level as a function of
frequency (pitch), but hearing loss is often characterized by a single
number that is the av erage hearipg level at the frequencies of 500,
1,000, and 2,000 Hz (cycles,per second). Roughly speaking, the "hard

k of hearing," who can understand speech with a hearing aid, have
hearing levels between 26 and 70 dB. When people speak of the
"deaf," they usually refer to two different categories of hearing loss,
severe hearing impairment, which is hearing levels ranging from 70
to 90 dB, and profound hearing impairment (sometimes called "totally
deaf"), which is hearing levels about 90 dB. Table 1-1 indicates how
the ability to understand speech is related to different degrees of
hearing loss.

It is estimated that about 14 million Americans have some hearing
Impairment. Of these, about 7.5 million have significant heat ing loss
in both ears, and about 1.8 million are deaf.(i.e.., have profound or
severe hearing impairments): Approximately 600,000 veople become

Tersonal uonmunitatum. Susan Spungen, American Foundation for,the Bhnd
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TABLE 1-1 Hearing Loss and the Abilitt to Understand Speech
Average Hearing-Threshold
Level For 500. 1000. and 2000
Hz in the Better Ear 1bilit% to Understand Speech through Hearing

Slight handicap 25-40 dB Dif ficult% onl% %%Rh famt spec( h
Moderate 4(1-55 dB Fiequent difficult% IA ith normal speech

55-70 dB Ftequent difficult% sith loud speech
Severe 70-90 dB Can understand sonic speech cm appreciate some

speech (ties when speech is shouted of amplified
Profound deafness 90 dB 1. suall% cannot understand e%en amphhed

spi:ech

Sol RCE .dapted tidal Dais and Stherman (1978)
p.

'

impaired, before the age of 19 years, and 2500,00 become deaf prior
to the development of speech, usually before age 3 (Datis and
Silterman 1978). Generally, the earlier one's hearing is impaired, the
more serious the consequences for speech and language det elopment.
Indit iduals shu become deaf after learning to talk usually retain the
ability to speak, 44elingually ;deaf children hate great difficulty
learning to talk arid learning many' things linked to language.

The- Annual Surtey of Hearing Impaired Children and Youth
conducted by Gallaudet College reports that there were about 54,000
deaf children in school for the year 1977-78. About half of these
were in special residential or day schools for the deaf,, the other half
attended neighborhood schools, either in special 'classes (10,017) or
in integrated programs that combined special and regular classes
(12,386). As would be expected, profoundly deaf children are more
likely to attend residential or day schools; only about 18 p'ercent of
those in integrated programs hat e profound hearing losses (Karchmer
and Try bus 1974). Those children who are in integrated (mainstream)
pmgrams also arkmore likely* to hate learned to speak before
becoming deaf.

Several surveys gite some indication of the number of hearing-
impaired people,;tt ho participate in higher education. A 1972 study
by the Bureau orthe Census indicated that 2.7 percent of deaf people
aged 25 to 64 had completed .1 years of college. Althougha direct
comparison with the general population is not possible, an indication
of the disparity is given by coinparison with the figure of I6A percent

'Figures from the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped show 41,603 hard-of
hearing and 44.439 deaf children aged 3 to 421 for the 1978-79 school year.

2



12 ABILITY TESTING OF HANDICAPPED PEOPLE

of the population aged 25 to 29 with 4 or more years of college in
1970 (U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 1975). In
fall 1978 there were an estimated 11,256 hearing-impaired students
enrolled in colleges and universities, comprising 0.10 percent of the
total enrollment at that time (National Center for Education Statistics
1978). According to Bolton (19766:145):

... more than 3,000 youths aged Hi to 19 leave schools and classes for the
deaf annually. . Roughly 15 percent enter Gallaudet College, the National
Technical Institute for the Deaf, or other college-level programs. Several
hundred enroll in technical-yocational schools and community colleges which
provide special arrangements tot. deaf students. An unknown number begin
apprenticeships or on-the-job training programs. Many enter the job market
at the clerical, semi-skilled, and unskilled levels. Others become unemplOyed
or enter intensive rehabilitation,programs.

Tshe principal barriers to educational achievement and optimal
vocational placement appear to be related to language development-
deficits in direct communication and in linguistic skills. The average
deaf 16-year-old has attained a reading skill of an average hearing
fourth-grader, and fewer than 10 percent read at or beyond the
seventh-grade level (Trybus and Karchtner 1.977). ,

With respect to employment,a 1972 survey b the U.S. Department
of Labor found that the unemployment rate for deaf males was close
to that for the general population (2-.9 compared with 4.9 percent).
Unemployment for deaf females, however, was somewhat higher
than that of hearing females, 10.2 compared with 6.6 percent (Schein
and Delk 1974). Compared with the population as a whole, deaf
people are underrepresented in the professions and in technical,
managerial, administrative, and service occupations (Schein and Delk
1974). Deficiency in commuuication skills and the lower education
level of the deaf undoubtealy re contributing factors.

Approximately one-third of e deaf students currently in school
were born deaf as a result of t e rubella epidemic of 1964. Since
these students will be of college e in 1983, an increased need for
vocational services and prograirts r the deaf in higher education is
likely. Gallaudet College and the Na ional Technical histitute for the
Deaf, for example, both expect ate1iporary 50 percent increase in
student enrollment at that time. These stuaents will all be prelingually
deaf, and many will have other handi ps, including blindness.

Although maternal vaccination has n w largely eliminated rubella
as a cause of deafness, this decrease m be offset by the increased
number of premature and co,ngenitally\ deaf infants who survive.

23 ,
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With increased preention and enhanced treatment of illnesses that
produce deafness during y outh and young adulthoo&e.g., meningitis,
measles, other infections), the deaf population of the future may be
almost entirely, prelingually deafexcept, of course, for the aged.
This prediction has significant implications for those concerned with
the education and training of deaf people.

People with Learning Disabilities

"Learning disabilities" is a ery heterogeneous and ill-de,fined category
that coers a wide range of difficulties in speaking, understanding
speech, reading, and writing. The National Adyisory Committee on
Handicapped Children deeloped the following definition, which is
used in the Education for All Handicapped Children Act (Wepman
et al. 1976:301-302):

.4
.0

,

Children with special learning disabilities exhibit a disorder in one or more
of the basic psychological processes involved in understanding or using
spoken or written languages. These may be manifested in disorders of
listening, thinking, talking, reading, writing, spelling, or arithmetic They
include conditions which have been referred to as perceptual handicaps,
brain injury, minimal brain dysfunction, dyslexia, developmental aphasia,
etc. They do not include learning problems which are due primarily to visual,
hearing, or motor handicaps, to mental retardation, emotional disturbance,
or to environmental disadvantages.

There seems to be little consensus among physicians or educators
about how to identify and classify learning-disabled children. The
most commonly accepted indicator is a marked discrepanq between
general learning ability, , or "intelligence," as measured by standardized
tests, and educational achievement, as measured by tests or grades.
A typical working definition refers to a child of average intelligence
who is about two grade levels behind in achievement. The difficulty,
however, lies in determining that the achieement lag is not the result
of such factors as poor motiation, emotional disturbance, environ-

- mental deficiencies, or simply poor instruction.
In view of the ambiguities and difficulties in defining learning

disabilities, it is not surprising that estimates of its prevalence vary
widely. The Bureau of Education for the Handicapped estimated
that in 1978-79 approximately 2.3 percent of the school-age popu-
lation between 5 and 17 years of age exhibited a learning disability
(a national total of more than 1.1 million children). Other estimates
range from 7.5 to 41 percent of arious school populations (Minskoff

2 4
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1973). One study , using multiple criteria and specific decision rules
for diagnosis, found that 11 to 20 percent of a control group (aged
7 to 16) were learning disabled (Lambert and Sandokal 1980). The
larger estimate cokers all underachiekers, including students of
superior ability but akerage achiekement, the lower figure includes
only those who were below grade level in achievement.

To keep "learning disabilities" from becoming a meaningless cat-
egory that includes all kinds of learning problems, most experts
belieke that It should be restricted to percepttel Ur perceptual-motor
problems (e.g., see Hobbs 1976). The term "perceptual" here refers
to those "mental (neurological) processes through w hich the child
acquires the basic alphabets of sounds and forms" (Wepman et al.
1976.306). The, term "perceptual handicap" refers to inadequ4te
ability,iif such areas,as the following (Wepman 'et al. 1976:306):

. . recognizing fme differences.between auditory and visual discriminating
features underlying the souuds used.in speech and the or4hographic forms
used_in reading, retaining and recalling those dicriminated sounds and forms
in both short- and long-term memory, ordering the sounds and forms
sequentially, both in sensory and motor acts, distinguishing figure-ground
relationships, recognizing spatial and temporal orientations, obtaining clo-
sure, integrating intersensory information, and relating what Is perceiced to
specific motor functions.

Those vv ho work with college-age, lwning-disabled students report
that there are a number of 'otherwise able students whose main
difficulty is in the processing of written information. With, help in
learning how to use alternatike methods of processing information
(e.g., listening to a recorded text while reading it), many of them can
succeed in college.

Mentally Retarded People

Definitions of mental retardation hake changed markedly in the past
two decades. The most widely accepted guidelines are those proposed
by the American Association on Mental Retardation (AAMD), which
also hate been incorporated in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
(DSM-111) of the American Psychiatric Association (1980). According
to AAMD,' "mental ',retardation refers to significantly subaverage
general intellectual functioning existing concurrently with deficits in
adaptike behakior, and manifested during the dekelopmental period"
(Grossman 1973.11). Significantly subaverage general intellectual
functioning is defined as performance that is more than two standard

I.
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deyiations below the mean on a 'major standardized 1.61, such as one
of the Wechsler Intelligence Scales or the Starifqq-Binet intelligence
test. Approximately 3 pthent of the population attatn scores at this
leyel ur below and forrherb, %%ere considered retarded on this basis
alone.

Lately , how eyer, mach nun e weight has been gi% en to coping ability
and its relation to intellectual abilitY. Under new ei comentions, if a
person can wpe c% ith the demands of nerydaride (demands at an
ordinal-% ley el for a person of his or her age), that person is not
considered mentally retaided, iegardless of an intelligence test score.
During -the school sears, low intelligence almost always causes aca-
demk failure in regular (mainstream) classes. After school years,
how ner, man% people of low intelligence do succeed in thc;eziiyday
world blending into the marginal community of peopl bor-
derline 'capabiht% or low staIa and therefore are not considered
mentally ietaided. Onb, c% hen they fail (for example, commit a crime)

, are they properly diagnosed as handicapped. Accordingl current
estimates of the pre% alence of mental retardation, particularly at
adult ages, run as low as I oi 2 percent of the population

To the extent that tests emir de mentally retaided indiyiduals f rom
Yocational naining n f tom jobs in which they could succeed if giy en
a chance, then testing could actually increase the pre%alence.of mental
retardation b% causing some indi% iduals to remain unemployed pr
otherwise dependent, that is, ukiable to cope with eYeryday life. The
people most likeb, to be affected in this iNd5, are the naildly retarded,
roughly 2.3 percent of the population. It is unlike)), that those y% ho
are modeiateh, seyerely, or profoundly retarded, y% ho togOher
constitute about 0.3 percent of the population, would be negatiyely
affected by testing for selectum. Mildly retarded people, how eyer,
often acquire in iegular 01 special education classes the reading and
arithmetic skills needed to wpe with on-the-job requirements at the
unskillej ol semi-skilled ley ddthough they might need help in
performing suc h task as filling out application foinis and dedai ing
income utx, deductions.

THE SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC STATUS OF HANDICAPPED
PEOPLE

"Fhe panel exammed the position of the handicapped population in
American society in an attempt to determine whether handicapped
people as a gioup tended io ha% low er status, thus suggesting the
possibility of disci =nation. Relatnel% low income, educational

2 6



TABLE 1-2 Educational Attainment by Selected HandicIps, 1977 (in thousands) /
,

Handicap

Educational
Attainment
Level Blind and Deaf and
6ndividuals 17 Visually Hearing Speech Orthopedic and
years and over) Impaired° Impaireda Impaireda Motor Impairments° All U.S.b

TOTAL 10,737 15,364 1,081 , 10,201 120,870

<9 years 3,484 (32%) 4,877 (32%) 385 (36%)
2,628 (17%)

2,585 (25%)
1,830 (18%)

24,053 (20%)
18,372 (15%)9-11 years 1,692 (16%)- 202 (19%)

12 years 2,885 (27%) 4,261 (287c) 265 (257c) 2,984 (29%) 43,634 (36%)
13-15 years 99 ( 9%)1,305 (12%) 1,746 (11%) 1,408 (14%) 16,197 (13%)
16+ years 1,177 (11%) 1,532 (10%) 77 ( 77c)

53 ( 57c)
1,216 (127)
.178 ( 27c)

18,614 (15%)
320 ( 2%)4,Jnknown 194 ( 2%)' a """

s......_ -

'Figures derived from Table 2 m Rehab Group, Inc. (1979) Diged of Data oy Persons unth Duabilaies Prepared under contract to the
Congressional Research Sepice, Library of Congress. GPO #017-090-0050-0. Washington, D.0 . Government Printing Office.
bFigures derived from fable No. 226,"Years of School Completed by Race and Sex 1960-1977 (persons 25 year uld and older)," p. K13
in U.S. Depanment uf Commerce (1978) Statatual Absbact of the L naed State$, 1978 Buieau of the Census. Washington, D.0 . Government
Printing Office. :
(Column percentage totals may be greater than lop due to rounding.

_
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achie%ement, rate of employ mentind occupational leels in relation'
to the general population would tend to indicate exclusion from the
mainstream' of society. Before presenting the data, howeer, we must
mention some factors that impair our ability to eYaluate the situation.

First, the aailable data do not distinguish among degrees of
impairment nor other factors of, functional significance. Among the
hearing impaired, for example, are some s+, ho are totally unable to
hear and others with rticf or moderate reduction of hearing acuity,,
sorne whose loss originated befort they began to acquire language
(with se% ere deelopmental implications): and others with later loss
whose language is relatiely unaffected. Second, the aailable data
seldom distinguish between people with one handicapping condition
and those with multiple handicaps, which impose additional burdens.
Simply counting the number of people with a single one of the
enumeiated conditions does not reeal the entire portrait of
Third, inclusion of mentally retarded people in the handicapped
population lower; its oerall occupational and educational attainment

'because those people by definition are unable to succeed in coping
independently with the demands of mainstream society (Grossm'an
1977). Fourth, because children born to parents of lower .,,ss2Lioeco-
nomic status suffer a higher incidence of handicaps than th-rse born
to parents of higher status (Richardson and Higgins 1965);--family
background must be taken into account in any analysis of the
educational and social status of handicapped indiiduals.

Educational Achievement

Data on the educational attainment of handicapped people are
presented in Table 1-2.. (Note that the handicapped and nonhandi-
capped samples are not strictly comparable because the sample of
handicapped people includes people oer 17 years of age and the
nonhandicapped sample includes those mer 25.) The most striking
difference between the handicapped and the nonhandicapped pop-
ulation is in the percentage of people in ihe lowest educational
category (less than 9 years of schooling), but.4here are marked
differences at all levels.

The large difference in educational attainment, was one of the
major factors prompting federal legislation, namely the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973 and the Education for All Handicapped Children Act.
Many of the handicapped people who are counted in' Table 1-2
attended school when mainstreaming was not emphasized, special
needs presumably were not met, and special education classes were

28
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dead ends. Many o'f those people probably encountered attitudinah
as well as physical and program barriers. These factors haye created
substantial-disachantages in both the ability to compete for employ-
ment and satisfaction to be gained through personal intellectual
growth'.

The oYerall effects of relatiy ely low educational achieyernent may
be particularly sey ere for handicapped indiy.iduals, ho might be
able td compensate for phOcal limitations br acquiring new skills.
Rehabilitation agencies, for example, often Offer education and
training as a compensatory deme to improye the employability of
handicapped people.

Income

Table
...-

1-3 presents comparatiy e family income figures reported by
four categories of handicapped indiyiduals, again compared with all
U.S. families. According to the Bureau of the Census, median family
income for the United States in 1977 was $16,009, considerably higher
than that for any of ttie seYen categories. We cannot determine from
these data w hat proportion of income is clerked from wages, disability
insurance, or other sources, nor do we have an income breakdown
by sex-. Nationally; 11.6 percent of the total poptgation were estimated
to haye incomes below the poy erty leyel (defined for a nonfarm family
of four as $6,191 in 1977). Table 1-3 indicates=that the proportion
of handicamd people with incomes below the poYerty level was 2
to 3 times greater than for the population as a whole.

The income of severely disabled people, defined as those who
cannot work tit all or cannot work regularly, is of course even lower
than the income of partially disabled' people, who are limited in the
kind or amourn of work they can do but are able to work conlRetitiyely
to some degree.

Oecupational Status

As shown in Table 1-4, handicappe'd people Work much less often in
white-collar jobs than do U.S. workers as a whole, and much more
often they are unemployed or not in the labor force. There is little
doubt that, w hateYer the reasons, handicapped people have substan-,
tially lower occupational status than other-workers.

2 9
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Frequency of Employment

ParticiPation in the 'labor force is closely related to the degree of
disabilitY Seyereh disabled peopk. by definition, are largely unable
to ysork except in sheltered emploYment situations. Partially disabled
people may be limited in the kind of %%ork they can do, and possibly
in the amount as %yell, but the% ,ne considered potentially capable of
competitive emploYment. 'Fabk 1-5 illustrates the degree to %hich
partially, disabled people are able to maintain employment of some
kind (eyen though that employ ment may be of lo% status). The data
distinguish bemeen seyere and partial chsability and bemeen men
and %omen. Partialh disabled and nondisabled men hay e a relatheb
similar employment profile, %ith only minor differences in the ratio
of part- to full-time employment. Partially disabled %omen, ho%ever,
are _much more likely than nonhandicapped %omen to hase part-
time rather than full-time employment or to be either unemployed
or not in the labor force at all. From the aYailable data, %ye cannot
determine %110her the differences deriye from different expectations
for %omen, diffei enual ethicational and employment opportunities,
or other factors.

Conclusions

Clearly, the place of handicapped people in the American social
structure is restricted and disadyantaged. Although many people %ith
limited or partial disabilities are able to participate in essential actiyities
and thereby adueye positions that are not strikingly different from
the general population, those %ith more seyere handicaps are often
largel% excluded from the mainstream and are suboidinated in the
status hierarchy. Women appeai to be generally less successful than
men W ith the same degree ol impairment, particularly in employment.

The marginal and inferior positions of sume handicapped'people
in the social structure may haye adyerse implications for their
performance on ability tests. Handicapped people may not have
acquired adequate background kno% ledge and formal education for
successful performance in test situations. They may come to th,e place
and time of the test %ith less experience in taking tests and with a
feeling of discomfort because their preyious experiences haye been
in segregated facilities. The} may face the test experience with
frustration, anxiety, and a sense (;f threat, perhaps in part because
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TABLE 1-3 Annual Family Income by Selected Handicaps, 1977 (in thousands)

Annual Income

Handicap

All U.S.
Familiesb

'Blind and
Vigually
Impaired"

Deaf and
Hearing
Impaired"

Speech
Impaired'

Orthopedic and
Motor Impairments"

Torm. 11.415 16,219 1995, 11,507 57,215

< $3,000 1,309 (12%). 1,584 (10%) 2W (10%) 1,201 (105) 2,054 ( 4%)

$ 3.000- 4,999 1,671 (15%) 2,111 (13%) 259 (13%) 1,436 (12%) 3,289 ( 6%)

$ 5,000- 6,999 1,225 (II%) 1,738 (11%) 217 (I I%) 1,138 (10%) 4,147 ( 7%)

$ 7,000- 9,999. 1,328 (12%) 1,900 (179) 218 (II%) 1,334 (12%) 6,237 (11%)

$10,000-14,999 1,686 (15%) 2,644 (16%) 349 (18%) 1,967 (17%) 10,552 (18%)

S 15,000-24,999 1,930 (17%) 2,912 (189) 398 (20%) 2,203 (19%) 18,128 (31%)

$25,000+ 1,139 (10%) 1,733 (119) 174 ( 9%) 1,225 (11%) 12,808 (22%)

Unknown _ 1.127 (10%)` 1,597 (10%) 170 ( 9%) 1,003 ( 99)

"Figures denved from Table 2 in Rehab Group, Inc. (1979) Dig& of Data on Persons with Disabdinn Prepared under contract to the
Congressional Research Service, Library of Congress. GPO *017-090-0050-0 Washington, D.0 . Goyernment Printing Office
bFigures derived from Table A, "tamales and Unrelated ,Indiyiduals by Total Money Income in 1977," p 2 in U.S Department of
Commerce (1979) Consumer Income. Money Income In 1977 of Farruhe) and Denims in the United StatesBureau of the Census. Current Population

Reports, Series P-60, No. 118, March 1979.
'Column percentage totals may be greater than 100 due to rounding.
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TABLE 1-4 Type of Occupation by Selected Handicaps, 197,7 (persons over 17, in thousands)

Type of Occupation

Handicap

Total U sa '

'Blind and
VisuaII
Impaired"

Deaf and
Hearmg
Impaired°

Speech
Impaired°

Orthopedic and
Motor Impairments"

YOTM. 10,425 15,328 1,043 9,750 90,546(

White Collar 2,009 (199) 2,840 (199) 122 (12%) 2,142 (22%) 45,187

Blue Collar 1,421 (14%) 2,472 (Hi%) 245 (23%) 1,590 (16%) 30,211

Service ,..4
465 ( 4%) 688 ( 4%) 79 ( 8%) 528 ( 5%) 12,392

Farm 129 ( 1%) 276 ( 2%) 9 ( I%) 151 ( 2%) 2,756

Unknown 32 (<1%) 57 (<1%) 4 (<1%) 35 (<1%)

Not in Labor Force
(including unemploved)

6,369 (619) " 8,995 (59%) 584 (56%) 5,304 (54%)

"Figures derived from Table 2 in Rehab Group, mi. (1979) Digeit of Data on ['mons with Di.sabilities Prepared under contract to the
Congressional Research Service, Library of Congress GPO #017-090-0050-0. Washington, D.0 Government Printing Office
bfigures derived from I able 643, 'Labor Force and Employment. 1947 to 1978,- in U S Department of Commerce (1978) Statistical Abstract

of the United States, /978, 99th ed Bureau of the Census. Washington, D C. Government Printing Office
'Column percentage totals may not equal 100 due to rounding

4
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22 ABILITY TESTING OF HANDICAPPED PEOPLE

' TABLE 1-5 Employment Status of Handicapped and
Nonhandicapped People

Employment Status

Full Time Part Time Unemployed
Not in
Labor Force

Severely disabled
Men . 8 g 3 81

Women 4 4 1 91

Partially disabled
Men 80 . I I 4 5

,, W,omen ' 31 21 6 42
Nondisabled

Men 86 , 6 3 4

Women 49 15 4 32

socacE. Deuced from Social Security Administration (1980) 1 uric DwIbilio, in the 1: twed
States A Chartboolt

of past failures. Any or all of these conditions may lessen their chances
for optimal performance in the testing situation.

THE EFFECTS OF STEREOTYPES AND LABELS

Stereotypes and labels affect the.lives of handicapped people, partic-
ularly ,in selection processes. "Gatekeepers" in the mainstream of
society, such as Jeachers, school counselors, rehabilitation workers,
examiners and test assistants (readers, signers), and admissions and
employment officers, are likely (as are other people) to attach labels
and to apply stereotypes as they interact with and affect the lives of
handicapped people.

When a handicapped applicant and a gatekeeper interact, the latter
may ,assume one of several postures. The gatekeeper may take a
realistic (objective) stance, based on an accurate evaluation orihe
individual applicant, or he or she may employ either a negativeor a
positive stereoty pe. A negative stereotype emphasizes the lack of
ability of handicapped people, characterizing them as weak, depend-
ent, incompetent, and unsuccessful. Positive stereoty pes exaggerate
the competencies of handicapped applicants and describe them as
normal, independent, superior, successful, and so on. The research
literature suggests that the negative stereotype response is the most
prevalent pattern, although positive stereoty ping also occurs. Un-
realistic and biased expectations are of crucial importance when
testing information is used.
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Ability Testing and Handicapped People

There are Yarious ways in which handicappedpeople can deal with
negatiYe expectations. They aay, for example, accept, internalii.e,
and comply with the beliefs arid expectations. Alternatively, they may
avoid contacts with particular peOple or situations in w hich they are
likely to encounter bias (e.g., by residing in segregated communities),
stress or claim that the disabilit is onk temporary , direct attention
to abihties and assees that offset ,the stereotY pe, or oppose the
stereoty pical constraints and reject the ascribed inferiority and dis-
crimination.

The portion of the regulations implementing Section 504 that
prohibits pre-selection inquiry is an ef fort to enable handicapped
people to encounter, the gatekeeping situation without the hazards
of stereots ped responses. Yet the flagging of test scores as having
been administered in nonstandard fashion, as allowed by OCR's
interim policy, is de facto labeling of examinees as handicapped.
Indeed, sin«. the flagging of scores does not identify the precise
modifications of standardized procedure that haYe occurred, it is

labeling at its yaguest and therefore potentially most damaging.
Standardized testing is only one part of an assessment proceduie.

Other information that sometimes is requested in applying for
educational or employ went positiorm includes wr itten questionnaires,
essaY material, transcripts of educational recor ds, letter s of i efer cute,
resumes or autobiographies of educational and wor k experience, and,
frequently, face-to-face contaCts. (The personal ( intacts may be
irneryiews, performance tests, or probationary placements.) Many of
these sources of information hay e the potential tor reyealing the
[Presence of a handicapping condition. This is particularly trure for
school reports fif the applicant atteruled a special class or s( hool),
reports of extracurricular actiYines,.letters of reference, autobiogra-
phies, and face-to-face contacts. Yet this identification need not take
place. Indeed, some indiyiduals with health impair menus, reading
disabilities, or mental disorders may be able to «m«.al the handicap
even during face-to-face interviewcs.

Handicapped applicants may or may not desire to inform decision
makers about their handicap. Some applicants, particularly those with
achieements, may want to take adyantage of a .positiye stereoty pe,
capitalizing on the tendency of an evaluator to oNerestimate an

qualifications w hen he or she is y iew ed as hay ing ON cr come
an obstacle in attaining a goal. A person who is temporarily rather
than permanently handicapped may want to ensure that attention is
directed to the handicap in order that its transient nature be known
(Lev inn 1975). Another person may believe that he or she will be
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24 ABILITY TESTING OF HANDICAPPED PEOPLE

more accurately evaluated with the assistance of a repoh by a
rehabilitation counselor, physician, or therapist. Still another may
wish to waive some requirements th'at pose particular problems.

Other handicapped applicants however, may not wish to disclose
the fact that they are impaired. Thev may fear an cininformed
discrimination against handicapped people, t.hey may want to avoid
(Illegal) rejection because of the cost of accommodating their handi-
caps (for example, through supplying readers or translators); or they
may w4nt the personal satisfaction of succeeding in open competition.
The regulations Implementing Section 504 preserve the right of the
applicant to conceal the existence of a handicapping condition until
a selection decision has been made.

Because the research literature regarding the operation of labels
in decision making in college admissions, employ ment, and licensing
was of such direct relevance to the provisions of Section 504, the
panel reviewed the literature bearing on this issue (see Appendix A)

Briefly summarized, the research literature on the effects on
decision making of knowing a person is handicapped shows varied
results. Knowing that an individual is handicapped may, in different
situations, have negative, positive, or negligible effects. In short,
research does not support the common assumption that knowledge
of a person's handicapping condition works to that person's disad-
vantage. Opinions expressed in the panel's open meeting were
similarly varied.

THE SOCIAL AND INDIVIDUAL COSTS OF BIASED SELECTION
PROCEDURES

To the extent that selection procedures for admitting or hiring
handicapped people are biased, either because of tests that fail to
predict future success or more subtle processes of labeling and
stereotyping, both society and handicapped individuals suffer. Jt
should be pointed out that either a negative or a positive bias may
create serious costs to the individual concerned, as well as to others.
A negative bias, is likely to exclude a handicapped person from
activities and opportunities he or she is competent to haridle, with
consequences such as unrealized assets, nonproductivity, boredom,
truncated educational and career progression, and so on. A positive
bias may also have serious costs if the individual is placed in a situation
that exceeds his or her capabilities. The inevitable f'ailure may be
damaging in both the long and short lerm and may affect others as
wellprofessors and friends who give extra help to a floundering
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Ability Testing and Handicapped People 25

college student, employ el s who lose money, the public unprotected
from an incompetent professional, and so on. In other words,
inaccurate labels, stereotypes. expectations, and actions, whether
negative or positne, are expensive to all concerned.

It is difficult to quantify the costs, howeyer. StrictlY speaking,.the
economic cost of biased selectum procedures to souety stems from
the misallocation of I esources that could be better used in an altern,ate
fashion. The two nst imitortant misallocations are the inef ficient
use of people in 1A-oducing commodities and the inef ficient use of
education and training in preparing f untie workers. Consersely, the
reducton or elinunation of bias in selection procedures creates
society vde emnoink benefits since it irnpro% es the allocation of
resources. Let us look at these two potential benefits of improy mg
tests for handicapped people in greater detail.

e first type of benefit is the more efficient use of workers in the
wok force. Employment tests proside a proxy for the expected
producti% ity of the workers and, thereby,, an indicator of the maximuni
wage that an employer could pay Zyithout reducing profits. A firm,
in order to maximue profits, will not knowingly pay a %%age that is
greater than a winker's «mtribution to the firm's reYenue A firm
will reject, therefore, all applicants whose expected contribution to
resenue is less than the wage to be of f cued, which in this example
can be assumed to be the same for all workers. To the extent that
the impairments of handicapped applicants reduce then test stoles
below those of nonhandkapped applk ants, the handicapped appli-
cants are disaayantaged in the selection process. If the true produc-
tkity of the !ejected handkapped applicants is greater than that of
those (presurnabl nonhandk apped) who are fin ed, the cost to society
is the dif ference between the productkity of ttie handicapped appli-
cams and the productivity of those 1144,are hired.

The secoml type of benefits emanates rm the elimination of bias
in educational tests. Such benefits are more Aficult to enumerate
than those related to employment, becarise thc`benefits of education
ca'n be % iewed as likely incr eases in employabiiity and income following
school and as nonpec uniary benefits to the indkidual, such as
increased social status, heightened appreciation of the arts, and a
pet solidi enjoyment of-school hfe. Although the nonpecuniary benefits
may be rely importarn to handicapped people, particularly those who
kalue h ighl pii tkipation in the mainstream, one can argue that the
employment benefits of educational attainments are ey en more
unpoilant to handu apped people. As was mentioned ear lier, acquit ing
skills is one unpin tant way per hap's the most important waythat
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26 ABILITY TESTINGOF HANDICAPPED PEOPLE

hanaicapped people 'can corn pen/ lite for their impaired physical
abilities as they compete for places in the labor force.

If, because of impairments, test scores are biased measures of the
true probability of success in an educational program for handicapped
people, then some handicapped applicants who are more likely to
succeed than some nonhandicapped applicants IA qi be rejected. Thus,
some less promising applicants IA ill receive the benefits of an education,
and the return on the investment in the postschooling years w ill be
less than that that could have been produced by the handicapped
applicants. The difference between the returns for the handicapped
and the nonhandicapped students is the measure of the social cost
of the rejection of the handicapped students. In addition, if one takes
the position that education is the difference between employ ment
and unemployment for handicapped people, then die return dn the
investment in education for handicapped people is marginally much
higher than that for nonhandicapped people, and one could even
argue that handicapped people who had a lower probability of success
should be admitted to school in favor of nonhandicapped people.

. The aggregate benefit to society resulting from improved resource
allocation due to improv ed testing of the handicapped might be
rather small, on the order of less than 1 percent of the GNP. (For
example, the economic costs of racial and ethnic discrimination have
been estimated at rio 3 percent of the GNP.) Nevertheless, the
benefit of improved procedures may loom rather large, making the
difference between employ ment and unemploy ment or between
poverty and modetate income levels. And the nonmonetary benefits,
such as the psychological satisfaction that a handicapped person might
obtain from working in a job that is considered in the mainstream,
may be very great, though essentially nonquantifiable. Moreover,
society may place a positiv e value on the creation of equal opportunity
for all and on achieving a greater degree of equity between the
handicapped and nonhandicapped, abov e and beyond the value of
the more efficient use of resources or the improved economic status
of individual handicapped people.

It is with all of these considerations in mindthe low social and
economic status of handicapped people, the barriers that poor tests
can place in their way, , the opportunities that appropriate tests can
create, the benefits to society and to handicapped people of increased
education and employ ment opAtunitiesthat 14 e proceed with our
discussipn of testinu of people with handicapping conditions.
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Admissions Testing for
Postsecondary Education

,.

..

Although the primary focus of this chapter is on tests that are used
to make admissions decisions for postsecondary education, we first
describe the exposure of handicapped students in elementary and
secondary schools to standardized tests. The reason for beginning
with this discussion is that some people hae suspected that handi-
capped students may have very limited or, at least, very different
exposure to standardized tests in the elementary and secondary
grades and, therefore, may he at a disadvantage relathe to their
nonhandicapped peers when they encounter college admission tests.
Then we moNe to a discussion of college admission tests. We look at
how those admissions tests are modified (described in detail in Chapter
5), the numbers of handicapped people who take the tests, how the
scores are reported by the testing companies, and how the scores are
used in making admissions decisions. We next discuss tests that are
used for admission to graduate and professional schools. Finally, we
present what little eidence there is on the validity of all these tests
for handicappete applicants and consider that eNidence in the context.
of the validity of tests for nonhandicapped applicants.

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS
\.

1 esting has long been an integral part of schooling, but the use of
standardized tests to measure ability or achiekement has been increas-.
ing since the early 1900s. Public school children today are given

27
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28 ABILITY TESTING OF HANDICAPPED PEOPLE

standardized tests for inAny reasons: to diagnose the strengths axid
weaknesses of an indiv idual student in order to design an appropriate.
educational program, to help the teacher decide.when a' student has
learned a particular skill and is ready to progress to other instruction;
to place children in the type of program that will best meet their ..S
needs; to give guidance and counseling for future education and
career plans, to certify minimum competencies; and to evaluate the
merits of 'particular educational programs (such as bilingual or
compensatory educatiort programs). The extent to w hich handicapped
children experience this testing is a matter of interest because, if
handicapped children are tested less frequently than nonhandicapped
children, they are apt to lack test-taking skills and, consequently, to
be at a disgdvantage when required to take college admission,
employment, or certification tests.

Handicapped children who are able to participate in the regular
school program, for. most of the day generally share in the testing
experiences of their nonhandicapped classmates. The testing proce-
dures for those children who spend most of their time in special
classes vary, according to the school cfistria and the nature of the
handicap. In some large, urban schools (e.g., in New York City and
Detroit) handicapped children are tes,ted tin the same schedule as
those. who are not handicapped, with mo.difications made according

to each child's individualized education program. In others (e.g.,
Baltimore) all special .education children are ex,cluded from the
regular testing program.

Testing for Placement

For a handicapped child, tests play an important role in determining
an appropriate educational program and in deciging whether main-
streaming or a special classroom will be most bene(icial) The regu-
lations implementing the Education for All Handicapped Children.
A412(P.L. 94-142) require that a full and individual evaluatiot of a
chird's educational needs be conducted-before a handicapped child
is assigned to a special education program. Although the procedures
vary from school to school, the evaluation of a student usually is

' [his is one of the issues being investigated M, the National Research Conncifs Panel
on S.election and Pla.ATTErritStudents in Programs for the Merlyn, Retarded (Heller,

et al W82)
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made by a group of peopleschool psychologist, special education
teacher, physician, speech therapist, and other specialistsand in-
cludes assessment of the child's. health, physical abilities, social and
emotional status, general intelligence, and academic performance. A
number of tests usualb, are administered and may include an "intel-
ligence test" as well as tests of basic skills, psychomotor bilities,
adaptite behaviorkerd so on, depending on the nature of the hild's
handicap. Anyslhele from two to fourteen tests may be given, t ing
from one to ten hours to Administer (Anderson 1982).

If, on the pasis of this as'sessment, parents and school personnel
.--stkagree tkit the c hlil hould r i Iv e special eduCation, an ndividu-

alied education pr 7 am" (1E ) is developedusually by a grodp
consisting of pareilts, teachers, and other professionals. The IEP is

-,supposed to include a description of the child's current educational
performance and adaptiveobehavior, the type Of special services

'desired, long-rauge goals and short-term objectives, criteria for
evaluating whether the objectives are achieved, and a time schedule
for evaluation of progress. Iri developing the plan, additional tests
may be given, and the evaluation of progress (which should be made
annually but must take place at least every three years) may also be
based partly on4test results.

, It is clear that haptlicapped studen in special education programs
ode not inexperienced in test takiv. However, many of the tems that
are ,used to make placement decisions Aire individually adMinistered,
and differ signifkantly tiorn the kind of group-administered paper-
and-pencil tests that are routinely Liken by regular studentsthe
kind that more closely resemble college admission mid employment
tests. '1

Testing for Competency

A relatively new ar.ea of test ng that is creating problems for handi-
capped sendents and raising gal issues in rcgard to P.L. 94-1 nd
the Section 504 regulations i minimum competency tcsting ( 1CT).
Reports_ of declining test sco es,and of higli school graduates who
can barelc i cad and write have kenerated concern that today's student'.
are not receiving an adequate education. In response to this concern,
an increasing number of school districts and states are developing
programs to assess a set of basic academic skills that each student is
expected to master-. Approately 32 states have mandited some
form of mimmuni competency testing for pupils in the primary and ,
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30 ABILITY TESTING OF HANDICAPPED PEOPLE

secondary grades) In 'addition, 156 local school districts have insti-
tuted minimum competency testingsome prior to, or is a supple-
ment to, state legislation and some in stares that have no mandated
state program (Gorth and Perkins 1979):

The purposes of the MCT programs vary. Some states use the test
results primarily to determine w hich pupils need remedials,work and
tiro make decisions regarding the school curriculum. Others tie the
mastery of competencies to high school graduation or grade-to-grade
promotion. Most minimum competency testing programs are directed
toward regular education students and have been implemented
sometimes hastily, under pressure from state legislatures or school
boardswith little thought given to how the requirements would
affect handicapped students (National Association of State Directors
of Special Education 1979). Consequently, only a few MCT programs
systematically address the needs of handicapped students.

Policies regarding minimum competency testing of handicapped
students vary among states and among local school districts. The
most common practke is to exempt some or all special education
students from the minimum competency tests: for example, Maryland
exempts all special education students while North Carolina exempts
only the trainable mentally retarded and those students with multiple
handicaps. A few states use the student's IEP to'cletermine whether
or not the student should take the tests. Minimum competency tests
are modified for handicapped students as a state policy in about a
third of the states. In New York, for example, special education
students are allowed extended time, braille+ or use of a calculator or
reader, depending'on their handicap. Most states, however, leave the
tsponsibility to the local school districts. The state usually prepares
ialist of accommodations that are appropriate for different handi-

capping conditions, but it does not indicate criteria for determining
the extent of accommodation or the severity of handicap that requires
ccommodation (Rosewater 1979), Another option, devising tests Ivith

different.content for handkapped students, has been used only
infrequently. Florida has separate tests.for hearing- impaired students
and for educable mentally retarded students. Several local programs

'Some sources (e.g., Pipho 1979) 'cite 36 Ntur programs. However, definMg MC I'
programs as those that set desired performance standards and also Ipecifr conseiluences

that affect students as a result of meeting, or not meeting,' the standards (e.g..
remediation, the receipt of a high school diploma), a study conducted at National
Evaluatum Systems. Inc . sponsored by the National Institute of EAU( anon (( rth and

Perkins 1979), counted 32 such MCI programs
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make pro%isions for tailoring the tasks requiTed on the test to the
needs of intik idual students (for example, making a business ti ans-
action by telephone instead of letter). Se%eral programs make no
specific pro%isions for handicapped students but treat each case-on
an intik idual basis. Other pi ocecktres include allowing handicapped
studehts to delay testing or letting the student decide whether to take
the regular test or be exempted.

Most of the states that link diplomas with MCI smres ha% e not %et
specified %. hether handicapped students are to be intluded oi ex-
cluded from their programs. 1 he pracht es of st huo1 in as%arding
regular or special diplomas to handl( apped students lespecti% e of
MCT programs) %%ere recentl% stirs eN ed b% the National Assix mum
of State Directors of Special Education (1979). Regulai diplomas ale
issued to handicappa3students in 31 states, while 17 states allos fot
lo al board discretion in a%sarding diplomas to handicapped students.
Special diplomas may be issued to handicapped students in 15 states,
depending on local board decisions, 9 states issue special ceitificates
of high school attendance and 17 states pro% ide for local board
discretion to issue such certificates.

Minimum competency testing programs are cut rend% the subjett
of Nigorolis «mtroers% (see Hanes. and Madaus 1978, Madaus and
McDonagh 1979,, McClung 1977) and litigation (e.g., Debut I'.
Turhngton; Green N. Hunt). In _light of the challenges, a number of
states in v% hit h competent.% testing is mandated ha% e not %et imple-
mented their programs (iru hiding Utah and South Carolina), and
some states (including Florida and North Carolina) ha% e had to
change their policies as a result of «)urt decisions.

Three major potential dif fu ulties 4, ith minimum «impetent S. testing
`programs «nne to mind NA, ith iegard to handicapped students, but
all three also af fect nonhandicapped students to some extent. hist
the definition of the skills that are to be nu !tided in die tests, nuluding
the decision as to whether those skills are defined to be thc same for

'handkapped and nonhandicapped students. Validit% is a «in( ept
that has been applied only lather loosely to inininktini mnipetenty
tests, and there are N irtualk no rigorous, empirical Nalidation studies
of the skills to be included. The importance of the inclusion of tam
skills and the omission of nhers, NA, 1101 has re( eked «insider able
attention for the general population, should receke equal attention
for lyentlicapped students. The se«md potential difficulty is the way

'in whu h a cutof f score to distinguish passing f rom failing stoles is
determined and, again, v%hether the utof f score should be the same
for all students, be they able-bodied, handicapped in regular (lasses,
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or handicapped in special education classes. The arbiteary nature of
the setting of a cutoff score is particularly troublesome. Tht,third
difficulty is the policy of using the score of one, test as the sole
determinant for awarding diplomas, a critical fatt in people's lives.
The use of one test score without additional information is strongly
discouraged by nearly all professionals who work with tests.

It seems clear that careful planning and consideration of all the
ways in which MCT programs will affect special education students
are essential if discrimination against handicapped people is to be
avoided.

COLLEGE ADMISSIONS

Policies of Test Makers

In the United States, there are sev eral types of postsecondary schools,
each of w hich has different admissions policies and requirements.
Almost all (9 of 10) four-year colleges and universities require either
the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) or the American College Testing
Program (ACT) assessment as part of their undergraduate admission
procedures (Skager 1982). These tests, administered nationwide, are
usually taken by high school seniors either at their own school or at
testing centers. The results are mailed from the central testing agency
to the student and to colleges that he or she specifies.

The Scholastic Aptitude Test

The Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) is composed of a verbal section,
which focuses on verbal reasoning, verbal relationships, and reading
comprehension, and a mathematical section, which tests for knowledge
of algebra and geometry and requires skill in computation, application
of principles, and problem solving.

The College-Board, which sponsors the SAT (as well as achievement
tests in particular suiSjects, which are aiso required by many colleges),
publishes a special booklet, Information for Students, that covers services
for handicapped students. The booklet informs the student that a
disability should not automatically lead tp a request for special testing
Students whose disabilities do not affect reading or writing abilities
and who would not require extended time are instructed to follow
regular procedures. There is also a separate information sheet for
counselorsuind admissions officers regarding services and procedures
to be followed. "lhe information sheet for counselors and admissions
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officers calls attention to the limited knowledge about, the impact of
accommodations, that is, changes in standard conditions, on test
scores and the resulting uncertainty in interpreting the scores. It also
notes that all administrations that inYolye extended time, special test
editions, or the use of a reader, manual translator, or, an amanuensis
are considered nonstandard and lead to the designation "NON-STD"
on the student's score report. The college that receiy es the score
report knows thaystandard administration procedures were not
followed, but a does not knOw the nature of accommodation made
or the type of handicapping condition

A special "Test Order FormrI est Rewrd" fOr handicapped ex-
aminees calls for information on (1) the nature of the disability, (2)

hether the disbilt y is permanent or temporary , (3) the test edition
and practke materia esired, (4) a sign-off by the student (parent
or guardian, if necessary o indicate both acceptance of conditions
outlined in Information for Students and understanding that "NON-
STD" will appear on score reports to indicate that standard admin-
istration procedures were not followed, and (5) a sign-off by a school
official that affirms the existence of the handicap and tht the testing
and reporting procedures haYe been explained to the gtudent.

The College Board reports that the number of students requesting
specral administrutions of the SA1 has nearly doubled oyer the past
five yearsfrom i,554 people during the 1974-75 testing year to jitst
oYer 3,000 for 1979-80 (see Table 2-1) Nearly all of this growth can
be attributed to large increases in .the number of nonstandard
administrations using regular editions of the test. Tegulai editions
are used primarily by students w ith learning disabilities who reqciest
extended time. Requests for the braille edition of tbe test hay e
decreased fairly steadily, from 179 administered in 1974-75 td 81 in
1979-80, requests for largetype editions haYe remained relatiyely

constant, slightly under 600 a year until 1979-80, when they increased
to nearly 7-00. The use of the cassette Yersion of the SAI has increased
substantially since it was introduced in 1978, primarily by students
with learning disabilities.

The American College Tesprig PrograM

The American College Testing Pro ram (ACT) assesses coinpetencies
in four subject areas. English, mathi atics, social studies, and natural
sciences. While the ACT subtests are intended to be tied more closely
to'acadernic curricula than are the SAT tests, scores on the ACT and
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TABLE 2-1 Special Administrations of Scholastic
Aptitude Tests

Test Vorm

Year Total Braille
Large
Ts pe

Regular
Tpe

Audio.
Cassette

1974-75 1.554 179 542 833

1975-76 1.900 151 602 1,147

1976-77 2,968 166 595 1.307

1977-78 2,220 132 597 1.491

1978-79 2.463 102 584 1.710 67

I 979-80 3.083 81 699 2.051" 252

1980-81 4,5006 n a ii a n a n a

" Of the 2,051 special administrations. 1,493 students reported a
perceptual handicap (presumably most were specific learning
disabilities). 395 reported a phssical handicap.--and 163 reported
a sisual hatrilicap.
',The data for 1980-81 ate DOI comparable to those for presious
sears The bre-akdown for this year was done by the characteristic
of the test taker, rather than the test Of the total. 2,702 were
:"tperceptually handicapped." 888 were "visually handicapped," 500
were "physically tiandicapped," and 410 were "other noncatego-

rized."

n a = not asailable

SAT are highly correlated; applicants who, score well on one test will

tend to do about as well on the other.3
The information booklet for students taking the ACT, entitled

"Taking the MA Assessment," notes that students in certain cate-
gories should not complete the reg.ular registration folder. Students
are informed that if they are ,handicapped or confined they may
request a special administration by writing to ACT and that all
requests are considered individually. ACT reports that almost all
requests are accepted. The booklet comments on th'e availability of
braille, large-type, and cassette editions of the ACT assessment for
visually handicapped or dyslesic students. It notes that other arrange-
ments may be made for students who are unable to write the test:or
to, complete the test at a regular test center.

A special brochure, "The ACT Assessment Special Testing Guide,"

Ihe sum of the AC r English, natural sciences, and social studies subtests had a

correlation of 82 vt,ith the SAT verbal test in a sample of aboutil5,000 applicants who

took both tests (Skager 1982).
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sets forth conditions and procedures under which special adminis-
trations will be conducted. It informs the student that if a speCial
testing that involves extended time is elected, the word "special" will
appear on report fornia. under "Type of Test." On the Special
Registration Form for Handicapped Applicants, students are asked
to provide a brief description of their flandicap or disability and to
indicate which edition of ACT asses ment is desired. The person ho
supervises the administration is as ed to cunfirm that the applicant
is handicapped. The student is re uired to select as a supervisor a
teacher or a c:ounselor who is able o read and write English.

Practice material is available onl in regular form. ACT reports
that teac hen often read the regu ar sample questions to v isualls

Ampaired students and that some schools for the blind have repro-
duced the sample questions in braille Since most special administra-
tions are untimed, AD does not fed that the lack of practice material
IS a pi oblem. However, in view of the evidence that icoaching" or
tither forms of practice can significantly improve test cores (Federal
Trade Commission 1978, 1979, Messick 1980), this point is debatable.

The Anwtican College Testing Program reports,that about 1,000
handicapped people each year request and recene,special test admin-
istrations in order to submit their applications to eollege. In addition,
mans students take the ACT for placement purposes after they have
been admitted and arrive on campus. Abotti I percent of all on-
campus test administrations each y ear are special administrations.

It is important to note that, in wntrast to the College Board's policy
"for marking "NON-STD" on all scores reported for special admin-
istrationsNC I assessment scores are marked "special" only, if the
tests are taken under untimed conditions. (About 60 percent of all
special administrations are untuned.) The only other information
regarding handicaps that might appeal with a score report would be
an affirmative reply to the statement, "I have a physical handicap or
disabihts that may require special provisions or sen ices from the
college I attend," which appeals-on-the student pi ofile section giv en
on a voluntary basis to examinees. However, only about 10 percent
of the 3,120 institutions that received score reports in 1978-79
requested that apPlicants' responses to that item be printed on the
1979-80 smre reports (Maxey and Lev itz 1980). In addition, some
people vy ho ate not permanently disabled (e.g., someone in a hospital
or someone who temporatil) cannot write because of surgery or an
a« i(lent) ate permitted to take the tests with extended time and thus

would be included in the "special" ategory. Beginning in 1980-81,
the score repo« fot students who ask for a specially arranged
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TABLE 2-2 Special Administrations of the ACT
Assessment, 1978-79

Test Form

A

Hanclicap Total Braille
Large
Type

Regular Audio-
Type Cassette

Heanng Impaired 26 26

Dyslexic .155 77 78

Learning Disabled 325 183 142

Visually Disabled 430 83 , 266 24 57

Physically Disabled 207 . . 195 12

TOTALS 1.143 83 266 505

s. On- Numbers Include both tuned and untamed administrations,
ACT reports that about 60 percent of all special administrations
are untimed Special administrations given on ,campus are included
only if they Involved modified test forms, i.e., braille, cassette, or
large type. ACT is not informed of other special arrangements for
on-campus testing. e.g untimed regular-type tests.

SOURCE. Data provided by Philip Rever of the American College

Testing Program

administration of the ACT assessment under timed conditions will
have an indicator that will say "arranged." -

The numbers of different special administrations of the A6T, both
timed and untimed, for the 1978-79 testing year are shown in Table
2-2.

Other Adnasston.s-Related Tests

Three additional tests sponsored by the College Board have''some
bearing on college admissions. The Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude
Test/National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test (PSAT/NMQT) is
tajcen by college-bound high school juniors who wish to compete for
National Merit Scholarships or to gain familiarity with the SAT. The
PSAT/NMQT is available in braille and large type; a reader, manual
translator, or amanuensis is permitted. During the 1979-80 testing
year, 338 special editions were requested (73 braille and 265 large-
type). Requests for these special versions have increased over the past
five years, in contrast with the SAT, for which braille requests have
decreased and those for large type have remained fairly constant.
This may be because the SAT is available on cassettes and the PSAT/
NMQT is not.

Advanced Placement Program (APP) examinations may be taken
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by high school jumois and seniors who wish to get college credit for
collegê-leel work completed in high school. There are no special
editions of the 24 APP examinations, but special arrangements may
include extra time or the assistance of a reader or amanuensis. In
such instances the following statement appears on all copies of the
grade report. "Candidate handicapped. Exam administered under
special conditions." Each year, approximately 25 handicapped stu-
dents take the APP.

The College-Leel Examination PrOgram (CLEP) enables nontra-
ditional students entering wllege to get credit for college-leel skills
and knowledge acquired outside the classroom. Four of the fie CLEP
general examinations are aailable in cassette editions with accom-
pansing line figures for test questions that requn e inter pretation of
graphs, charts. and tabular material. All other tests, including the 17
subject exammations, are pros ided only in regular editions, but they
may be administered with the assistance of an amanuensis or reader.
The CLEP humanities test, which includes a number of pictures in
the questions on art history, is being prepared in a special edition
for isualls unpaired test takers, questions that do not require isual
stimulus material are substituted for those that do. Up to twice the
regular ume is permitted for handkapped students. Score reports
indicate that the examination was ;idrriThistered under no.nstandard
conditions. ,;, pproximatelr 20 handicapped and 93,000 nonhandi-
capped people take one or more CLEP examinations annually.

Policies of Admissions Officers

While college admission is widely 1, iewed as a highly competitke
process, with scores on admissions tests playing i crucial role, seeral
recent sureys suggest this is not the case. In fact, most colleges and
unn, ersities are not highly selectk.e. A surey based on the responses
from about 200,000 freshmen who entered 362 institutions of higher
education in the fall of 1979'found that more than 75 percent were
accepted by either their first or second choice (Cooperatie Institu-
tional Research Program of the Unhersity of California, Los Angeles
and the American Council on Education 1980).

A national sur ey of undergraduate admissions policies (sponsored
jointly by the American Association of Collegiate Registrars and
Admissions Officers (AACRAO) and the College Bwrd [AACRAO-
College Board 1980]) found the median percentage of applicants
accepted by both pmate and public four-year institutions for 1978
to ,be more .than 80 percent. For (wo-year colleges the median
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acceptance rate was more than 90 percent. Since there is good reason
to suspect that the schools that responded to the questionnaire (about
63 percem of the public and 57 percent of the private schools) may
constitute a sample biased in the direction of more selective institu-
tions, the 80 percent acceptance rate for the four-year colleges and
universities may well be an underestimate.

On the basis of their replies to the survey, each institution was
categorized as nonselective (accepts all applicants who meet certain
minimal requirements) or selecti.ve (accepts only a limited number of
applicants.). Data for the 255 selective four-y ear public institutions
show that 23'percent accepted more than 90 percent of their applicants
for the 1978-7$) school-year, 24 percent accepted 81 to 90 percent,
and 25 percent accepted 71 to 80 percent, only 11 percent accepted
fewer than 50 percent (AACRAO-College Board 1980).

These,figures give a misleading picture, in one sense, because they
do not consider self-selection by applicants. That is, a distinguished
institution play accept a large percentage of its applicants because
only outstanding students choose to apply. A study by Venti and
Wise (1980) supports this interpretation.J'hey conclude that, while
SAT scores may greatly affect admissions decisions, particularly in
highly selective schools, their effect on the decisions of applicants is
much stronger. NeNertheless, the overall impression is one of increas-
ing accessibility. It is estimated that about a third of U.S. institutions
of higher education have essentially an "open door" policy (Skager
1982).

____
The majority of public- and\priv ate institutions in the AACRAO-

College Board study (1980) report that high school grades are
considered more important -as admissions criteria than test scores,
although test,swres rank a close second. Other ty pes of credentials
commonly required for some or all applicants include personal
interviews (required by 42 percent of' the public and 54 percent of
the private fourey ear institutions) and letters of recommendation
(required by 33 percent of the public and 82 percent of the private
four-year institutions). Judgments about such personal qualities as
motivation and Moral character were considered important, as was,
evidence of special skills, work experience, community involvement,
aml leadership qualities. Venti and Wise (1980) also, conclude that
test scores do not appear to be the major constraint on the college
opportunities of high school graduates.

Most schools apparently weigh admission test scores in reaching at]
overall Judgment regarding admissibility but do not set a cutoff score.
Fewer than .half of the four-year institutions 'participating in the
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AACRAO-College Board study had minimum SAT or ACT scores
below which "an applicant is generally not considered for admission".
38 percent of public and 42 percent bf pri%ate institutions using the
SAT, 29 percent and 30 percent, respectively, for those using the
ACT. When .a cutoff score is used, it is surprisingly low. Average
cutoff scores for the total SAT %%ere about 750 (of a possible 1,600)
for public and pi-Rate institutions. For schools using the ACT, the
mean minimum composite scores were 16.2 and 16.4 (of a possible
36) for public and pris ate institutions, respectively.

The oerall picture for admissions at the undergraduate leel is
,one of consideiable flexibilit% in the use of test scores along with
othei informatwn (Skager 1982). Most institutions admit the majvrity
of their alfrtlic ants, and most applicants are admitted to the -college
or uniyersit% of their choice. With the anticipated detline in the
college-age population and increased concerns for affirrname action,
undeigiaduate admissions seem likely to become nen more open
and less selective in the future.

Handicapped Students in College

Compared with theil numbeis in the college-age population, handi-
capped people are underrepresented in college. A 1976 suney by
the National Center for Education Statistics (U.S. Department of
Education 1980.38) found that among the college-age population (18
to 25 years'of age) only 29 percent of handicapped people were
enrolled in school compared with 36 percent for the college-age
population as a whole. In addition, a muCh higher percentage of
handicapped than nonhandicapped students attend two-year (as
oppose(1 to four-%ear) institutions. s hile 36 percent of all students
enrolled in mlleges and unRersities ))n 1978 attended two-year
institutions, 50 per(ent of the mobility -Impaired and almost 57 percent
of the acoustically impaired students attended two-year institutions
U.S. Department of. Education 1980:38).

lu what extent is the imiderrepreseion of handicapped people
in college a result of selectie admissions? Unfortunately, there is
little mfor mttiun about admissions policies for handicapped students.
The onl% releant question on the AACRAO-College Board survey
had to,do with exceptions to tbe formal admissions requirements
made by..selectise institutions: 39 percent of the public four-year, 30
percent of the pm ate four-year, and 25 percent of the private two-
year instItutions said that exceptions could be made for' "physically
handicapped students."
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According to James Dunning, director of admissions at the Uni-
ersity of California, In ine, admissions officers in most colleges make
e%ery effort not to discriminate against handicapped applicants.' He
believes that scores resulting from a nonstandard administration are
treated as if they were regular scores, unless they are to the student's
obvious detriment. When those scores are low, applicants' records
are reviewed further in an attempt to assess accurately their abilities;
if special test administrations are not flagged,- Dunning Suggested,
low-scoring handicapped applicants may be unwittingly denied ad-
mission. .

ADMISSION TO PROFESSIONAL AND GRADUATE SCHOOLS

Policies of Test Makers

The Graduate Record Examination

The test most frequently required for admission to graduate school
programs, the Graduate Record Examination (GRE), is published by
the Graduate Record Examinations Board and administered by the
Educational Testing Service. It includes an aptitude test composed
of three subtests (verbal, quantjtative, and analytical reasoning), and
advanced tests in 20 fields.

An asterisk next to the test date on a handicapped applicant's score
report directs attention to a footnote saying "special testing condition,
see enclosed memo." The memorandum describes the special con-
ditions under which the test was taken, urges cautious use of the
scores, and recommends that other indicators of achievement be
emphasized. The Educational Testing Service notes in its information
bulletin for applicants that "our intent is to remind the graduate
schools that each handicapped student should be considered individ-
ually, in light of the particular disability involved and the student's
academic record."

Overall figures for the administration of the GRE aptitude test
show a downward trend over the past 5 years, from 300,000 tests in
1975-76 to 275,000 in 1978-79. About 400 handicapped applicants
take the GRE aptitude test each year under special conditions; an
additional 100 take one of the advanced tests only. Of the 409 special

'Dunning spoke at the upen meeting of the panel (see Appendix4), representing the
American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions dtficers
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administrations of the aptitude test in 1978-79, 215 were regyar
type, 113 large type, 39 braille, and 42 cassette. Of the 2 f5 handi-
capped applicants w ho used the regular-ty pe edition, about 55 percent
were repotted by test supervisors to have "ph5sical disabililies" and
45 percent to. have "visual problems." Some applicants included under
visual problems" may hav e had learning disabilities, but this was not

a category used in the superv isor's report form. The most frequent
accommodation was extra time, readers and amanuenses were seldom
used. People with visual problems often used special aids, such as the
Opticon.

The Miller Analogies Test

The Miller Analogies Test (MAT), published by the Psychological
Corporation, is also used for graduate admissions on a national scale
sometimes along with the GRE and sometimes in its place. The test
consists of a series of problems stated in the form of analogies, mostly
verbal. Each analogy has four parts, or terms, three of which are
given with the remaining term to be selected from four choices. Many
of the terms are quite esoteric, so the test requires an extensive
vocabulary.

About 80,000 people take the MAT each year; some 20 to 30 of
these use braille editions, vs hile 35 to 45 -use large-type editions.
Presumably almost all of these special administrations Wok extra time,
but the Psychological Corporation does not record that inforniAtion.
It also does not keep Lount of the number of handicapped individuals
who take the test with a reader or amanuensis or under standard
conditions. The Psychological Corporation indicates a nonstandard
administration when reporting scores for all accommodations, and
they enclose a cautionary statement concerning interpretation.

The Methcal College Admission Test

Applicants to all but two of the 126 U.S. medical schools are required
to take the Medical College Admission Test (MCAT), which is
developed by the American Institute for Research under the spon-
sorship of the Association of American Medical Colleges and is
administered by the American College Testing Program. The test,
which replaced an olderversion in 1977, assesses (a) science knowledge
in biology, chemistry, , and physics, (b) the ability to lolve problems
in these three scienc e fields, (c) reading skills, and (d) quantitathe
skills.
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Handicapped applicants are informed, in the AtCAT Announcement,
that they must submit a letter from a physkian documenting their
handicapping condition and the need for special arrangements. There
are no modified editions of the MCAT, but the assistance of a reader
or an amanuensis is allow ed. as is extended time if requestedup to
awo days compared w ith the regular one day (61/2 hours actual test
time). If any of these arrangements is used, the test report is marked
by an asterisk. The asterisk could signify temporary disability , such
as a broken arm,- but since applicaks are almost always intervir<ed
before being accepted, w héther 01 .not score reports reveal one's
handicap is usually irrelevapt.

Approximately 54,000, administrations of, the MCAT are given
yearly , about a third of them are repeat testings. The av erage applicant
takes the test twice, and many take it three to five times. Of the
26,000 applicants who took.the MCAT in the fall of 1979, only about
10 requested special accommodations. According to ACT, which
administers the MCAT, about half of those requesting special accom-
a-iodations are dy skxic indiv iduals ho ask for extended time. The
rest typically have lo ision or a temporary disability."'

The Law School Admission Test

All of the 168 law schools approved by the American Bar Association
require the Law School Admission Test (LSAT), which is developed,
administere), and scored by the Educational Testing ei-v ice under
the authority of tRe Law School Admission Council. The test yields
a single score reflecting the ability to understand and draw inferences
from reatling and to reason logically about both v erbal and qu,intitatRe
problems. There is also a separate section, with a separate st ore, on
writin'g ability.

During the 1978-79 testing year, 115,284 applicants took the LSAT;
about one-third of them were repeat testings. Most law *schools require
that applications be subwitted through the Law, School Data Assembly'

d.54-v ice, which provides each school with a summary of the applicant's
academic work, copies of coRege transcripts, CSAT scores, and a
numerkal indexbased on undergraduate grade-point average and
the LSA-I scorethat predicts first-year law grades for each applicant.

The onh modification in test format is a large-type edition with

1/4

this infortnatim tomes f rnin Ken Mt Ca f fres , Director of the MCA I prow ani at
AC1, HI a personal wminimu awn with the panel
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rge-tvpe orbs% ei sheets- A handicapped person mos take dje regular
e ition of the LSAT ssith the assistance of an amanuensis or in a

irate testing room. Neither r eaders nor extei test time is permitted,
ugh additional rest time bets% een sections is allOss ed. Br aillnd
te sermons, which had f es% ei q u es t ion s than a regular-LSAT

%%ere untinird, %%ere dis«mtinued 14\1976. The decision to drop
ern ssas made In the Las% School Ad Mission Collillii. Ss hich belies ed

modified tests «Add not be salidated and %%ere not in
s% ith the Section 50-1 regulatiops. At the same' time, a,

m of the r egulai LSAT to be administered ssith
limits ssas made asailable. .

I Admissiun Bulletin points out t hat the options asailable
for testing handicapped people are limited and suggests that a pph-
catijs ss hose handl( ap makes it impossible to take the test s% ith the
options of feted should so !louts the lass schools to which thes are
appls mg Sc hools mas %%ant applicants to take the large-tspe sermon
or thes mos %%arse the test. Ben if a-iscllool ssaives the test, it mas
ssant applicants to submit data through the Lass School Data Assembls
Sen ice. I he Lass School Admission Council remnimends that lass
schools «insider handicapped students indnidualls in deculmg %%het 1 ler

mto require the to take the I.SA I and in making a missions decisi ns.
For applicants s% ho take the large-tspe LSAI .ich sealthete

hose been 20 ot lesser in recent searsthe scores reported to the
lass schools are ac winpanied IA a note stating that l'his candidate
took the Large Pr nit edition cif the Lass School Admission I est under
«mditions lot the shualk 4handuOpped." A letter p en to the
applu ant to for ssaid to the sc hoot describes the conditions of testing.
notes that the mole cal ned should be s ies% ed'as I epresenting tlt...,
"losser limits" of abilits as measured In the LSA I , and suggests that
the student's sc hoil ie«nd and personal rewminendations be gisen
greater %%eight. S«n es f rom applican s% ho require an amanuensis .
or separate testmli, room are not flagged in ans ssas ..

tl

«nuplionc
large-ts pe e
standard tin

Fhe Law .S(lu

The 6, annum Mapa(ement Admisswn Tesi

Fhettnaduate Management Admission "I est (GMA1 ) is des eloped
tind adimilisteied bs tire Lducational st esting Ser %ice accoiding to
policies set rbs.(t.he, GiOduate Admissions Council, an organiution
«imposed of 5..Nrad uate schools of management, all of S1111(11 I eq ui e
the GMA I I he test is als,v required in some 500 sc hoots or
depaitments in the fields of business administr'Otion, at-counting,
public administr anon, and public health. Appioximatek 190,000 tests
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were administered in 1978-79 (about 207,000 is the estimate for 1979-
80). Use of the GMAT has increased steadily in the past 5 years as
applicants uho might earlier have selected other types of_ graduate
or professional training have shifted to business and management
fields.

Editions of the GMAT in braille, large type, and on cassette first
became available in 1979-80. The assistance of an amanuensis or a
reader is permitted, as is up to six hours of extra time. The score
results for handicapped examinees include a i emorandum describing
the nature.of the test conditions and the i t that norms are not
available for Interpreting the scores.'

During the 1979-80 testing year, 74 special administrations of the
GMAT were given: 33 were large-ty pe, 7 were cassette, and 3 Were
braille yersions, 26 applicants took the regular test with extra time,
and 5 took the regular test within the standard time limits but required
a sep-arate room or special seating.

Policies of Admissions Officers

It is difficult to determine the proportion of graduate school applicants
yyho are required to take the GRE, because requirements for graduate
admission often vary from department to department, eyen within
the same university. A large graduate institution might incorporate
30 different schools and departments, each With its own admissions
requirements. Howeyer, among the largesj and most prestigious

,, graduate institutions (members of the Association of Graduate SPols),
the GRE is likely to be required for some or all applicants for a
majority of programS (Skager 1982).

Decisions about aLceptance to graduate school usually are made by
a faculty committee of the department or program involved. Con-
sequently. It is difficult to obtain a definitive picture of how important
test scores are in the pt ocess. The only national stuOodrinense of
the GRE in graduate admissions (Burns 1970) indicates that scores
are weighed along with other data, anid that cutoft.scoresbelow
which applicants are automatically rejectedare selccom used.

Admission to medical school is extremely competiti4. For example,
most of the 48 priyate medical schools in this country 'admitted less
than 10 percent of their applicants in 1977-78 (Gordon 1979). And
medical school aliplicants are a highly self-selected group: for ex-
ample, the mean undergraduate grade-point averagv of those apply-
ing to medical school in 1978* was 3,3 (Thnin*-Forgues and
Erdmann 1980).

4
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Almost all U.S. medical schools inteniew prospectRe students, so
admission is essenuallY a two-stage process. Undergraduate grades,
MCAT scores, letters of recommendation, background information,
and state residenc% (in the case of many public institutions) are
«msidered in determining who will be inter Yiew ed. (Medical schoolj
typically inter% iew about 2.5 times the number of applicants who w+?il
e%entually receiye offers (if admission.) Final decisions regarding
admission presumably are based on impiessions gained during the
inter% iew of the applicant's personal qualities as well as on further
exploration of academic background and relesant experience

Fhe Special Athisor% Panel on 'Fe( hnical Standards for Medical
School Admission appointed by the Association of American Medical
Colleges prepared a set of guidelines for medical colleges speciking
the technical (nonacademic) standards for applicants seeking the
Doctor of Medicine (M.D.) degree (Cooper 1979). These standards,

hi h physicians should meet to ensure good patient care, include
adequate somatic sensation, S ision, hearing, speech, equilibrium,
exterocepti%e sense (touch, pain, temperature), propriocepuse sense
(position, pressure, rn6Yeruent), and motor funuion. he ads isory
panel stressed that the M.D. degree is a broad, undif ferentiated
degree, and that medical students should be potentially capable of
performing any of the tasks required o1, a physician. Thus, they
argued, it is not a«eptable to admit a blind student, for example, on
the grounds that he or she plans to become a psychiatrist and
therefore will not be required to perform many of the physician's
tasks that depend primarily on s ision.

I he guidelines are onls iecommendations, and they are probably
more «mserYanye than the policies of some medical schools. In y ley%
of the fact that theie are sci many more qualified applicants than
a%ailable places in medical schoolshoweYei, it seems unlikely that
an% but the most exceptional handic apped student would be admitted
to medical sc hoof I he Assouation of American Medical Colleges has
no data on t c number of handicapped applicants admitted to medical
school. the Amiable information relates to a_few handicapped
individuals,w ho have graduated from medical school.

With guidelines as explicit as those from the special athisory panel
and with the demand for admission to medical schools far exceeding
the number places aYailable, it is reasonable to conclude that while
the MCXI is undoubtedly an obstacle for some handhapped people,
it probably does not «mstitute the major barrier to meical school
admission.

While law school admissions generally are not as competitive as

,114
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medical school admissions, there are 'till many more academically
qualified law school applicants than can be admitted. Compared to
graduate and medical schools, law schools haye a more mechanical
admission process. Few lass schools interYiew applicants, and the
quantitatiYe index proyided by the La% School Data Assembfy SerY ice
(based on dergraduate grade-point ayerage and LSAT score) is
used as a scRuning de ice. There is some indication that test scores
are syeighted more heayily than grade-point ayerage in determining

(the index (Schrader 1976).
The Law School Admission Countil recommends that lays seltols

wane the LSAT for certain handicapped applicants, but there are
no data showing how many do so, Because LSAT .scores are not
flagged, those handicapped applicants who receie low scores could
be rejected automatically unless the law school's attention is drawn
to the other evidence of ability.

PREDICTIVE VALIDITY OF POSTSECONDARY ADMISSIONS
TESTS

The primary purpose of college admissions tests is to identify
applicants who will succeed academically. It is presumed that appli-
cants with high test scores will earn higher grades and be more likely
to graduate than those with low test scoi es: In this section we describe
the aYailable-eNidence ori this issue, the Yalidity of admission tests for
the general population- and for handicapped applicants.

College Admissions Tests

In a sample of 310 yalidity studies of the SAT, the median correlation
between scores on the yerbal section of the test and freshman grades
was about .38 and that for the mathematical section %yds about .34
(analysis by Linn 1982 based on data from Schrader 1971). The AC1
composite scores hay e a correlation of about .38 with freshman
grades, muldple correlations of the foui ACT subtest score; with
freshman grade-point ay erages are about .50 ,(American College
Testing Program 1973).

Correlations in this range allow for considerable error in prediction.
For example, with a correlation of .50, under ideal circumstances
only 41 percent of those in the top fiftly. of the distribution of test
scores will be expected to be in the top fifth in terms of grade-point
ayerage (Linn 1982). Fhus, people with the same scores on college
admissions tests are likely to Wye wide Yariability in their grade-point
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aYerages. These correlations, how es, er, to some extent underestimate
the degree of relationship between test scores and college grades
because the group in college is fairly homogenehoftCollege.students
generally -are more able than the population at 17Fge. If the entire
college-age population were tested and admitted to college, the
correlations between test scores and f r eshman grades-would be higher.
In addition. as Venn and Wise (1980) note, test scores affect an
indisiduars decision of yy hether to applY to college as well as the
choke of college This f urther attenuates the correlation betw'een test
smres and college grades.

While ACT and SA-I smres do pro% kle some basis for predicting
freshman grades, neither of these tests has been found to be a better,
or ey en as good, a predictor of freshman grade-point aYerages as
high school grades or high school rank in class (Schrader 1971,
Amern an College Testing Program 1973). Nevertheless, a combina-
tron of test scores and high school grade-point ayerage does predict
college grades better than either of those two yariables alone. For
both the ACT and the SAT, the multiple correlation for high school
grades plus test scores is about .59, compared with .50 for high school
grades alone. Furthermore, it can be argued that the scores pros ide
an adjustment fin the yariability in the quality of education and in
the meaning of grades f rom different high schools.

Altfrough the ay ailable data are quite meager, they do gibe some
indication of ho flell gratles and test scoreo predict the college
achreYement of handicapped students. The aYailable data come from
a study of handicapped and nonhandicapped students w ho haYe
taken the AC1 assessment (Maxey and Leyitz 1980). (The handi-
capped applicants are those cy ho took the regular AC F assessment
on a natiimal test date, not those "Yy ho took modified editions or
untime(l tests ) It should be noted, first, that data collected by ACT
shim that handicapped students, on the ,iyerage, ha ye earned lower
high hool grades and earn lower «illege grades than nonhandi-
Gipped students (Maxey and Ley itz 1980); see also 1 able 2-3.
(Students are asked to report their high school grades w hen they
register to take the ACT assessment.) The high school grades for
these handicapped students were, on aYerage, 0.21 grade points lower
than the national norm. In their first year of college, the grades of
these handicapped students were, on aYerage, 0.17 grade points Jower
than for nonhandicapped students (Maxey and Levitz 1980).

For handicapped students in this sample the correlation between
high school grades and f reshman grade-point ayerage is .43; the
correlation between AC-I composite scores and freshman grades is
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TABLE 2-3 Mean Self-Reported High School Grades for Students
Taking the Regular Edition of the ACT, 1976-80

Mean Grades Number.

HandicaPped Nonhandicapped Handicapped Nonhandicapped

Year Student; Students Students Students

1975-76 2 68 2 94 9.112 62,113'

1976-77 2 80 2 96 317' 06.362'

1978-79 2 74 2 95 535' 73.376

1979-80 2 75 2 95 717 8(1.145'

-.Number is a 10 percent sample of the identified populations

virtu t \LOW. and Les itz (198(1) and personal conununK anon. Nlyses (19811.

.46. Thus,.for this sample of handicapped staTents, tek scores are a
slightly better predictor of college performance than are high school
grades. For nonhandicapped students in this study', the reverse is
true. the correlation for high school grades with freshman grades is
slightly higher (.46) than the correlation of the ACT composite score
with freshman grades (.44). For both groups, a combination of the
ACT composite scores and high school grade-point average predicts
college grades equally well (.59) (Maxey and Levitz 1980).

While the above data suggest that ACT scores are a valid predictor
of college performance for this sample of handicapped students, they
do not provide any, information about the validity of the tests for
students with different disabilities, or for those with more severe
disabilities. (The reader should remember that the study included
only those handicapped students who took the regular ACT assess-
ment.) In one study conducted in the late 1960s, 41 deaf students at
the National Technical Institute for the Deaf (NTID, part of the
Rochester Technical Institute) were compared with 103 hearing
students who enrolled in the program. The mean score on the verbal
part of the SAT for the deaf students was 291, with a range of 200
to 416. This contrasted with a mean verbal score among their hearing
peers of 485, with a range of 301 to 727. Thus, the lowest score of
the hearing students was close to the mean of the scores of the deaf
students. On the quantitative section of the SAT, the mean score was
392 for the deaf students and 564 for the hearing students, with

ranges of 253 to 577 and 343 to 752, respectively. While the
mathematics scores of the deaf students were substantially higher
than their verbal scores, they were also low relative to the mathematics
scores of their hearing peers. The top quantitative score among the
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deaf students was not Imich lugher than the mean for the hearing
students. The proportion of deaf students who would hake been
admitted to Rochester Technical Institute on the basis of their SAT
scores would undoubtedls hake been quite 10,A , hcnNeNer SAT scores
were not considered in the admission of NI ID students At the end
of the third term the deaf sludents trailed the hearing students bN
an aNerage of less than 0.5 grade pointind the attrition rate of these
Thigh-risk" students was less than that of the hear mg students (-Walter
1970)

I he support receRed bN the deaf students at N ID (tutoring,
interpreting, etc.), which presurnabk raised w hat their wllege grades
would other wise hake been, maN hake gi ead% reduced the predic tiNe
power of the SA1 . Ne%ertheless, these findings indicate that the SAT
was not an effectke predictor for the deaf students in this program.
Fhe blucational 'resting Serb ice is nearing completion of a studs of
the Nahdits, of -the SAT for deaf and hearing students at California
State Unikersits at Northridge. Earls anakses of the data indicate
that the S.k I is as good a predictor of wllege grades for the hearing-
impaired as fin tht nonhandicapped students (Jones ,uld Ragosta
1981) Gallaudet College, a colk.ge for deaf students, has deNeloped
its MS n admissions test batters, it has been found to be a much better
predictor olgrade-point aNerage oNer four N ears of college than the
SAT (Greenberg and Greenberg 1971).

Graduate Admissions Tests

The correlations between admissions test scores and academic per-
formance in graduate, medical, or law schools are generalk lower
tkin those for undergraduate schools because the sever 9IN limited
Nanabilits in test scores and grades attenuates the correlation coef fi-
cients. In general, predictions based on academic per formance in
college (undergraduate grade-point aNerage) are about as, good as
predictions based on test s«,res, but the wmbination of test scores
and undergraduate grades is a better predictor than, either alone
(Willingham 1974

CONCLUSIONS

What can we conclude about the nature of the admissions process
for handuapped people? For the general population there emerges
a picture of a few highly selectike mlleges and uniNersities but with
a majorits of colleges and bnikersities a« ept,iiiR a relatik els large
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proportion of then applicants. Most college applicants are admitted
by the school of their fast or second choice (although perhaps in part
because students tend to appls to schools where they are likely to be
-admitted). High school grades hase been shown to be the single best
predictor of freshman college giades, with test scores improNing the
prediction rather little. Based on these findings some may conclude
that postse«mdaR adnussions tests are of no consequence for most
college applicants. including those with handicapping conditions.
Nes ertheless, the panel behnes it is unsafe to conclude that tests are

,unimportant for handicapped college applicants for the following
reasons:

Test scores are used in admissions deusions by many ,,chools.
Tests may offer an opportunity for handicapped applicants to

demonstrate their abilities.
I ests may, in some situations, work to the detriment of some

handicapped applicants.
The right to take appropriate tests has been accorded handi-

capped people by .federal regulations.



Testing for
Job SeleCtion

There are seYeral points at whic h testing could sene as a barrier to
the parlicipation of the handicapped in the yyorld of work. For
increasing number of occupations, licensing oi certification proce-
dures are required, and written tests haYe become a common %elude
for measuring competence. Federal, state, and local ciil senice
systems -rely heal, dy on screening through testing. Unions and man-
2gement alike use tests to screen candidates for entry-leYel jobs or
occupations. Frequently, handicapped people also encounter tests in
rehabilitation agencies when they prepare for jobs. In these situations,
the use of tests may hinder handicapped people from joining the
work force in a capacity for which their education and training haYe
otherwise been adequate and appropriate, or it may facilitate their
moving into productive roles in American society.

Primarily because tests ha Ye tended .4,) screen out Nat ks, Flispanic.s,
and members of other minor-shy group, employ went testing has been
under close scrutiny since the mid-1960s. One focus of the concern
has been the job-relatedness or Yalidity of the tests. (See Chapter 4
for a discussion of the relevant legal issues and Chapter 5 for a

dis( ussion of psychomen it «ffisiderations in Yalidation studies.) One
significant consequenCe of the closer scrutiny of employment testing
has been i tendency to merestimate the historical importance of tests
in the total hiring process. A second consequence has been the
unprececknted olunw of ociaI resources that haNe iecently been
inNested in employment testingf imn test deYelopment to litigation.
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A third consequence has been a decline in test use, particularly amOng
small employers, in the %sake of confusion about the precise inter-
pretation of federal guidelines on employee selection procedures.

The panel has obtained information from public and private sector
employers, rehabilitation agencies, and licensing and certification
officials regarding the degree to %%Erich handicapped indiy iduals
encounter tests in employment settings. We have learned that there
is sparse information about employment testing in the private sector,
ea,en for the general population. This lack of information is of concern
because the private sector is a much larger, more amorphous part of
the lyorld of I% ork than the public sector. In this chapter we present
a synthesis of the information %ye obtained, but %Ye caution against
overgeinerahlation based on these data, particularly those regarding
the private sector, in %%Erich the enormous number and diversity of
employment settings limit inference from one case to another.
WIrnever possible ue compare employment testing f3rocedures for
hIndicapped people With those for the general population. Folloyying
the descriptions of testing in the Nt arious employment settings, %ye

,discuss issues that are common to those settings relating to hiring or
promotion practices that may tend' to limit the occupational oppor-
tunines of handicapped people. Finally, we give a brief sketch of the
practices and policies of a few other nations trying to improve the
status of people with handicapping conditions.

THE PUBLIC SECTOR

Employment Testing at the Federal Level

The public sector, w, hich includes federal (including the military),
state, and local government agencies, is the locus of the most
comprehensive and systematic testing programs for selection and
placement in employ ment. At tb.efederal level, the Of fk e of Personnel
Management (OPM, formerly the Civil Service Commission) 'has in
recent years administered hundreds of thousands of examinations
yearly for clerical and entry-level professional positions in the federal
government. Most of the exams are intended to predict how a
andidate 1A, ithout much experience %%ill perform in a job that requires

no special training, Although OPM's Professional and Administrative
Career Examination (PACE) has been supported by ongoing test
development and Nahdation, including considerable Work on modi-
fications tot handicapped examinees, it is being phased out in favor
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of tests Or other selection devices deYeloped for each of the 118 jobs
formerly covered by the PACE.'

The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the Vietnam Era Veterans'
Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974 require eYery federal agency to
facilitate hiring, placement, and ad% ancectent of handicapped people.
HoweYer, interest in the special pi oblems associated with the testing
of handicapped candidates for civil serNice positions dates back to
the 1950s. Some of the most consouctiYe steps toward solying the
psychometric problems associated with the testing of handicapped
people haY e been nndertaken k regearch diY isions of 9PM and its
predecessor.

Recently the emphasis in the federal gmeinment has been on
alternate routes (i.e., not tests) to careers with the federal gm ernment.
Many mid-leY el and senior positions are open to all applicants through
what is termed the "excepted service." No civil senice rating is

required lot these openings, candidates are eYaluated on the basis of
educatum, training, and experience. OPM's Office of SelectiYe Place-
ment Programs ako administers two entry-leyel programs that are
particularly teloant to handicapped job seekers. Through the Sched-
ule A appointments pi ogram, applicants may arrange for special
procedures or accommodations in luring requirements, including
exemption from tests. Sc hedule B appointments pros ide similar
arrangements specifically foi the "mentally restored," people who
have received psychiatric treatment.

In addition to the ariat tons on the traditional wmpetitke testing
method of entry into the mil sery k e, the federal goYernment has
also instituted tempo] ar 01 tnal work periods. Upon successful
completion of 700 hours on a f ull- or part-time job, the candidate
becomes a regular goci nment employee. Anothei entry route to the
federal ckil sery ice, instituted in 1971, is the counselor certification
technique Under this ai rangement, a report from a rehabilitation
( Rinsch)! %Sim has inspected the woiksite, job requirement and
client's qualifications c an be substituted foi passing an examination
(Schein et al. 1980).

In 1977, 6.85 pen ent of the federal work force reported haying a
handicapping «mdition, the figure for 1978 was 6.74 percent (U.S.
Of fic e of Pei sonnd Management 1984 The percentage of handi-

1 his hange is the result of a mnsent der ree between ()PM and d number of plainuf fs
who (Wined LI, ft st was disc rininiaott be( dliSC of its atherse impar t un Mar ks and
Hispanics
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1 ABLE 3-1 Programs for Employing the
Handicapped in State Government, 1971

Program

Number
of
States

Cull Service ot Meru Ss stem 18

remporars Appointments for the Ilanduapped 18

Special Appointments HI bell of I esting 21

Appointments Reset s ed for Specific Disabilities 11

Training Program for Supervisors Handling the
Handicapped 13

Spet ol Jesting Arrangements for the Handuapped 44

SW. RO L President s (ommittee on Finplosment of the Ilandi-
yapped (1971)

capped employees who said they -were severely disabled rose by about
5 percent between December 1977 and December 1978. The OPM
report also notes marked change in the distribution of handicapped
employees a( toss the government salary levels. Based on these figures,
OPM's report concludes that attitudinal and procedural barriers to
employment and advancement of the handicapped in federal gov-
ernment are diminishing. Unfoi tunately. , it is not possible to determine

from this i eport the means by which disabled individuals entered
Federal service and whether tests were used in the selection process.

Employment Testing at the State Level

State goverhments also rely heavily on tests to maintain their legis-

latively mandated merit systems of hiring. A suney conducted jointly
.by the Office of Personnel Management and the Council of State
Governments (1979) indicated that more than three-fourths of the
states used written tests as part of the sekx tibn process for clerical,
prof essionalind techm( al jobs, w hile more than one-half tested

applicants fm blue-wllar and management/administrative positions.

State and local governments dif fel from the federal government,
however, in that they typically do not maintain research departments
lot test development and validation but rather rely on research done

by others, usually in industrial or academic settings (see below).

A 1971 survey of hiring practices for handicapped job applicants
in all SO states showed great variety (see Table 3-1). A total of.44
states pros uled special testing arrangements for handicapped can-

t. Mates. 1 empoi an and special appointment categories parallel
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Schedule .k and 13 appointments aigil the 700-hour trial work period
Instituted bY the federal go% ernrnent.

State emplo%ment senices haYe turned tq the United States Em-
plonient Senice (USES) of the U.S. Department of Labor for help
in dey eloping and ahdating tests used in %ocational counseling and
in the sele( non of applKants fot specific jobs. For example, USES
research has demothn ated that b% using the six subtests of the
Genelal Aptitude I est Battel% (('A! fi) plus an as %et umahdated
test called the Nom eading Measure of General Ability, counselors
and peisonnel staff ate pros I( led with an adequate assessment of a
deaf pet son's aptitudes 11oweyei, useis of tins combination of tests-

e caution( d that s«n cs thus obtained annot.be compared with the
not nis established on nonbandicapped takers of the GA-I B. For
another example, USES research into the dpplic,tbilm, of the GA Hi
fin mentally letaided people indicates that the batter% is appropi late
foi those indRiduals terined "slow lealners" or borderline mentallY
retarded but not for blind people.

I he i est of this section h deyoted to more detailed information on
inogiams fin assessing handicapped employees in seeral states. We
do not claim that these examples «msntute a iepiesentathe sample
of state pi am( e, but ,we do kel that the% indicate the aneo, of
lesponses to fedeial leghlauon «mcerning handicapped people

New York State has long had a (IN il service law that prohibits
dhunninanon against the dhabled in an% pait of the ciil senu
testing oi employ, went ess.2 1 hh law specificallv ref ei s to the
light of a handicapped person to extra tnne and the ser% ices of an
aniamiensis in taking tests, and additional acconinmdanons ale of-
fei ed to handu apped examinees. Until 1977, the section of the law
that tiled to pi otect the dhabled was interpreted to mean that a
handicapped Pelson «mid not be (citified by an officet with.liiiing
authinit% until the Connuissuni for the Blind and Vhually Handl-
( apped in the Office of Vo( ational Rehabilitation had «nifil med that
the job In question was an appi opt late setting for that pet son. I Ins
ploceduie was %iewed as a plotection foi the handicapped per mm
against appointment to a "no-Yy situanon. In piactu C. how e% er. It
was f requently tinic-«nistinung tlhit 1ob openings weir filled befoie
the (el tifuittion pimess «Add be «nnpleted Now, job candidates

haul filiation v. iic Sian Ihist d oil a put social ommunic anon f row
Donald Flint, cimidinalia of (nal testing. Net, link State Depaitinclit ot (aol St coo.
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who identify rthemsely es as handicapped are notified of the aailability
of rehabilitation sen ices at'the time they receive their test results and
are certified for employ ment in the same manner as all other
candidates. If a personnel officer belies, es a handicapped applicant
can perform a gkeh job, he or she refers the person to a health
services physician, w ho imestigates the situation and either supports
the agency's assertion or recommends accommodations in the job. In
must cases, the agency first attempts to make the needed-modifications,
viewing the referral as a last resort.

The state of Michigan has instituted a sixTmonth trial appo,imment
program for handicapped people who would be at a competitk e
disadvantage in the regular civil sen ice examination process. This
trial period takes the place of the regular examination,for a position
and sen es as the probationary period required of all employees. In
order for applicants to qualify for this program, they must be certified
as meeting guidelines of theMichigan Bureau of Rehabilitation, the
state Commission for the Blind, or the Veterans Administration.
Following certification, the applicant's name, with a "handicapped"
designation, is placed at the top of the employment list that is
circulated to state agencies. This process, hoWever, by no means
guaranteesAdimbled person a six-month trial appointment, nor does
it mean that no testing is involved. The rehabilitatiiin services
counselor must determine that the candidate is able to perform a job
adequately (often through testing) and must keep apprised of current
state job openings that are appropriate or could bei reasonably
restructured to accommodate a particular handicap. The brochure ,
publicizing the program notes that a handicapped person may also
enter the civil senice through the regular examifation process with
assistance provided at exam centers.

In California, handicapped people w ho ish to take the examination
for civil. service job openings are given the options for testing
pccommodations that has, e become a% ailable in most large testing

\iprograms. Ckil service classifications have been developed for the
readers and interpreters who provide necessary support services to
visually, hearing-, and speech-impaired applicants and employees

EMPLOYMENT TESTING IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR

According to a joint 1975 survey by Prentice-Hall, Inc., and the
American Sirciety for Personnel Administration (the P-I1 survey,
Prentice-Hall, In(. 1975), the single most important vari;ble gmerning
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the use of tests for emplosee 'selection or promotion in the prisate
sector is the size of the business*establishment. Firms with more than
1,000 employees tend to rels on testing pPograms to a greater extent
than smaller fir ms. The size of a business ako affects the source of
t he, tests it uses. Small firms, par tic ular h thow with fewer than 500
emplosees, tend not to use tests, and when the% do, thes either
deselop their Own tests actor ding to «unmonsense rules or bus tests
from wmmercial publishers. Almost half of medium and large's.,
businesses rely exclusis els on tests put c hasecIfrom outside publishers.
Fhe most popular approach in the largest «nupanies (those 'with
more than 25,000 emplosees) ksa testing-program that «imbines in-
housesand published tests

The size of a hrhi af fects the presalence of salidation studies. In
the P-H surses, onls 17 percent of businesses with fewer than IOU
emplosees had sahdated the tests t hes' used. The Puopor tion increased
to 10.penent for «impanies with 5,000 to 9,999 employees and to
67 percent for" firms with more than 25,600 emplosees. Most hrms
had spent less than S5,,000 on salidation studiesilthough a few cited
expenditures of more thati$20,000.

The P-H surs es data Indicate- that tests are more ss idels used in
nonman turmg businesses, sucti,as public unhties, banks, insur a rice
wmpanies, retail salestrid «idiniunicamms, than by manufacturers.
A sins ey of testing practices, whjc h was «niduc ted k the Bureau of
National Af fairs m 1976, resealed that, of the compames that use
tests, more that, 80 percent use them for office posnions,'w hile onls
20 per( ent Ow them for production jok, and' LO percent for safes
and service jobs (Miner 1976).

Conducting an adequate sursey of prasate sector emplosment
practices with regard to handicapped people would be an enor mous
undertaking, one far beyond the s«ipe of the panel's mandate. In
order to for ni some impression of how die business communits wlects
hiaridi iI,ed emplosees, the panel «nitac ted man ge winpanies
who reportedly hire substantial number s of handl( apved people. In
general, as noted abose, the amount of paper-and-pencil testing for
all job cand.idates, handicapped and nonhandkapped, saries grtfuls
from eine compans «aporation to another and from one tspe of
01« upation to another It appe,q, howeser, that tests are frequends
waived for handicapped applicants.

I he major barrier to «unparable employment testing of handi-
capped pmplecited bs wseral large corporations is the fac t that most
of the tests the% use ar e speeded. If extra time is allowed, the meaning
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of results obtained under nonstandard conditions is unknown. One
large corporation makes accommodations, such as an amanuensis,
braille sersions of tests, and extra ume, but informs candidates that
scores obtained within the time limits will be considered as well as the
total achiesed in the extended time. Another large company waises
tests if a stapdard administration is not possible..

Differential NAidation research on testing of handicapped people
is sirtpallY nonexistent in the prRate sector and is considered un-
feasible because of,the mall numbers of handicapped employees in
similar jobs. Such Nuales woukl require that a number of people \
with a similar handicapping condition take the same fOrm of an
employment test and be placect in highly similar jobs at approximately
the same ume. Consequently, rigorous predicuse N alidation studies
seem rarek if eY'er possible for only one employer, alternatRes might
incbale multijurisdictional Nalidation studies and a longitudinal case-
study approach. In either case, better records on the employ ment4of
handicapped people would be needed.

TEST USE IN REHABILITATION AGENCIES

Both state and ornate Yocational rehabihtanon agencies f requently
play major roles in helping handicapped people receise training and

.get. jobs. Such agencies act as intermediaries between disabkd appli-
cants and poteictiployers, whethel in the public or pi IN ate sector
As we hay e seenthe federal and sonic state ciYil sers ice systems haye
established pi ogi ains whereb, cer tification by a iehabilitanon coun-
selor may be substituted bn Lisa sers Re examinations. Some priy ate_
sector emploYeis hay e imilit an angements with Yin ational rehabk
nation ser 5 ices. In a questionnaire disti ibuted to recipients of tfre
Employer vf the Year Award, which is presented by the President's
Committee on Employ went of the f landicapped, respondents_mdi-
cated that then most «minion sour c es f ut re( intinent of hand ic apped
People wei e Yocational iehabilitation agencies and state etnployment
offices, (President's Committee in') Employment of the f landic apped,
no (late).

Although the lehabilitation system often spares a client the expe-
i len«. of «nupetinye test taking foi jok that is requn ed of nonhan-
dicapped applicanh, tests of Narious kinds f requently play a lat ge
role in the assessmyn pi oced cif es used by these agencies to (el tif s a
dhabred person. Some rehabihtation professionals point to a (liffet-
Cn( e bet w ec:n then use of tests and that of an emploYer, they 5 IC%
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tests in the rehabilitation setting as «nil entrating on -abilities, assets,
potentials and strengths, %chat the person can, rather than can't do-
(Barron 1980). Rehabilitation testing also focuses on disco% enng areas
of cc eakness and on pro% iding the necessan trammg to strengthen a
per son's gener al en) plo% ment potential

Norms are a%ailable on old% son . of the tests used b% rehabilitation
agencies -1 he tests at e used to- on m ounseloi s as %cell as placement
officers. but rarel% is there an interest in comparing test s«tres for
handicapped and nonhandkapped people, as there is in college
admissions

Rehabilitation agencies hace «mdrated much resean h and de'. ci-
opniient on assessment procedures Rehabilitation ser %ices hae long
been doeloping and using the "%sulk sample,- a per for mance test in
'. hi h a person per forms tasks suniTar to those required on a job.
People cc ho experience dif ficult% %c it h cc ritten tests often possess the
aptitude and abilit% to pei-form actual tasks cc ith great skill. "Fco such

stems are I ()VER (I esting. Orientation, and Work E%aluation in
Rehallilitatiou) and Mk ro--FOWER, both of %%Inch are used IA
rehabilitation agencies thioughout the countr% to screen clients for
training and placement in c Icr kal, facton, food sen ice, paraprofes-
sional health seni«., and similar positions. The FOWER s%stem,
doeloped in the 1930s IA the International Center for the Disabled
(ICD). is an indniduallied test «msisting of 9-1 %cork samples that
take; I to 5 cc eeks to wmplete (Rosenberg 1977). More recentls. ICD
des-eloped Mu to- I (AVER, a shot ter group-administered %ersion of
1 OWER 1 his aptitude .batters IrK ludes %cork samples m fox areas

numeikal, motor, spatial, and clerkal perceptionand can
be «mipleted in less than a %seek. I he Micro-TOWER test has been
normed for ph% su all% disabled, p5 hiatikall% disturbed, brain-dam-
aged, and educable mentall% retaided populations, hocceei , pr edit-
fue ahdit% studies hace not been «milik led.] he doeloper s of the
test allude to seceral «nisiderationsl'hat hase hampered alulation
ef forts ( I ) et taint% as to %chether or not the level of Micro-

OWEk samples is high enough to allocc for predicnon of successf ul
emplosment, (2) pi oblems %cith obtaining sufficient samples for
specific lobs, and (3) chi fic ulnes in sec ur ing the «mperation of unions
and emplosets (Bac kman 1977):

Vocational tchabilitatum agencies also use a numbet of other tests
to measure aptitudes For example, a pr Rate rehabilitation agenc% in
Ne%c Yolk uses the f ()Hos% mg set of tAs in its prom ational es aluation
of clients:

7 0
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I ?item(

Geist Picture Interest Insentors
Strong-Carripbell Vocational Interest Blank

Achievement

Wide Range Achiesement lest
Differential Aptitude I est
Nelson Reading Fest
Gates-Maaunitie Reading test
Form E. (Grades 7-9)
Form F ((racles 10-12)

TESTING OF HANDICAPPED PEOPLE
'

Aptitude
Minnesota Clerical Test
General Clerical Test
Bennet Mechanical Comprehension Test
Resised Minnesota Paper Form Board

Dexierit
Bennett Iland lool Demerits Test
Crasslord Small Parts Fest
Stromberg-Carlson Dexterns Test

1 he Wide Range Achieyement Test is a reading achieYeri-`ient test
that is easy to administei and is ieported to haye high reliability and
yalidity with undifferentiated populations (Lloyd 1979). The Differ-
entialsAptitivile -Test, whrcit,is published by the, Psychological Cor-
poraticm, measures % erbal reasoning, numerical reasoning, space
relations, mechanical reasoning, clerical speed and accuracy, and
language4sage. It was normed on Apo students in Grades 8 to 12
in 13 states and has extensiye yalidity information in its manual, but
no research regarding its use with handicapped populAtions has been
undertaken (Miller 1979). Othe'r more Wecialized tests are also'used,
for example, to determine eligibility for computer programming
courses and jobs.

LICENSING AND CERTIFICATION

Licensing and certification requirements were designed to regulate
the competence of indkiduals allowed to practice a particular profes-
sion. The two terms are often used interchangeably, but they tech-
nically refer to two distinct processes. licenses are issued by gmernment
agencies to indiYiduals who are ihereby granted perthission to engage
in a given occupation, certification is granted by nongoyernniental
agencies (e.g., professional associations) to indiyiduals who have
fulfilled requirements established by the profession to regulate Itself:
Today more than 2,000 occupations haYe licensing or certifiCation
requirements (Pottinger et al. 1980). Types of professions that are
tvpically regulated by state gmernment agencies and that haw tests
as pair of the licensing requirements include architecture, barbers
and beauticians, certified public accountants, dentistry, electrical
contrrActors, eitgineers, marriage,counselors, plumbers, medical ex-
aminers, nursing, optometry, pharmacology, city planning, psychol-
ogy, and veterinary medicine.

A sy,rvey by Hiscox arid Nafziger (reported in Pottinger et'al. 1980)

7,1''
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determined that relausels few of the occupations that require Ikensing
or Lertifkation include testing'as a component of the process for the
general population. Rather, there is usually an educational require-
ment idwmbination with on-lhe-job experience or an internship or
practieum. Experience can soinetnnes be substituted for other re-
quirements'.

According to the Flismx and Nafziger surves, the validits or
rehabifits of the tests that are used is of sen little concern to the
licensing ur Lernfsing bodies. Frequent Is, test administration proce-
dures are not esen standardized. A limited surses,conducted by -the
National Center for the Studs of Professions found that the only
clinn to salkfits tha made for most licensing and certification
tests.was a kind of L inent sahdits based on the fact that experts in

gisen field had agr ed on As hat are appropriate nems (reported in
Pottmger et al. 1980).

he panel attempted to estimate the demand for modified certifi-
cation and licensing exaMinations by contacting seseral insolsed
states. professional organizations, and testing companies. In general,
the number of handicapped applicants who seek licensing or certifi-
cation in an% one profession appears to be quite small, although there
is some sariabilits For example, in one large industrial state, 11 of
330 candidates taking a recent licensing test for psschologists iden-
tified themsels es as handicapped, "Handicapped" in this contexessas
broadls, defined and mas has e included indisiduals with heart con-
ditions, cancer, and so forth. Another state estimates 250 requests
for test accommodations in a sear, another reports onls 10 accom-
modations clf an estimated 80.000 examinations administered. Panel
wrrespondence with licensing ahd certification bodies that use tests
prepared bs the Psschological Corporation indicates that sery few
handicapped mdisiduak hase applied to take modified examinations
in such fields as electroencephalographic technology, personnel
administration, cmupatiohal theraps, and cosmetology.

Requests fin special considei anon are handled on an indisidual
basis. he tspes of accomniodations most frequently offered include
readers, interpreters, extra time, and separate testing rooms. Braille
tests are generally not a'vailable.

In Lases in whu h licensing or certification tests are produced,
' normed, distributed, and swred by testing companies, the usual

procedure is for the accrediting board or association to pass on any
requests for special testing arrangements to the testing company,
which then arranges falthe appropriate modifications_to be available
at the designated time and place. 1 ypes of mOdifications appear to
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be mote limited than in college admissions t,esting, with a reader or
amanuensis and extended time the most common accommodations.
Extra costs are absorbed by the professional association or board
rather than bY the candidate.

Some licensing and certification agencies model their tests after the
Multi-State Bar Examination, a two-part test for the licensing of
law ers. For this exammanon, the Educational resting Serice (ETS)
produces and swres a multiple choice section that is used in 42 states,
each state deternunes the cutof f score for the., multiple choice section
and writes, adnunisters. and scores its own essay section of the test.
EIS repot ts that chually impaired applicants can be accommodated
with a reader, hut in general. deteiminations about accommodltions
woukl be at the dhcretion of the indnidual state bar associations.
Cahforma, for example, has printed a braille cersion oh its exami-
nation

fri re«.tit sears there has been a growing concern about the lack
of knowledge about the predictice Yalidity of tests used in licensing
and c ertifu anon. The major dif hculties cited as stumbling blocks to
comet ting test.s tu pet formance-based measures are the familiar ones
( if exorbitant «,sts and problems in defining perfmniance criteria.
Federal and state gocernments }lace bemme increasingly incolced in
t egulation of the licensing process and in a few limited cases hace
f unded de% elopmen t of pet f ot mance-based measures of occupational
wmpetency (P(Jttinger et al 1980).

Concern about the Nalidit of tests for licensing and certification is
intensified when tests are modified to accommodate handicapped
people. When h«lising boar ds use nationally normed and standard-
lied tests, theY are often reluctant to alter the guidelines for test
adnimistratuni pt ocedures procided in the test manual7One agency,
howec et which uses its own psychometricians and has many years of
experiem e in ecaluating the outmmes of special test administrations,
has «Mt Med that the time allowed fot all candidates exc eeds what
h necessai 1, and, t hcrefute. any extra nine has little elf ect on the
mei all %Akin% of s«nes. We did not find,anY actual research ef fot ts
designed to establish the alidity of Ay type of special test adminis,
tranon

In gcnei al. the pun «lures useq b lit ensing and certification bodies
are exti mirk dicer se. Few hamluapped applicants haYe requested
testing tnodific dorms, but the reasons f or the small number of requests
ate unknow ri IAcensing boat ds regulated by state agent les haYe been
most ac mu in ptoYulmg testing acwmmodations, but they too hace
tem% ed a limited ittquit te. rhe panel's «in( ern about
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licensing and certification is not abated 13), the small numbers of
handicapped people requesting modifications of licensing or certifi-
cation examinations, both because the reasons for the limited number
of requests are unknown and because as more handicapped people
complete educational prow ams and appl% for emplo% mem, it is likek
that the nunther of requests will increase

ISSUES IN EMPLOYMENT TESTING

Se% eral issues are «nnmon to the testing and emplo% went of handi-
capped people in the public and prhate sectors. The first relates to
the knowledge and sophistication of handicapped applicants and

,emplmees Because the% Ind;t, need to use options not of fered to the
general population, handiCapped indikiduals need to be particulark
well informed regarding the ramifications of their choices. For
example, test %Nal% ers and akei nate selection processes, while prokl-
mg some opportunities. Ma% put handkapped emplo%ees at a dh-
ath antage in other wa),s. This would be the case if a pei son were
hired on a six-month 'trial basis at a lower ,salar% le%el than if the
standard emplmee selection ioute, perhaps including testing, had
been followed. In addition. emplmeis ma% not pi ide full benefit
packages to those who are under a probational-% «mtrac t.

Handicapped people ako need to be %%ell informed regarding the
legall% constituted complaint process under federal or state fair
emplo%ment regulations Arnold R. Vasbindei, state cool dmatoi of
placement ser%1( es for the New York State Office of Vocatioñal
Rehabilitation, has i eported that no wmplaints about improper testing
of handicapped people hae been registered %kith the Office of
Federal Contra( t Compliam e. He contends that this is in part because
mentall% retarded and learning-dhabled inch% uluals ale not likel% to
understand the wmplaint pro( edur es and %et% probaNv do not know
that the law af fords them some protection. If no «miplatilt is filed,
busmesws are not required to show the job-i elatedness of tests oi
selection procedures ot to iinprme p1 ic tices that put handicapped
people at a disadvantage.

"Hie sewrid issue «nu erns the practKes iii emplo% ment selec non
that residt in Identification of an applicant as handicapped. l'he [hind
has obser%ed that most public scum affiimathe non p1 ogtams fyi
handicapped people, pi esuppose sdf-identak anon of those with

CsInuon% It Iie [hind's open Meeting (s Appen(lix B)
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handicapping conditions, thereby suggesting that the pre-emplo, ment
identification of a person as handicapped is not considered significant.
Or it may be that the concern about privacy is outweighed by the
necessity of achieving compliance with federal or state laws through
programs that are designed to employ handicapped people. In any
case, it appears that because of other practices, the flagging of scores
that identify a job applicant as having a handicapping condition is
less an issue in testing fur employment than in testing for admission
to postsecondary education institutions.

The third issue involves the need for- specialized training of
psychologists, guidance and employment counselors, and other
professionals whose responsibility it is to evaluate and prov ide realistic
advice to handicapped job seekers. In some cases such personnel are
school-based, either in secondary or postsecondary institutions. More
frequently, however, handicapped people will receive employment
information, evaluation, and counseling through rehabilitatiou ser-
vices or state employ ment offices. Yet personnel employed by reha-
bilitation serv ices are not necessarily specialists in er aluating the
abilities of handicapped people. Vasbinder reported to the panel that
the current practice in New York is to purchase testing services from
private licensed psychologists (see Appendix 11). According to Barron,
many of these psychologists have neither training nor previous
experience in assessing the aptitudes of handicapped people (1980:342):

rhere are many examples of clients whose testing experiences or contact
with helping professionals has increased rather than diminished their inse-
curities, has lowered rather than improYed the chances that their assets and
potentials would be discuYered and capitalized on. because the psychologists
invoked were cony inced by limited exposure and experience tHat handi-
capped people were Incapable of leading any but marginal lk es Or, the
psychologists were certain the clients were deeply disturbed because they did
not understand the behavior in the context of the dishbility

A representative of the Alexander Graham Bell Association for the
Deaf cited two sun, s that support this v iew McCrone and Chambers
(1977) found that in 11 states, professionals who were used by state
vocational rehabilitation agencies to perform psychological er aluations
of clients were 'not supervised by doctoral-level psychologists as
required by the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and recommended by the
American Psychological Association (APA). Spear and Schoepke
(1979) surveyed the psychology training programs of all APA-
approved schools and found (with 'an 87 percent response rate) that
26 percent of all program directors had never heard of the Rehabil-
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nation Act of 1973. Another 28 percent had heard of it but were not
familiar with its requirements. OnlY 10.5 percent of all clinical and
counseling doctoral candidates reported haY ing taken a course on
the psychological aspects of disability.

New York has instituted a program for training psychologists hired
Ico, the Office of Vocational Rehabilitation in the testing of specified
disability groups. Another approach to the problem now under
consideration is the possibility of requiring that the academic pi ograms
of doctoral candidates in Cr?mcal psychology programs include course
work in the psyckology and testing of disabled people

The fourth ise is the concern that is unixersally refei red to
the greatest barrier to the employment of handicapped people.
employers' attitudes, that is, their bias against handicapped people.
Handicapped indiiduaIs, achocacy groups, placement personnel in
rehabilitation agencies, the President's Committee on Employ ment
of the Handicapped, and employers who haYe had successful expe-
riences with handicapped employees all pointoto the need foi contin-
uing efforts t6) break dow n stereoty pes, preconceptions, and fears
concerning employment of handicapped people. Many of the ef forts
of the president's comnnttee are geared to con4-ont preciselY this
/problem.

Employers' reluctance to consider handicapped applicants for job
openings is often expiessed in terms of apprehension about woik-
related issues, such as absenteeism, loWer producuy fly , safety factois,
and increased insurance costs But E. I DuPont de Nemours and
Company, which has many disabled employees (particulaily Yeterams),
covducted a major study *of the performance of its handkapped
employees (Wolfe 1973-74) that showed. (1) no irKrease in 1, orkmen's
compensation costs, (2) minimal physical adjustments for some hand-
,icapped employees and no adjustments for most, (3) an aYerage or'
bstter safety record for 96 percent of the handRapped employees,
(4) an enthusiastic, reception of disabled employees by Wulf employ-
ees, and (5) relamely high ratings on job perf oi mance. job stability,
and attendance. A significant posime correlation was found between
severity of handicap and job performance ratings.

OYercoming employer resistance, to hiring handicapped ry oi kers is
the fix us of many programs and organizations. The National Center
on Empkiyment of the Deaf (NCED) of the National Technical
Institute for the Dealin Rochester, New York, emphasizes four major
areas in its efforts to proyide job opportunities for deaf people. (1)
academic preparation in tec hnical and pi ofessional, fields, (2) oii-t he-
job training through cooperame work experiences, (3) job cleYelop-
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ment thiough per sonal «mtacts and seminars, and CO publicity. A
person's academic record,and job interview are umsidered by NCED
w be the two most important criteria in a successful job placement.
Testing is rarely a barrier to the employment of a deaf person who
has completed a course of study at National lechnical Institute for
the Deaf.'

Projects With Industrs (PWI), a nationwide program that is partly
supported with fedetfial funds, takes an approac h similar to NCED's
in des eloping jobs Or handicapped people. PWI has more than 50
projects inwlsing more than 2,000 industries, the programs fre-
quently are orgamied and administered by rehabilitation agencies
PWI seeks to proyide consultation to employers regarding employ-
ment of handicapped people and of fers technical assistance on
removal of architeddral barriers and the feasibility of job modifica-
turns. An advisory council composed of representatives f rom partic-
ipating companies addresses major issues, such as change in the job
market or projected areas Of employ mem growth. job-reads handi-
capped individuals, w.ho are referred to PWI' by a state vocational
rehabilitation service, recelYe instruction in effective methods of
seeking employment and placement assistance.

A BRIEF INTERNAT/ONAL PERSPECTIVE

In considering the problems associated with employment of handi-
capped people and the role that testing plays in their employment,
the panel briefly reYiewed the policies and practices of other nations
to see if they might suggest alternatives for this country.

Most Western Eulopean nations attethpt to ensure employment of
handicapped people through a system of quotas that obliges employers
to hire a percentage of people in various categories, including the
ph; sically and mentally handicapped and older workers. In the United
Kingdom, the Disabled Persons Employment Act of 1917 requires
that, in companies employing more than 20 people, 3 percent of
those hired must be disabled. Handicapped jirb seekers must register
with the Department of Employment in order to be considered for
positions. Under this plan, the proportion of disabled people in the
labor force remained at 3 peicent or higher until 1961 but has since
been declining, to jess than 2 percent in 1979. The number of

lj
Ter%onal muumuu( atiii f row R S ciriiihmuent s aluthst.

National ( ewer on Emplm went of the Del
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emplosers f ufiUuig then quota obhgations has ,dso steadik declined
oser the past If sears. I wo of the reasons cited for the failure of
this SN stem are a sers small number of prosecutions fin failure to
meet the quota and the phictice bs the Department of Einplosment
of issuing large numbers of exemption permits to employers cosel itig
blocks of time of Up to SIX rriuritl (Jam 1979). Problems anse because
mans disabled people do not leghter with the Department of
Employment and because it is difficult fot officials to refute an
emploser's Judgment that an apphcant is riot the right pet sin] fin the
job ("And in Britain . 1979).

West Germans also relies on a qui,ta ss stem to ensure employment
for its handicapped people. Films that emplos more than 16 people
must hase,at least trj percent handicapped employees on the payroll.
Failure to do so carries a monthls financial permits, the [none\ is
used to pros ide flee technical adaptations at work sites emplosing
handicapped people ,ind to suppoi t sixational training for disabkd
people (Presi(Ient's Commitlee on Einplosment of the Handicapped
1980) In addition, West Gerinam's Chambers of Handwork and
In(Iustis and I rade (similar to American unions) hase set up a
program designed to extend appi enticeship training to about 60
peiCent of the 16,000 soling people enrolled in special schools
(Organwation fin Economic Coopetation and Deselopment 1979).

The plactices of Fiance. Sweden, and the Netherlands with regard
to emplos nient of handicapped people !rase been studied bs G. D.
Carnes 0979) I he Fiench SNStem is similar in mans %sass to both
the linithh and West German appioaches to finding einpkAment fw
14 disabled population ,k lass mandates a 3 percent quota fir'r
m(Iustrs ( I() peicent foi etehms), but, as in England, enforcement
of the statute is rat e except within the mil sersKe SN stern. Linplos els
of more than 5,000 people ate ako I equired to guaiantee leemplos
merit of ans lehaladitated employees following illness in accident.

In the Nettie] lands,, the goseinment is respcnisible for Warming,
olgant/mgind financing I chabihtation programs, pi isate 'seam
soluntars societies pros ide actual sei s ices to clients. A 3 percent quota
appears in the cocIntrs's laws but is ieportedly no better enforced
than elsewhere Sheltered workshops, %stitch are crnimied for their
lowtin nose'. !MC, [nos uk %% vi k for iiiuchi of the disabled population
in the Nedkerlanck

Sweden does not !lase a quota system for the employment of its
handicapped iiti/ens, but has attempted to guarantee work foi its
handl( apped population bs instituting a ssstem of reimbursements
to emplos cp., who hue handicapped indhiduals. In the case of a
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young, entry-level physically handicapped worker, an employer re-
ceives 90 percent of the employee's wages from the government for
the first year and 50 percent in succeeding years. Rehabilitated
workers who have difficulty finding work through the open job
market also are eligible for this type of work, with employers receiving
supporting grants of.75 percent of their salaries for the first year, 50
percent for the second year, and 25 percent in each year thereafter.
About 200 state-subsidized sheltered workshops are scattered
throughout the country.

fhe Swedish government maintains a clinic for occupational testing
where oaluation of a severqy disabled client may take up to six

months. Considerable psychological testing of rehabilitation clients
also takes place in spedalized institutes. Research into testing of the
handicapped is conducted, at these sites, but an Organikation for
Economic Cooperation and DeYelopment report on the Swedish
rehabilitation system note,s that the tests and selection procedures are
not vitidated (Jain 1979).

Carnes (1979) reported a significant degree of dissatisfaction with
the Swedish system. Work disinceNk,es, which undettnine the reha-
bilitation system, are built into the disability payment structure.
Attitudinal barriers also remain a problem. Advocacy groups com-
posed principalh of militant disabled individuals are increasingly
vocal and influential in pressuring the government to institute changes
in the laws and services that protect handicapped people.

The panel's reviov of the policies of other nttions regardirig the
employment of handiedpped people has been neither thorough nor
extensive. It leads us to believe, nonetheles, that the policies of the
Western European nations that we roiewed do not offer particularly
promising solutions to problems in the United States. We believe that
the direct application of their policies to the United States is neither
desirable nor feasible.

?9
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The Legal Context
of Section 504

With the passage of Section 504-of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973,
the federal government took a major step toward extending civil
rights protection to people with handicapping conditions. The act
marked the first time that federal statutory law formally recognized
the principle that people with disabilities are entitled to the same
protection against djscrimination that other people have Section 504
thus represented a fundamental shift in federal policy toward hand-
icapped people. from the prov ision of financial entitlements to the
prohibition of discrimination on the basis of handicap in any ,program

a,or activity receiving federal financial assistance. l

This chapter discusses administrative and judicial interpretation of
Section 504. Although we focus particularly on testing practices, since .

that is the nub of the panel's charge, it is useful to place our analysis
of Section 504 within the larger context of civil rights law.

THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF CIVIL RIGHTS LAWS

The Prohibition of Discrimination

Contemporary conceptions of civil rights in the United States have
been defined largely with reference to the experience of black
Americans. Under slavery, blacks suffered what might be called
absolute discrimination. they had no right to hold property, no
freedom of contract, no freedom of movement, none of the political
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rights of 'citizenship (to yote, f) hold office, to serve on juries), no
right to sue or to testify in court, no right to marry or establish a
family . The Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution and the Chil
Rights Acts of 1866 and 1870 extendedio former slases equal legal
standing with other citizens of their gender, as well as remedies at
law to protect those rights. But the efficacy of such constitutional and
statuton protections was undel mined In the following decades by a
proliferation of state and local laws and customs that, by the end of
Aie nineteenth-century, had produced a segregated society in which

blacks Occupied a distinctly Inferior statuslegally, politically, eco-
nomically, and socially (Woodward 1957).

Beginning S1 ith the Supreme Court's 1954 landmark decision in
Brown . Board of Education, the fedel al go\ er nment mu\ ed to oYerturn
the legacy of separate treatment by asserting federal rights to equal
treatment under the law, to w Inch local laws and customs would ha\ e
to conform. lhe statutory centerpiece of this initiatiYe w as the omnibus
Civil Rights Act of 1964 (P.L. 88-352). In keeping with the task of
dismantling discriminatory legal barriers, the thrust of the act was
prolnbitory in character. it made It Illegal to discriminate among
people on the basis of "race, wloi, religion, sex, or mnional origin"
(although not all sections of the act included all categories).

Hie CRII Rights Act addressed fie major areas in which black's
had. by law or by ( ustom, suffered unequal and exclusionary treat-
tnent. (1) partkipanon, including Noting rights, (2) access to
public acummiodations, such' as hotels, theaters, and restaurants, (3)
access to publicly ned facilities, such as parks, playgrounds, and
of fne buildings, ( I) education, and (5) employment. In each area,

,the act pi ohilnted the use of unlawful considerations, such as race or
ethnic oligin, on the assumption that equal treatment woukl substan-
tially ameliorate the dhadYantaged «mdition of blacks and members
of other specified groups.'

In addition to defining piohibited ti% ities, the CiYil Rights act of
1961 included detailed ploYisions-fol implementing %al mus sections
of the act. I itle VII, for example, Which enumerated unlawful
employ merit pi actk es, established the Equal Employment Opportu-
nit% Commhsion (EWC) as one of the means of implemcknting its

oYisions I itle VI, which prohibits exclusion on th6 grounds of
race, «dot , oi alational ()I igin hum any program or actiYity receiYing
fedeial financial assistanc e (the prototype, along with Title IX of the

For a molt dctaikd ditaksis. sec S1 igdor nd (1982) and Wigdot 11982)
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Education Amendment 1ct of 1972 Yshich prohibits suCh exclusion
on the basis of sex. for.Secuo "04 of the Rehabilitation Act), directed
each agency that disburses federal f unds to promulgate implementing
regulations <md authorized specific compliance actisities, tncluding
procedures for terminating grants.

Testing and Civil Rights

itle VII of the psi! Rights Act, Ys hid; deals Ysith equal emplyy ment
()ppm tunity ,lias been the basis of the most important challenges to
the use of standardized tests. As a consequence, the administratne
requirements and legal precedents established under Title VI,I that
affect he use of standardized tests are important to the deselopini
Mterpretation4if the obligAims-impdsed by Section 504.

Because ability tests are frequently the mOst isible, part of the
decision prcke;s in hiring, placing, promoting, or dismissing employ-
ees, the federal agenlies implementing Title VII quickly wrnergect
on testingys Inc h is defined broadly enough to coYer any selection
procedule that iny oly es choice among candidatesas the most irn-
portant loc us of discriminatoi actn, ity (Alidelines on employ Ment
testing pro( edures es ed inty mote and more complicated state-
ments of technical yalidation methods.2 In order to present a uniform
federal poluN on the obligations vf the employer, the agencies joined 4,
together iu 1978 in adopting unitorm guidelines.

I he UM.. yshich came hugely to dominate federal policy, inter-
-preted Fide VII (114 imlination to «insist not only of employment
practices of %Inch the (Am intent Ysas to discriminate or to treat

I here are's( sen sm. h guidelines 1 qual Fniplos mem Opportunits Cormnission (1(H)6)
Guide-lives on emplos mem testing procedures. I ed Reg 31 6-n I. ()III( of Federal
( (mum t ( omplian« , I) rilm. lit ut Labor (1068) Validatton ul emplittilent tests,
bed Reg ii 11392'. Lqual Finplos mem Opportunit Conumssion (August 1, I:170)

Guidelines on emplosec selection pro«dures,IA Reg 35(149) 12333- 42336 (reissued.
Fed Reg 11 51981. 1976), Of lice of Federal Corium t Compliance, US Department
id Lalxir (1971) F m phis et testing and other selection procedures,Fed ReA 36'( 192) 19307-
I 9310. Of lice A Federal Contract Compliant e, U S Department of Labor (1974)
,ti ukiiiie I reporting (tit e runi-r ela tvdd c mite nt Fed *Reg 39(12) 2094

'7096 L. S Department of jusumpeparunept of tabor, SersAe Commission
11976) Federal Luc tins( Agcm S guRlehnes on employee selection procedures, Fed

Reg 11(227) 51734-51750, Emnd Emplos ment Opportunits Corn IflISStOfl I S

Se rsu Cominissumn, I S Department of I...Thor. I S. Department of justice (1978)
riihn in guidelines eruplosec sek(11()11 prot edures, Fed Reg.-41066i 38290-3831r

'Uniform 6wdelinei on Emplove Sekrnon nrotedures 43 id Reg 38290-38315
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pedple of protected status differently from others, but of all practices
that have an "adverse inipact" on members of the protected classes."
This policy announced in the agency's first set of guidelines,5 has
bemne e basic formula for federal oversight of personnel selection.
Iran employer, union, or employment agency uses a test or other
selection device that results in proportionally lower selection rates for
mirlorities and females thiri,for white males, the procedure will be
considered discriminatory and declared unlawful unles.s the employcr
can,"validate" the test in accordance with the requirements set forth
in. the Guidelines. This policy. put federal officials and courts,in the
position of having to decide what constitutes technical adequacy, a
position that has brought its share of difficulties. And it placed
employment testing at the center of controversy as evidence accu-
mulated in the late 1960s that neither black nor Hispanic applicants
performed as well as a group on tests of cognitive functioning as did
white applicants. In general, group mean scoresior black or Hispanic'
test takers are one standard deviation loWer than the mean score of

4white applicants (Linn 1982).

The Griggs Decision: Employment Testing

The judicial stafidards for applying Title VII to employment testing
were defingd by the U.S. Supreme Court in 1971 in Griggs v. Duke
Power Co. (401 U.S. 424). The Court -focused its attention on the
consequences of a selection process rather than on intent or motive.
if tests are shown to have an exclusionary impact, den the inferencF
follows that discrimination has taken place,

The analytical framework spelled out in Griggs Frits provided the
gro'und rules for Title VII litigation (and has influenced judicial
thinking in other spheres of civil' righr,,litigation asorell). First, the
.plaintiff bearS ihe burden of presentingeviderme stiong enough to
support cin inference of discrimination by showingthe exclusionary
effects of a selectiOn prOcess. That evidence is usually statistical,
frequently th,e comparison of pass/fail,or hire/reject rates by. race or
other classification mentioned in the act. Second, proof of disparate
impad triggers the erriployer's burden to rebut the inference of

,

'Peter C Robertson, "A staff analysis of.the history of EEOC guidelines on employee
selection procedures Subtoted to\General Accounting Office, August 29, 1976.
Unpublished ducumnnt. Ayailable in Me files of the Committee on Ability Tesling,
National Academy of Sciences

vot
Windelmes on Employment Tetzng Procedures, 35 LW 2137(1966)
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discrimination by showing that the challenged test is a "reasonable
measure of job performance." Showing the test to be a measure of
job-related qualifications establishes, unless rebutted, that the basis
of the selection decision is a legitimate, nondiscriminatory purpose
(such as work force efficiency) and not one df the forbidden consid-
erations. The demonstration of job-relatedness, as it has come to be
called, is normally understood to mean establishing the "alidity" (in
the psychometric sense of the wordi of the tek for the position in
question.

The Gnggs decision paed the way for federal courts to look to the
EEOC Guldehnes on Employee Seleawn Procedures as the standard against
which a challenged selection procedure should be juidged. Since
Gnggs, a significant body of precedent has made it clear that some
sort of formal alidation study is necessary to justify the use of a test
when a iystem selects disproportionately, with resulting atherse
impact on specified groups. This requirement for a demonstration
of technical alidity has recently been asserted in a number of cases
involving educational testing, specifically the use of intelligence tests
for the_placement of pupils in classes for the educable mentally
retardea, and the use of a minimum competency test as a criterion
for high school graduation.' A basic assumption underlying Gnggs
was that, in an entirek neutral marketplace, people will be selected
for employment in roughly the same proportion as they are repre-
sented in the population. In Teamsters v . Umted States in 1977, the
Supreme Court stated it explicitly: ". . . absent explanation, it is

ordinarily to be expected that nondiscriminatory hiring practices will
in time result in a work force more or less representatke of the racial
and ethnic composition of the population in the community from
which employees are hired."

The problem with that assumption is that it does not face squarely
the present reality of disathantage. Een the most conscientious
emPloyer k caught between the possible illegality of preferential
,treatment (a legally acceptable affirmatke action policy is just begin-
ning to emerge) and the 3.ery great difficulty of finding.an objectke
selection procedure that Aid] be free of. disparate impact. Gk en the
rigor of the alidation requirements of the Guideltnes and the willing-

"Larry P v Rsles 343 F Supp. 1036(1972), 502 F 2d 963 (1974), 495 F Supp 926
(1979), Parents In Actual on Spews! Outanon Hannon Civil titimber 74 C 358641980),
'Debra P. v Turhngton 470 F Supp 244 (1979). 644 F 2d 397 (1981)
'431 U S 324, 339.
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ness o he wurts to accord thenra great deal of deference in judging
the süf,cienc Ol thcillenged tests, most tests are not sunk ing legal
challenge.

*These ambiguities in the Griggi opinion reflect an ambr% alence that
runs through American societ% abilut the meaning of equalit% . In the
name of equal rights, societ% t ejects the idea of preferential treatment
or quotas, in the narve of social )(ism e, it insists on equal outcomes.
13% writing into law the ti.00 poll() of defining discrimination in
terms of disparate impact, the Griggs opinion tipped the balance in
the direction of the latter N. et confounded that resuh b). maintaining
the rhetoric of equal opport unit% . A similar ambi% alence has char-
acteriied administratie and judicial Interpretation of the Rehalmh-
tation Act of 1973, to which we now turn.

THE REHABILITATION ACT OF 1973

Until the last decade, federal legislation affecting people with hand-
l( aps t as oriented toward rehabilitation and social welfare ser% ices.
Colleen] Atm{ 'the rehabilitation and emplo)ment of disabled %eierans
following World War I led to a modest piece of legislation that was
expanded in UV to include pli)sit all) handicamied people, whethei
or not the) %%ere eteratm.'' This lekislation was inwrpui ated essentiall)
unchanged into the Social Securit) Act of 1935." The hrst significant
alteration of, the 1920 mngressional mandate %%. the Vocational
Rehat?ilitation Amendrnent of 1913, hich broadened the definition
of eligibilit) include the rnentall) ill and the mentall) retarded and
expanded the smpe of rehabilitation ser% ices." Further extensions
to the conce0 of tehabilnation and the inclusi%eness of the legislation
were enacted through amendments in 1954, 1965, aria 1968.12

The Rehabilitation Act of 1973,'' of w hich SectiOn 504 is a pap, is

fP I. 4)6.236, 11 Stat 731 (1920) (repealed 19731
1'1. 71-271, So 10001. 1'1 Stat 620, (1931) (Current version 12 [SC io
1382. 1970, and Sum., V 19751
Vocational Rehabilitation Xmondment of 1943. P 1. 79-113. 57 Stat 374 So 10

[repealed 19731
ational Rehabilitation mendments of 1911, Secs 2-5, P I. 83-'165. tM Stat 1)12

'repealed 19731, \mammal Rehalnlitation .11liendments of 1965. Sec 2-i3, 89-
313, 79 Stat 1282 rcpealed 19731, k awful Rc habilitation Amendment's of 191,8,
P 1. 9(091. 82 Scat 297 Irepeakd 19731
'P I, 93-112. 29 SC 701 et ,eqlks(ripti'se pornons of the disc USSIOII of leipshinve

and regulitur Iiiwr d liurl 501 of.the Rehabilitation .1ct of 1973 rck heolsth
on the 081 draft!rc istolis of the Llarultxmk for the luipkittentatilm uf S«tinn 54,1

the Rehabilitation \it of 1971 ttl. talinattun awl Human Development. Im
1081, hereafter referred to'as Handborrio
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a direct descendant of the,pr es ions rehabilitation Jegislatiorr. Fitles
1.11, and III of the act pro( ide the stat u tor basislohhe Rehabilitation
Sersices Administration (RS.-kt, runs housed in the Department of
Educalion. author-lie the rehabilitation programs that the federal
gosernment (sill support. and delineate the relanonship bet%seen
federal. stit444.,...H1 local agencles in prosiding rehabilitation sersices
to handl( apped nuhsrduals I itle IV outlines the responsibilities of
the se( retars for administering I ilk's L and I. for esaluating
programs and prole( ts author lied In the act. for implenituting spe( lb(
studies, for dissenimanon, and for reporting to Congress.

I itle , %%lin h bear s the unassuming iffire of -Miscellaneous,- has
a (en dif fetent pros eriarK e hour the other four titles. Hie princIples
and programs outlined there are di ass n flour the feder al ( is il r ights
initialises' of the 1060s Indeed. the ( entral pros isionsaf firmanse
a( lion in the lin mg of handicapped people in execume agencies of
the tederal goset [mien( (Sec. 501), elimination of architectuial And
tiansportation bar tier s (Sec 3021. af firmanse action hiring prop ams
bs feder al ontr a( tor s (Se( 303r,,and riondist runinanoli under federal
grants (Se( 101) ere originally of feted in the House and the
Senate as amendments to the Casa Rights At t of 191

Se( non 501 of the Rehabihtation A( t of 1973 prcnides ni its enni et%
t hat

No otherssisc qualified handicapped nichsidu in the United Slates. as
defined in section iito, skill_ sold% hi, Iiri hf firs handl( at) be excluded
born the partAipation in. IA denied the benefits of. ot be subjei twl to
discrunination tinder allls progiain in actis its te«Ising F celesta! (main ral
assistan«'

I-he language of Section 501 parallels both I itle VI of the Cis il

'117 ( ong Ri c 1)071 il)eeinher 1071) 118 ong Re( 521. 326 (Januar% 20.
1072) I lu substalue d the I linIst and Sclidtt hills ,a% subsecluenth inemporated
into the ReGbilitation of 1072 is ludivpas passed hs Congre ss but etcred bs
Preside to Nixon un grounds wirclan d Ii Ott( nil rights aspet I if lilt legislation I 118
( ong R« 12117 luber 27, 1072/1 I he protethse lanses reappeared on«. again
'In a Senate bill ( ong Re( '6)7-,i598 I 10741HIlso tetued k President \ Ron
1119 ( (nig Rt.c 110071,, 18127 110731) before final un Insion in the Rehabilitation
Qf 1073

( ,argre.s has (lc, lin(' ii, iff,td the Inoadei wserage of 1 II of
the ( oil Rights t I or du handicapped, 11 R 13199, 901 ( ong . 2d Sess ,
120 ( ong Rec 11110 i 1(1,111% uf 54,11 I. 1070, II R 121)11, 93d Cong 2d. Sess 120
(,o'ng Rec 116717 (dad% ed 197 0 II R 161 and II R 1107. (nth ( ong , 1st
Sec% 123 ( ong Re( 1119 I. 1120 (dads ed fan 6, 077)

8 6
v,
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Rights Act of 1964,1- w hie Itrnandates nondiscrimination under federal
grants on the bails of race, color, or national origin, and Title IX of
the Education Amendments of 1972,' shich prohibits discrimination
under federal grants on the basis of sex. But as a number of
commentators hae pointed out (Engebretson 1979, Ray 1979-80),
Title VI and Title IX were accompanied by detailed Instructions
designating the implementing authorities, instructing them to issue
regulations, outlining the compfiance procedures they were author-
ized to use, and clarifying Congress position on a number of
substanthe issues that were bound to arise in the regulatory process.
Section 504 was enacted without specific guidance as to how the law
was to be Implemented and w ithout articulation of the remedies
arailable to handicapped people who beliee they are the subjects of
discrimination. MoreoNer, the legislathe history of Section 504 was
N ery brief, establishing simply that Section 504 is a ciil rights statute,
the primary purpose of w hich is to eliminate discrimination against
qualified handicapped people and 'to increase their opportunities to
participate in and benefit from federally funded programs. Thus,
the ban on discrimination against handicapped people became law
without any extensie elaboration of congressional purpose and intent.

The law's sponsors attempted to remedy this situation during the
passage of the Rehabilitation Act Amendments of 1974 (P.L. 93-516)
by the means of writing a post hoc legislathe history. A report of the
Senate Labor and Public Welfare Committee declared that Section
504 was not just hortatory but was mandatory in form and that
Congress intended that implementing regulations and enforcement
procedures be put in place.17 The report a6 indicated that because
the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) had
experience in dealing with handicapped people as well as enforcement
experience under Title VI and Title I X, the secretary of HEW should
assume responsibility for coordinating the enforcement efforts of

\

'42 USC s 2000(1.0976). the clause reads "No person in the United States shall, on
the ground of race. color. or national (Jrigin. be excluded from participation in, be
denied the henehts of, or be subjected to discrimination under an) program or activity
receiving Federal financial assistance
20 L SC 5 I6/4I 1976) The clause reads. "No person in the United States shall, on

the basis of sex, be excluded from participaticni in, be denied the benefits of, or b'e
subjected to discrimination under any program ur activity receiving Federal financial
assistance "
''S Rep No W3-1297, 93d Cong . 2d Sess MN, reprinted in 119741 U.S Code
Cong. and Ad News 6373, 6391
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departments and agencies af fected by Section 504. The administrative
responsibility for enforcement of the act was not formally assigned
to HEW. however, until 1976. when President Ford issued Executive
Order 11914.'" By this time the agency was also under court order
to issiie regulations within a specified period of time.'" The provision

explicit remedial section in the statute was not enacted until
the 1978 Amendments to the Act. Section 505 made the "remets,
procedures, and rights set forth in Title VI of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964- available to any person aggrieved under Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act.'" At this same time, an attorney's fees provision,
Section 505(b), and a provision establishing an Interagency Coordi-
nating Council to promote implementation and enforcement of
Section 504 and regulations thereunder, Section 507, were added to
the act.

ADMINISTRATIVE INTERPRETATION OF SECTION 504

The HEW secretary, Caspar,.Weinberger, assigned responsibility for
implementing Sectio'n 504 to the Office for Civil Rights (OCR),
probably because of that office's existing network of field offices and
compliance resolution procedures for implementing the related non-
discrimination provisions of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
and Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972.2' The final
regulations promulgated guidelines for ending discrimination on the
basis of handicap in five areas. (I) employment practices, (2) acces-
sibility to physical facilities, (3) preschool, elementary, and secondary
education, (4) postsecondary education, and (5) health, welfare, and
social services. The specific rules for compliance in each area were
influenced by a number of basic policy decisions about the coverage
and meaning of.the statute.

First, OCR's enforcement authority is limited to recipients of federal
financial assistance, these recipients typically include public schools,
public and private universities, and Aate agencies. (The 1978 amend-

\

Fed Reg 17871
'46herry y Mathew,. 119 F Supp 922 (D D C 1976) In Cherry, HEW maintained that
it had authority to issue regulations. and the onls dispute was how soon the agent s
would issue the final regtilations
11 L 95-602, s 120(a), 92 Stat 2982 (1978)
Atcording to Engebretson (1979 67), based on an intemew (Feb. 15, 1978) with

John Wmlatch. acting bran( h thief, Handicapped Discrimination Branch, Office for
Civil Rights. Department of Health, F.ducation. and Wdfare.
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78 ABILITY TESTING OF HANDICAPPED PEOPLE

ments to the a( t cxtelided the rwndisuimination provisions of Section
504 to the federal government and the United States Postal Service.)
Section 504 is nut, like Title VII, a general antidiscrimination law: it
Nes not reach the private sector except as private institutions receive
or benefit f rom federal financial assistance.

INithin that hnutation, however, the agency wnsiders the mandate
of the Rehabilitation Act to be a civil rights mandate, and not program
specific (CR( Education and Human Development, Inc. 1981:20).
Thus, the agency feels that if a state education agency accepts any
federal f undsnot just those earmarked to assist handicapped peo-
plea must comply with Section 504 (CRC Education and Human
Development, Inc. 1981:291). On the,basis of its interpretation of
Section 304 as a ciVil rights mandate, OCR decided to include specific
rules prohting employment discrimination by reCipients of federal
financial assistance. It was encouraged in this interpretation by the
«niter en«. report accompanying the 1974 Amendments.22 The cor-
fectness of this reading of the statute undoubtedly will have to be
determined by the U.S Supreme Court, however, as a number of
recent der isions in the Second, Founh, and Eighth Circuits, most
notably bagese, !Able Rehalnlaatwn Center, Inc.,2i have held that
Section 501 does not generally coy er employ ment discrimination
against handicapped indiv iduals. The wurts have ruled that Section
301 protects the handicapped against employment discrimination
only when the principal purpose of the federal funds received by the
employer is td pros ide employ ment.,Despite these decisions, OCR
has decided to enforce its interpretation (except in states in the
Semnd, Fourth, an(l Eighth Circuits) until there is more definitive
judicial ruling on the matter (CRC Education and Human Develop-
ment, Inc 1981:113-116).

Semnd, the protections of tercel by Section 504 are limited to
"qualified handicapped persons." Unlike Title VI, which protects all
people f nnn disc imuna ion on the basis of race, «Aor , and national
origin, Se( non 301 pi« ts only qualified handl( apped individuals
from discrimination op the basis of handicap. This limitation points
up an impoitant dissimilarity between Section 504 and other civil
rights legislation. "ale premise of the 196-1 Civil Rights Act was that
equal treatment would end racial discrimination, that distinctions

H k ( onl Rep No 93-1457. 93(1 Cong . 2nd Sess p 25 (Oct 9.1974)
'H I .I 87 ith ( i 4781, but w , Hart (mintl of ,Ihimeda Pmhatinn Department,

Slipp (0) tN D , 1979)
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based on tat e ar C arburars and t correlated %kith essential thf fer-
cm es ihe language of Sec non 51 1, on the whtrars nripliesind
the regtrkifii7 assert. that oni's tfic se handicapped mdisiduals ss ho

e apable of 'feat rung or per f or ming the essential functions of-a Job
ssith reasonable at wirmiodation to ace handicap are wsered bs the
1.11Th 111011

1 1111 d, tile dtl 111141 1% .is made jhat rionchsc rlminatuni means equal
treatment I his issue ssas one of the most dif iR tilt faced bs the
chafters of the regulations 2' Lai Is crs 11 rights legislation., 15,15 based
(al the assumption that disc !minimum meant unequal 11 eattnent arid.
mnsersels. that equal tr catment ssould end racial discrumnation
although adriumstrans C and judicial interim etanon has tended to
nimbi% the equal t I eminent dot t title in the du O. tffill of equal outcome,
as sse rioted ab(ise) I he equal ti eat merit standard seemed es en less
appr opt late to the special cur cunistara es of people huh handicaps
Wail to ilisads drudged rumor ines Yet Congress pros ided no guidance
for a standar d trl dif feting treatment to achiese the goal of e(lu.4.

1 he first (hal t of the iegulatuiris terok the position that, because f

the real dif lettuces in the situation of handicapped and nonhandi-
t apped people, equal tic atment ssould not I esult in equal opportunits
for the [iamb( apped I lie preamble made leai distill( non bets% een
Section 7)01 and Other (IN 11 _lights statutes!'

Set non "(I) I. hmseser. dif fees «mi eptualk 1 tom both I itles .V1 and IX,
flit premise of foith I itle I and I ule IX is that then. ate no mhetent
(hike em es oi inequalities between the general p(it)ht and the pet sons

otet thost statutes, and, diet Hole, there slibuld be no (Id ferent
neatment m the minimise 'anon of f «trial ploglains I lir «nit ept of sei non

tji( itliti hand, is Eat mine «miplex. Handl( apped persons ma!,
tqtiire dif fel t lit In atm( tit in oidel to be Ain ded equal ,t« ess to fedetall

assisted plogiams and ai to. Hits, alld !demi( al treatment Mal,. 111 1.1( t. constaute
nminat 1011

During the period of «finment on the (hal t I egulations, hosseser,
thei e ssas a great deal of opposition expressed to the till rung asay
f torn tht f undamental poll( s riondiscrunmation that had informed
the ss liolt & is ii rights mos ement. Mad% represen tans es of handicapped
people f eared that a poll( 1, of dif ferential treatment \souk] In practice
become arbitlal 1, treatment Consul( ed bs these arguments, OCR

I lit diso l.i.ii ,1 111( C110 i gt R s pill( I. oil oftia! treamicria is (11,1(511 f row.
F !Nt)! etson 11070 70 7 7)

Rei' 20C2'th 11076)
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adopted the tradition41 civil rights polky of equal treatment as the
centerpiece qf the final regulations.

The regulaNions differ from other civil rights guidelines in recog-
nizing that special treatment diaay in exceptional circumstances be
necessary in order to provide services that are as effective as those
provided for others, but differential treatment is allowable only when
equal treatment has been shown to be inappropriate. Thus, for
example, the basic policy regarding public education is for main-
streaming of handicapped pupils. Yet the regulations recognize that
in some cases a handicap can be a legitimate grounds for exclusion
from the regular education program. By providing due process
procedures and requiring an individualized education program for
such a pupil, the grounds of decision will be the characteristks and
educational needs of the particular handkapped child and not general
and arbitrary assumptions about "the blind" or "the deaf."

Employment Testini
Section 84.13(a) of the regulations prohibits employers from using
tests or other selection criteria that scree out, or tend to screen out,
handicapped people, unless two conditio s are-met. (J) the employer
can show that the tests or criteria are job related and (2) the director
of the Office for Civil Rights is unable to ify alternative tests or
criteria that do not have a tendency to screen out handicapped
applicants. Section 84.13(b) further refines the -prOhibition by re-
quiring an employer to consider whether a given test is actually
measuring a handicapped individual's impediment rather than the
person's aptitude or ability to perform a job. Appendix A of the
regulations cites the example of a job applicant with a speech
impediment who is given an oral test. Unless the job in question
specifically required oral communication skills, an employer could
not justify the use of an oral aamination for such a handicapped
person. The purpose cif the provisions encompassed by Section 84.13

'of the regulations is to prevent employers from excluding handi-
capped people from their work force by using tests and othei selection
criteria that, while appearing to be neutral screen.ing devices, in fact
have the effect of disqualifying a disproportionate number of hand-
icapped people when there is no reasonable business juStification for
-using the particular test or criterion;i6

"Unless (abet wise noted . attributions of agency intent in the follomng cliOassion of
the testing subset tums of the regulations are based on the exposinon Ai the OCR
Handbook

91
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Because OCR ly as «meet ned that the small numbers of handicapped
people would make it Yery difficult to establish differential or
disproportionate impact statisticalk, the agency adopted a more
subjectke standard for triggering Section 84.13(a) enforcement. The
standard is keyed to a showing that a test oi other criterion tends to
screen out handicapped people The standard is applied as follows.
if a handicapped person files a wmplaint against an employer bast*1
on alleged disci iminatory testing procedin es and if there is eY idence
that the test substantially limits the employment opportunities of
handicapped people," then the burden of proof in wmphance
proceedings shifts to the employer (the recipient of federal f unds) to
show that the test is job-relared While the Section 504, regulations

\10 not set forth standards for detei mining job-relateclness, the section-
by -section analysis makes It clear that some forinal yalidation study
h «mtemplated (although It does not express a preference for the
foim of the stu(ly). Although judicial inkerpretation of alidat ion
requirements undei Tale VII has not pNAided a great deal of
guidance about what constitutes a sufficient al idat ion study, the
emerging/standard is that a test or other selection dey ice must
measure the critical areas of knowledge or skill and that there must
be a significant relationship between performance on the test and
performance on the job

If an emploYer does make a successf ul showing of job-relatedness
of a test or other prcx edure that has an exclusionary effect on
handicapped applicants, then the regulations place an obligation on
the director of the Office for Ckil Rights to identify an alternate,
less discriminatory instrument that the employer wukl use 2'

Testing at Preschool, Elementary, Secondary, and Adult
Education Levels

In ac mrdance with Judi( IA pre( edents°established early dn. the 19700
and with the Education foi All Flandicapped Children Act, Subpart

rSection-bi -sedum sis, 42 Fed Reg 22689 Nal. 4, 1977) he agencs's' section-
to-wi tuni anal, sis, appended to the fuial reguktuins, states that Set non 84 13 (a) Is

an applicanoo of the print ipk established under I itle VII of the Cisil Rights .1( t of
1964 in 6nggs (42 f ed Reg 22688) 1
-"This is a ties ianon trAirn the Vilna! Lniploi client Opportuniti (anumissiwis 6unlehne,
on Employee Seledtmi Pnnedures and earlier set-MIMS of the Section 504 regulations,
Which plate this obligation on the ernplovev

Huard 0/ tAwatton ,4 the Ihstru I of Lolurnhta, 348 F Supp 866 114 D ( I 972),

Penn.syhanui A SSG( /fawn /or Ihtarded Chrldren , Commonwealth of Permylvanm, 3 13 p

S-upp 27? 11. D Pa 1972h Lebanks Spears 60 F.R D 135 (}, D La 1973)
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D of the 4ulations for Se( non 504 requires the provision of a free
appropriate public education for all qualified handicapped people(
It requires further that handicapped students be educated Iv ith

nonhandicapped students to the maximum extent possible consistent
ith their needs (the so-calkd least !esti it tive environment principle)

and that education agent ies seek out prey (bush, unser% ed handi-
capped (Inhlren Fm the pui poses of Subpar t D, the term "qualified"

defined in terms of age and disability, as lam, s:")

11 ith respect to public preschool, elemental-% , secondars, ot adult educational
sena es, a handicapped person to of an age dining sshn h nonhandnapped
persons ate pt os ided sin h set sit es, 00 (a am age during ss Inch it is mandator),
under state lass to [nos RIC Slit il set s n es to handicapped persons, ot oio to
%shorn a state is requited to pmsnle a ftee appropriate public (minimum
under Set non 612 of [the Education lot .111 Handicapped Children Ai II

I he definition does not connote the concept of corn penny e'selection
ih the sense that "qualified" is applie under the employ mem and1
postsec oi lc nLit N educatio subpar ts of th iegulation. An "appropriate"
educatuni, hmv ever , (ari ies the implication of evaluation and place-
mentpi m esses in Iv hic h testing has traditionally played a major
role. Section 81 35 of Subpart D establishes placement procedures
described An the se( non-by-section an.dysis as "designed to ensure
that (hiklren are nut misclassihed, unnecessarily Libeled as being
handicapped, or mon re( tly placed because of inappi opt iate selection,
administration, or mterpretation of evaluation mate! i.ds."" \By re-
quiring public and private s( hools that roeive f ederal f unds to follolv
rules that require o onsider anon of infor matuin dia3v n f loin a kariet)
of sources m makuig pupil placement decisions, IIEW solight to

()eliminate undue reliance on standardi/ed scholastic aptitude tests
that, the agency beheved, had led to disproportionate assignment of
racial and linguistic minorities to spit( ial educ ation (hisses:2 Other,
soutt es of inf or manor] that might infor in tlie plac ement do ision are
enumer ated in Secturin 81,35(c) and include at hiey einem tests, teacher

.. recommendations, reports of physical «mdition, and investigations
of social and cultural background and adaptive beim% ior.

Section 81 35(b) of the regulations provides gener.d rules for the
use of tests and other evaluatimi mate! hils that are used to assess a

'12 b.,/ Reg 22678 ( \Id% ,1 1'1771

led, Reg 221)91 (NW 1, 1977)
" I he set tiortNil-set two anaksis ites anon lulden.- iepoti
1)% the Projet t u,i Classiht anon yl F x« ptional Children in sshith Ill W pant( ipated
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student's need for spec tat education or !elated sers.Res. A rrcipient
institution must ensure that

tests and othei*.eNaluation materials haN e been 5 alidated for the'
speufu pm pose foi %dm h dies ate used and ale administered bs
trained pet sonnel lii ( oiifoi llian«' %%ith tlie Insulations pros Hied 1)%
their produce!.

tests and ()dill esaluation mateitals include those taikned to
assess speufic arleas of educational need and not !nerds those that
are designed to pros ide a single general intelligence quotient, and

tests are selected and administeled so as best to ensure that,
%%hen a test is administered to .1 Sifidelll SS ith impaired sensoty,
manual, ot speaking skills, the test results accuratek reflect tlie
student's aptitude or achiesement lesel or uhatesei other fa( tor the
test put polls to Illeastue, lathei than I eflecting the student's impaired
sensor 5, manual, 01 speaking skills (except %%hen those skills are the
fa( tors that the test purports to measure).

egulatton does not f millet define "Nalidation," although one
can assume that a foimal, tec hnical salidation edute is intended.
Furtheinune, the .case lass has not established clear standards for.
Judging the suffu len( 5 of a %alidation ef f t (see "judi(ial Intel pre-
tation. of Section 504." belos%). Nes ertheless, the salidation require-
ment is likels to- !lase an important influence on school testing
pract lc es.

To date, fess. if ans salidation studies hase been uncle! taken IA
loc al nd state education agencies, and little attention has been paid
to assessing the applic abilits of g test producer's alidation to local
«nichtlons. Molt:Met, s alidanon of tests foi handicapped populations
has been rare (for achieement tests as well as te'sts that ),ield an
intelligence quotient). Schools that let els e fedet al funds s%ill be open
to «nnplidiu e nisestigations u hen pupils of tacialbi linguistic !Intim ik
status ate plac ed in spec 1,ll edm ation c lasses for the educable mentalk
retarded or the emotionalk handl( app.ed in disproportionate num-
bers and %%hen the parent or guardian of a lidndicapped-pupil piotests
a pla«Inent dec ision aml there is es idence in the school s), stem of a
"pattern ot pia( tice- of disproportionate placempts."

he do( trine is diaINJI 1111m I ith X II- of the Cisil Righrs .51 t of Igh I. sshii h gnes
(he t S Depai nil( ill 101 11,11111( 111115d11(1011 to bring mil at non against eluploseis
whose Ia-li l I %Id( I, a path th tin prai (III If tesistalit till cuimment td
am oily rights so tiro! In this t i t l e I P 1, titi-3i2, I itle VII. So 707(a))
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Testing for Admission to Postsecondary Education

Section <84.42 of the regulations implementing Section 501 prescribes
requirements for the admission and recruitment of handicapped
students tr))nstit mums of postsecondary learning. Because colleges,
universitK graduate schools, and professional schools ty pically use
and sometimes i els ilea% ils on scores from nationally standardized
examinations in making admissions decisions, these pros isions has e
particular significance for a studs of testing in relation to handicapped'
populations.

Unlike the pros isions concerning employment testing practices, the
regulations on ad nussioi is testing use the language of disproportionate
ef fects, ss hich indicates OCR's expectatation that statistical demon-

. strations of disparities in selection rates sv ill be possible in college and
graduate admissions. The regulationstate that in admitting students,
institutions mas not make use of any test or ciiterion for admission
that has a "disproportionate, adverse effect" on handiapped persons
unless (1) the test or cr iterion, u,sed by the recipient, has been salidated
as cl predictor of success in the program or activ ity in question
(emPhasis added)rnd (2) alternate tests or criteria that has e a less
disproportionaterdverse effect are not show n by the OCR director
to be available.

The regulations f urther require, in words nearly identical to

pros isions in the sections deAling with employment testing mid school
testing, that the recipient institution shall assure itself that tests are
selecitd and a4ministersd so as to ensure that

the test'results accurately refle( t the applicant's aptitude or achies ement ley el
or whatever other Iu tor the test put ports to measure, rather than reflecting the
applicant s impaired sensory , manual, Or Speaking skills (except %here those
skills are the factors that thelest purports to measure) (See Chapter 5 for a
discussion of the ps hometric unpin awns of that requirement

he central pros ision of the regulation is that qualified handicapped
applicants may not, solely on the basis of handicap, be denied
admission to a postsecondary educatiimal institution or be discrimi-
nated against in reel uitment practices. Recipient institutions may not
law f tills limit the number oi proportion of qualified handicapped
students admitted nor make pieadmission inquiry as to ans handi-
capping wriflitimi." The apparent objective of the preadmission

Xf C1010115 MC dllmn('51`. s luti .111 MS1111111011 that Ws 1)(111 10111111 10 br 0111 Of

(-011111)11,10( e ssoth )ex owl 50 I is attempting 11.1 ort ec I the elle( ts of past dist !limitation
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.

inquiry plohibition, was to place all applicants cin an equal footing
during the adtnissions process, to date, OCR has not enforced the
ban on preadnussion inquiry against "such designa.tions. It is the pplicy
of the testing companies tit& produce the major postsecondary
adnpssions tests to make note of nonstandaid testing conditions when

`reporting swres isee Chapter 2). Fins designation of a n(L)?istandard
adnnmstranon has the ef fect of intim ming the admissions officials
that the applicant is probably handicapped.

Bet ause of the testing wmpanies strong disinclination to alter their
policies foi apparently good technical reasons,t OCR adopted an
interim policy , which has th'ree parts (see Chapter 5).35

First, pending,a resolution of the issues (noted aboYe), the Office
for CR il Rights will not find an institution out of wmpliance if that
institution requires the subnussion,of test scores by applicants, eYen
(hough there is a strong possibility that these .tests do not reflect a
handRapped applicant's ability. , In order to ensure that it "is in
tompharice,powecer, the institution must guarantee,that admissions
decisions take into account other factors, such as high school grades,
remmmendations, and so ((nth. (Such consideration of other fauors
is, in fa'ct, recommended by the major testmg ser% ices.)

Semnd, until such time as a more We policy can be worked ut,
the testitig sery nes w ill be allowed to wnnnue to notify users that
tests w ci e ta en under nonstandaid umditions, but it is stressed that
this IS ar iterim policy only. OCR recognizes that this procedure
may %iolate the prohilmion of preadmission inquiry, it will be allowed
only until the inteinn policy can be modified, and OCR suggeses that
recipients be prepared to modify their admissions requirements in
the f uture. OCR ha4 initiated discussions with the major testing
seruces in order to resole the apparent problems with the testing
of cecrtain handicapped people.

Third, wheneyer information is gnen regarding tests required for
admission, an institution must indude_a statement that special testing
arrangements (an be made for handicapped applicants and that there
are alternate admissions criteria for handicapped applicants who are

In %lit ati institmini is %Minimills se( king to nu reasc the partuipatuni of liliIdL1dp1Jeded

students in Hs programs
' Reit-ailment% Adinksswas and Ilanduapped Students,1 Guide for Comphante with Seituin
504 ,4 11u, Rehabilitation bt #4 1973 PubhshedIA the American Assw !arum of Collegiate
Registrars and Adnossii ms t rs and The American Council on Education urukr
«nitrai t ith the of fi, v ful (.1,11 Rights, Department of Health, Ed in alion, and
Wdfar e Washington, D C April 1978
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86 ABILITY TESTING OF HANDICAPPED PEOPLE

unable to take thedrequir ed tests. Both the Educational Testing Ser% ice
and the American College 1 esting Program ha% e brochures deSc=ribing
speual testing arrangements Admissions personnel are supposed to
re% ie%% and e% aluate the suggestions made in these brochures, in
preparation for de% eloping other testing arrangements in the f utur e.

Since the first artk ula tion of the interim polio, %% hick has been
confirmed in successi% e editions of (he Handbook fw the Implementatton
of.Section 504 ol the Rehabilitation Ad of 1973,' the U.S. Supreme
Court's decision in Southeasterv Communal College Davis' (442 U.S.
397 (1979)) has rewgruzed"that there rn,., be ph sical qualifications
that are necessar% for participation in a particular academic program.
Moreo% er, in the Davis case, the Court focused on %%hethei the
applicant %%ould eve, be capable of pet forming man% of the f Unctions
required b% the profession for- %%hich the educational pi ogi am trains.
Fhis suggests the Appropriateness of some loosening of th,e regulatory
ban on pi eadmission inquir% which %% oultl permit colleges to ask
.%%hethei api.dicants !fleet these qualifications. The.agenc% has inter-
preted that deusion to mean that a recipient ma% obtain mfiatuation
from an applicant concyrrung his or her capacit% to satisf % "essential

.phNsical qualifications" but maN not ask general questions about
chsabilit%, such as. ''Are there an% tiroblems it h ph% sk al disabilit%
that %%ill prohibit %cm f om completing the progi am?" (CRC EduGation

krid Human De% elopment. I nc: 1981:313).

JUDICIAL INTERPkETATION OF SEC;FION 504

Section 50 I and it,s implementing r egulations ha e not pi oduced a
great deal of litigation. focused.on substanti% e issues, and there are
onk a fe%%.cases that ins ol% e testing practius. As mentioned abo% e,
judicial dd isions are dr% ided on the ,cluesiion of %% het hei Section 504
protects against emploment discrimination in an% but the 'most
limited circumstances, %%ith the rdult tljar OCR has instr uctea its
compliarke staf f not to take action on einplo% went discriminaticm
umiplarirts inothe Secculd, Four ar: apd Eighth Gin uits." Gi% en this

1,17,i edition of the kilidlMok h being plaml 14 an updated %,crsion, Ii1 h
Is sdieduled to be released in earls 1982 ,Our dist ussion vz based on ,t dial i of the
updated s eI sion, ;shit Ii OCR kindls made available to us

Ct 2362 (1979,
I he leading, ases sun tuig Lilt fon r. of the rtgulanons Ii r n I1141fl11 t dist rinunation

innplaints are I rageter hhIne Behalnhtutpon (,enter, I,u 590 I 2d 87 (Ith (,11 , 1978),

(dam Atetrupobtan SI Loup, Sewer I)Lstrut. 620 F 2d 672 (6th ( , 1980):. %.

LaIrmu Aqua! (wider, No 80-6166 (2nd (.Ir , Jan 27, If.181) But tee, Ilart Lounty of

Alameda Probation Apartment, 485 F Supp 66 (N p 1979)

\_
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paucitY of case lass, it is not possible to specify Yy ith certaintY the
obligations imposed bY Section 504 'un educatiopal institutions and
emploY7ers %%Ito 4re reupients of federal financial assistance from the
Department of EdUcation or the Department of Health and Human
SerY ices. Ne% ertheless, despite the narrmy ing effect of the. Daum
decision, the both of cRil tights case lass that pros ides a context for
Section 30 iniaks it possible to at tic ulate the contours of the emerging
lay%

School Testing Cases Untler Section 504

The U.S. Supreme Court in Brown %. Board of Education ruled that
the maintenance of dual, segregated school systems denied to black
children equal protection of the laYy` and ordered that dual sY stems
'be abohsfied. Diswantling dual sy stems, hoy ey er, did not automati-
call% bring about racial integration in the schools. In fact, after Brown
many f ormerlY 'segregated schoM stems intrdduced testing programs
to track students Imo abilitY groups, Yyith the effect rhat patterns of
racial segregatmil «mtinued yyithin a school. As a result, despite the
genet al reluctance of the «wits en, ene in matters of education
policy, the f edei al courts haYe, smc the late 1960s, repeatedfy snuck
dosyn thc; use of ostensibly neutral mechanisms that resulted in.
perpetuating or recreating segregated systems.'9

This [Hsu)! y proy ides the genet al background for the first major,
testing (ase brought under Section 504, Lan) P. y. Mfrs." Larlrl P.,
v,hich began in 1972, concerned the use of general aptitude tests as
a basis for, detei mining yyhether black pupils should be placed in
special classes fin the educable mentallY retai ded (EMR classes). Fhus,
the case combined the issues of racial discrimination and discrimi-
nation on ale basis of (presumed) hAndicap. The complaint made
mo prim mai allegations. first, that the tests in question were racially
and c ulturallY biased against pack pupils and did not reflect their
experienc e as a lass, Yy ith the result that some pupils Yy ere inisc lassified
'and rongf ully i'emoyed f rom the regutar course of instruction, and,.

e.g , Singleton pukson Mono ipol Scimrale ,,Stc hoof Svsirm, 419 F 2d 1211 (1969),
res'd in part on other grounds, 3% I. S 2(0) 11970), Moses s Wa3hiagion Parksh School

BoardiP F Stipp 1340 (1971), LeMOIL Bosster Pansh School Board, 444 F 1400

(1971), ("oiled States (racism (AA School Msinci, 508 P.2d 1017 (1978)
"143 F Supp 1036 (197'2). 5(12 F 2d %3 (1974), 495 F Supp 926 (1979), 48 LW
2298 t1979) In addition 10 I eildllt Se( non 504, the (rISC alleged siolonn of other
(ttatutors and mnstitummal prpsisions, most notably the Equal Protection Clause of
the Fourteenth Amendment

9 8



. 88 ABILITY TESTING OF HANDICAPPED PEOPLE

second, that the special education classes vc ere dead-end, minacademic
classes that off red nothing to the pupils placed in them. The case
originally conc rned placement practices in the San Francisco area,
but it ultimate y affected the entire state of California.

One of the mo'st interesting thirigs about Lan) P. m,as the district
court's attention.to the U.S. Supreme Court's "analysis.ip Grids that
"not only overt discrimination but alsqvractices that are fait in form,
but discriminatory in operation" are. proscribed (p. 430. Equally
important, however, was the court's recognition that the function of
spublic education placed limits on the applicabilit% ofthose precedents.

Larry P. was the first federal case to require scientific alidafion of
tests used for. EMR placement.° The plainuffs.solight an injunction
against the use of the Wechsler IntelligenceScale for Children, the
Stanford-Binet, And other intelligence tests administered in the ;'an
Francisco United School District until a full trtal could be heard. The
court issued a preliminary injunction against the use orthe tests,
reasoning from precedents established in the employment disc rimi-
nat'pn case law that the use of standardiied tests must be shown to
be valid kr the purpose at hand (in this instance, the identification
of mild mental retardation in black children) to avoid the inference
of discrimination. Absent such showin4 the court said, the use of
tests that have adverse impact cannot be wnsidered to be substantial!)
related to a legitimate state purpose and thus constitutes a dermal of
the equal protection of the law.

By the time the trial on the merits began in 1977, the miginal
complaint had been amended to, include alleged violations of thiee
statutes. Section 504 of the Rehabilitatioti Act of 1973, Title VI of
the Civil Rights Ait of 1964, and the Education fOr All Handicapped
Children Act of' 1975. Ultimately, the evldence supported a decision
that both the constitutional and statutory claims had been pimed by
plaintiffs.

The crucial conceptual question concerned the nature of that
empirical showing. What, in the context of educational testing for
ussignment purposes, takes the place of the job-relatCdness doctrine ,

in employment-testing litigation? Larry P. does not provide clear
guidance. The defendants attempted to establish the predictive
validity ofithe intelligence tests by showing the correlation of those
test swres with twO criterion measures, namely, achietement test
scores and grades.' The Court rejected this approach to traNlatipg

,

"495F Supp 926,989

4
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the notion of predicting job perf ormam e to the educational
context 4'

If tests (an pre& t that ci person is going to be a poor einplosee. the emploser
tan legitunatek dens that person a job, but it tests suggest that a s ming ( luld
iS probabls going to be 41 poor student. the s hoyl annot on that basis alooe
dens the Inld the 41ppor tunit to imptbse and desplop the at admit skills
necessars to su«ess ifl oui sot lets ssignni;?nt to FAIR 1 lasses denies that
opportiunts through relegation to a mat kedls inter tot, essetinalls dead-end
trac

The argument is that the qualitY of the academic instruction in the
special edut anon classes, ss Ludt emphaswed social adjustment and
economic usefulness, would make this a self-fulfdlmg piophecy

One ss ea k nes s of the defendants' line of reasoning
t
lay in their

faili thtste to stinguish the role of b musiness fro the function of public
education, in the United States, which the Sup'teme *Court in Brown
s Board described as "the Yery foundation.of good cituenship."" The
doctrine of job-relatedness,Ancludes the principle of butonessbec essay ,

whkh the courts base, re«,gMzed that an employer's interest in
productnity maY outweigh, in limited ciri_unistances, a partR ular

'indisiduaVs. interest ingetting i job. In education, there is tit) other
interest wmpenng with the educational needs of c;ach child (except,
perhaps, the e(l acational needs of all c hildren thilt would, awnding
to the 504 regulations, justify the remoyal of an obstructise hild
from the classroom")., Fh its, %sink yahdation In the employment
conteXt has been understood by the courts to mean showing the
relationship of the test to the job (or test scores to job per formance),
in ban P it is defined as showing the appr4riateness of the test
and placement decision to the specific educational needs of the child
The esidence of, high correlations between intelligence test scores
and school perfoi mance did not, iii the eyes of tile trial judge, justify
placing the child in an ens ironment in V* hic h the attempt at academic
eclut anon would, for all practical purposes, cease.11. .

In Lam, P.-, the school officials did not argue steenuously against .
the allegatipn of c 9ltural blac, indeed, tli opinion remarks, rhat the
cultural bias of the tests was hardly disputed in the litigation (p..959).

"495 F Stipp 926. 969
"347 t S 483, 493 (1954),
"Sethon-hs.section analssis. 42 ed Reg 22691
' I he trial :judge suggested that Nmstrunt ralidation nughi he a mut( mopnate
strategy than predutlYe or «niterit YaInlation (In 84)

'""\



90 ABILITY TESTING OF HANDICAPPED PEOPLE

The opinion of the murt is largel?, de% oted to the question of w hat
legal consequences flow from a finding of racial bias in the tests."'
The case might w ell ha e de%'eloped differentk had it tumed*Primarik
on the question 4 bias on the basis of.handicap. For kexample.
establishing the prima facie case woukl ha e been a different kind
of statistical enterprise. But the r tiling «Ake! ning alidationthat it
consists in show ing the appropi lateness of the test and placement
decision to the specific educational needs of the childmas, haN e
sIgnificance for f noire judicial polio concerningothe assessment ")f
handicapped pupils in ,making.placement decisions.

Another case irkok mg the use ef intelligence t'ests for placement
of black children in ENIR classes, Parents in Action on,Speual Edtnation
(PASE) %. Hannun,r came to quite dif ferent conclusions about the
adequacl, of IQ tests for assessing mental retardation in black children.
The plaintif fs in PASE charged that the use of racialk biased
intelligence tests ,uolated the Equal Protection Clause of the Four-.
teenth Amendment as well as Section 504 of the Rehabilitation :\ct
of 1973, Fide VI of the CR d Rights Act of 1964, the Equal Educational
Opportunities Act of 197-1 (20 USC 1703). and the Education for All
Handicapped Childi en Act. Contrar, to the finding in the California
case, the trial court in Parenh'in'A( non on Speual Edwanon Hannon
found the Wethsler tests and the Stanford-Binet substannalk f ee of
cultural bias. A f ter examining the test questions item lk item, the
judgq decided, on a commonsense basis, that onk nine questions
were "biased or so subject to suspicion of bias that tho should not
be used- (slip opmion.98). Because the test sunes were interpreted
13!, masters-lo el sc hool pschologists. maw, of w horn were blac kind
because test scores wet e onk one of the criteria for the placement
decision. the court found it unlikek that those few items would r esult
in misplacement of black children in the Chicago school s,stem. The
judge held that the tests, used in this manner, did not discrinnnate
against black childi en in the Chicago put& sc hools (slip opinion.115).

Although judicial. ink rpr etation of the_obligations of school of fic ials
under Section 50-1 w ith regaR1 to testing practices is just beginning,
it sefms likek that, the assessment of handicapped students w ill
continue to be subject to judicial sci mirk. gken the special regulator ,
protections af for ded such students. At the Ner!, least. sc boo! officials

I he Judgment c monied (.A1 ()richt f rum using ans standardired intelligent e tests
%Althorn securing the 'mot approsal of theNourt
"Cud Number 7,1 (. 3586 WPM)
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are on notice that theN must addtess questions of ahdation and
impact.' The unquestioned or nake use of intelligence tests or other
assessment decices to place childi en of tacial or linguistic minorior
status in classes for the mentall I eta' ded will not be defensible in
«Ant. there is e)er) reason to belies e that the tout ts ill iffod
handicapped students a similar loel of co,ncern

Postsecondary Admissions

1 here has not been ark litigation cpncerning postsecondat admis-
N

mons practurs that has foc used directk on the use of tests. Fhe few -
cases to arise have dealt genet alk with pi ocedut al questions, such as
the existence 0r a prkate right of action under Section 504 (see
Paolicelli 1979 and RaN 1979-80). Interpretation of the .substantk e
ptoNilons of Section 50-1the meaning of discrimination on the basis
of handicap, for examplehas just begun to emerge.

The hist case to rekiew tho scope of Section 504 So<is Southeastern
Commumh College v. Davis." In its 1979 decision, the U.S. Supreme

Ourt addressed two important issues. the meaning of the statutorl.
language, "otherwise ltaified handicapped inclicidual," and the
extent of the modifications an institution murst make in its programs
to accommodate the handicaps or disabilities of applicants

The Daum case in)ok ed the appliation of Frances Da6s, a hearing-,
impaired licensed practicar nurse, to enter the wllege's assouate
degree nursing progt am in order tO bewme iegistered nurse. In
the course of admissions screening, Das is was, exabined b), an
audiologist, ho ack ised tte admissions a uthOrities that, w hile a bettet
heanng aid woukl enable her to heal 1.ounds, DaN is would not be

'able to understand normal speech unless positioned so-thaf she could
lip-read. The college wnsulted with the direcifitu of the State Boat d
of Nursing to determine whethet DaN is would be eligible for certifi-
cation if she «,mpleted the progtam. The diiector re«mimended
against admission on the gi ounds that Da% is s ould not be able to
participate said) in the obligator), clinical training and could not
practice after graduation.°

DaN is filed_ suit against the college on the grounds that the denial
- of admission constituted a iolation of the Equal Protection and Due

"99 S t 2Th1 (1979) fan (Ifs( fissions of the case. we, (a.fheff (1980), ifightouer
I I (180). Ray. I I 979-80), ook I (080)

49 S Li n 69, at 236,1-5

1 0 2
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Process Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment Ad of Section 504
df the Rehabilitation Act. :The district court held that the college's
decision not to adnnt DAsis did not tiolate Section 504; the judge
fourid that while the plaintiff, a handicapped person, was entitled to
the protection of Section 504, she was not ir "otherwise qualified
in isidual" within the meaning of the statute because the nature of
he handicap would not allow her to "fully and effectis ely participate"
in the program."'" Datis appealed the derision on the basis of the
newly issued HEW...regulations that defined a qualified handicapped
person with respeci to postsecondary admissions as "a handicapped
person who meets the academic and technical standards requisite to
admission or participation in Che recipient's education program4or
actitity.'''' In light of those regulations, the Court of Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit ruled that the lower court had erred in taking Das is'
handicap into consideration, ruling that it should hat e looked only
at her academic and technical qualifications. The court also held tliat
consideration should be giten to Dat is's claim that Section 504
required the college to enodify its nursing program to accommodate
her hearing impairment no matter what the cost.'2

In a unanimous dedsion, the U.S. Supreme Court reversed the
appellate court dec ision in Dams." Writing for the Court, just'ice
Powell held that Seclion 504 does not "compel educational institutions
to disregard the disabilities of handicapped individuals or to make
substantial modificatioi s in them programs to allow disabled persons
to participate." The o inia. supported the district court's interpre-
tation of "otherwise qualified" to mean "qualified in spite of the
handicap". what the statute prohibits is disqualification of a person
based on "unfounded assumptions" about, the limitations imposed by
a handicap (p. 2366). The Court held f urther that Section 504 imposes
no affn matrt e obligation on recipients of federal funds to substantially
modify existing programs oi to lower standards to accommodate a
handicapped person (p. 2370), although pointedly stating that the
line between a law f ul ref usal to extend af firmatite action and illegal
discrimination under Section 504 will not always be clear.

The U.S. Supreme Court decision in Dams does not pros, ide.detailed
guidance as to the (listinction between permissible exclusion and

_

'424 F Supp 1341, 1345 (E D N C 1976).
42 bed Reg 221)78
2574 F 2d 111)0.1162
''99 S Ci 2361 (1979)
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unlaw ful disci unination undei Sectuit 504. It does make clear,
however. that the regulatory ban on pLeadmission inquiry is not
applicable to postseumdary pi ograms that require specific physical
qualifications and that institutions can take disabilities into acwunt
in admitting applicants to such prow anis. The I egulation precluding
consideration of handicaps at the admissions stage is, presumably ,
still enf ot ceable w hen the applicant's handicap is irrelevant to partk-
ipation in the pi ogram. s Inch might well be the case for most
undergraduate courses of stuth. In the Dom case, however, the
applicant's heat mg disability ruNoirdy would have prevented her from
participating in portions eof the clinical pracucum (for example,
operating-room duty w here surgical masks render lip-reading im-
possible), but also would hay e posed a potential hazard to her patients
once she embarked on a nursing career.

SUMMARY

f ale V of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 is a civil rights law, akin to
the othei ii ii iights statutes passed in the 1960s and 1970s. It is not,
however, an af hrmativ e statement of the civil rights of handicapped
people, r ather , t pr ohibits disci iminatton against handkapped people
by monitoring the pi actices of the gov ernment, its instrumentalities,
and grantees. The protections offered under Title V do not.reach to
the private sector but only to recipients of federal funas.

The antidiscrimination provisions of Section 504 are f urther re-
stricted in scope in that they extend only to qualified handicapped
mdiv Kluals. This pi ov ision is different f rom those of all other civil
rights statutes, which extend pr otection to all members of the covered
class.1 he language of Section 50t, as well as Qongress" failure in the
period since 19,64 to enact legislation adding discrimination on the
basis i)f handicap to the categories protected against employment
discriminatum by 1 itle VII, suggests that Congress intended to
distinguish between c haracteristics like race or ethnic origin and
hav ing a-hand kappliag condition. Regulatory and judkial construction
of Section 504 have recognized that a handicapping condition can,
unde,r some circumstances, be a legitimate grounds for exclusion ,And
that distint tions drawn on the basis of handicap do not necessarily
reflect prejudiced altitudes. (In future litigation, this may hAe
implications for judicial interpretation of the ef fects test propounded
by the regulations.)

'At the same time, Congi essaiid the courts recognize that distinctions
drawn on the bagis of handicap f r equently are the product of prejudice
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94 ABILITY TESTING OF HANDICAPPED PEOPLE

or unssarranted assumptions about the limitations produced by
handicapping conditions. The public policy preference for main-
streaminga theme that persa.des the regulationsgis es positise
expression to the statutors language of nondiscrimination. It is

esidence of a federal commitment to the principlethat people ssith
handicapping conditions should be afforded opportunities t.6 partic-

. ipate as fulls as possible in the society. This policy has broupt
significant diange. Under Section 504 and the Education for All
Handicapped Children Act, all duldi en ssith handicapping wnditions
are for the fast time guaianteed an appropriate education at public
expense in the most integrated setting possible. The due process
procedures that are the centerpieces of P.L. 94-142 and the Section
504 regulations seek to ensure that educational decisions ssill be made
on the basis of the particular child's ,needs, not on the basis of
unfounded assumptions about the child's pqrformance capabilities.

Fhe meaning of equal opportunity for ;idults seekingjobs or higher
education is not y et...as dear as the policy concerni-ng schovl children,
but some general principles hase been established. Fikst, the antidis-
crimination pros bums of Section 504 'make it unlass f ul for recipient
institutions to exdude handicapped indis iduals ssithout makTng an
analysis of the phssical requirements of the program 'mad the char-
acteristics of the applicant. When. a program of instruction requires
particular physical capabilities, the iegulatory ban on preadmission
inquiiies does not appls at least ssith respect to those partkular
phs slur! capabilities. Foi prow ams that do not depend on phssical
chara(teristics, it is likely that OCR's ban (in preadmisn inquiry
%mild be sustained, should the agency dthde to implement that
polio,. The panel beliel, es that the poll( y can reasonably be applied
to most academic prow ams at the undergraduate les el, pi ON ided that
standardized tests that are used as selection aids (an be brought to a
point ssheie they are as predictisefoLapplicants ssith handicapping
conditions as for the nonhandicapped applicants. Such salidation
ef forts s ill iequne an intensise ieseaTch endeas or. If successful, such
research ssould pimsidethe means for test users to asokl disqualifying
in apphight on the basis of ur+founded assumptions about the
limitations impose() by a handicap.
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Psychometric Requirement's
of the Regulations

a

4.e

The regulations implementing Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act
of 197:i specify,fow requirements regaraing testing for admission to
postsecondary educational institutions that bear directly ori the psy,
chornetric characteristics or the tests) An institution subject to tfie
Rehabilitation Act of 1973: 1

1. -may not use a lest that has a disproportionate adverse effect on
handicapped applicants unless the test has been Yalidated specifically
for the purpose in question in- unless alternate tests with less adverse
effect are not shown to exist [Sec. 104.42(b)(2)];

2. shall assure itself that tests are selected and administered so as
to best ensure ttiat the test results reflect the handicapped applicant's
"aptitude or achievement level or whateyer other factor the test
purports to measure, rather than reflecting the applicant's impaired
seng.ory,manual, or speaking skills (except where those skills are the'
factors that the test purports to measure)" [Sec. 104.42(b)(3)];

3. may4iot make preadmissioh inquiries as to whether a person is
handicappeb [Sec. 104.42(b)(4)]; and

4..,"may base prediction equations on first year grades, buuhall
conduct peYiodicYalidity_studies against the criterion of oyerall sift cess

ike.gre not «du erned herr with the requirements, like those regarding unielmess Of
test administrations or the accessduhtY t testing sites. that are not psychometric issues.
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in the education program dr activity inquestion in or,der to monitor
the generdl validity of the test scores"4Sec. 104.42(d)]

, ;
.

The rettuirements regaitfing selection for employ, ment are s e ry similar
but require that a test be validated against job performance instead
of agaipst educational performance.

Since there have been no compliance reviews of these testing
requirements and since there is as yet no case law, the authoritative
incerpretation of these- sections df the rrgulations is still unsettled.
Nevertheless, in hen of the history of the regulations and the interim -

e

policy, some implications ;eem relatively clear. opsrational terms,
the regulatidns seem to requ,ire that test develoPers and users (1)
modify tests and test administration procedures fori u§e yvith handi
apped people, (2) cons,truct and administer tests so that-thq,reflect

skill's independent of disabilities, (3) report scores for handkapped ,

people so that they are indistinguishable from and therefa+ directly
comparable with those fbr nonhandicapped eople, and (4) validate
tests used with handicabed people for thepurpose.at hand. The
crucial question is whethei there are psychOmetric techniques that
cah -be used to satisfy these requirements.

This chapter discusses psychometric issu8-i-elating to.each of these
four requirements. Test modifications for ba.ridicappe0 people, which
have been made in most tests given to large groups (cotlege applicants
or federal civil service examinees, for example), are cfrgcr i bed in.the
'first section, a review of the evicjence relating to the r(qhirement that
a test accurately reflect skills independent of a handifp is 'presented
in the second section, validation of tests for handiOpped people is
discussed hi the third section, and issues related to t c comparability
of tests for handicapped and nonhandicapped peo le are. discussed
in the final section*.

MODIFICATIONS QF TESTS FOR HANDICAPPE FEOPLE

While there undoubtedly is room for improvemo more wOrk has
gone into modifying tests and test administratiopprocedures than
into any other aspect of testing handicappedpedi le,. for more than
two decades, major national testing progPains te made available
modified tersions of tests for handicapped peo4t ',4Long before the
Section 504 ,regulations were implemented, t 'College Entrance
Examination Board (now the Co)legF Board), tAmerican College
Testing Progam, the" Graduate Record Exa ation Board, and

f 11
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y.,

others provided smile options for handicapped ex'aminees that in-
cluded modified administration procedures, tw booklets, ,and an-
swering procedures. But those efforts, how ev er landalk or w clt
intentioned; have been far from adequate':ind have been undei taken
by only some test developeen today some IA testing pi ()grams,
such as the one administeked by the Lau School Admission Count
allow only vet v limited nuAtRations of their tests for handicapped
peoplee

Despite the histury of attempts to modify test.s for handictipped
people, there have been few inves4itions of the effekts of such test
accommodations- on. the resulting stores andirirtheir reliability and
validity. Strictly speaking, uhle,ss it hap fieen demonstrated that the
psychometric pr'operties of a test have not been disturtted by some .
ritOaiftation, the claims-made for the test by its authoi or publisher
cannot be generalized to the modified version. The major ieason
given by test dev eloper,s .for not having done systematic studies of
modified tests is the relatively small number of handicapped exann-
nees. l est dev'elopers have argut<Atat most of the standaid methods
for investigating reliability and particularly validity 'cannot be applied
to very small samples Of people!. Studies now being conducted at the
Equuitional Testing Service (foi researcf;Lnot operational pin poses)
may, represent a shift in attitudes. and the panel has leained of vet%
recent researcfi ini;estigations using new techniquesIor st;idying small
populations: ,

Especially -vAherhstudies ofithe validity of a rrnAhlied teSt are not '
anticipated, that iS, when test inteepretation roll rest largely on
uncorroborated- generaliiations from the standArd test, ope must be "-
very careful in adapting a test not to make charts that can altei the
nature,of the task. For exaniple, a:t6st of medianical ability that
jp4ole manipulation oft many pieces of apparatus might becomt,
f.or blind, people, a test, crf tactile acuity (Baumqn ift a test
that presents novel stimuli (fui example, raised line drawings), the
novelty of the situation might o?erwftelm tii examitfee's tesponses.
Although/useful guides to modifying tests for administration to
handicapped people are available (sqe, for example-,---Bolton

rresum)ny of Educational festing. Serwce (ETS) and Ameofrati; College I esung
Program at the pand's pen meeting, March 1980, letters tope °flue for CRI1 Rights
f rom John Winterbommi of El S. dated June 17, 1976, Septc,n1ber Ill, 1976, N9venibet
21. 1977. and January 26, 1978.
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Heaton et al. 1980), no guide can obsiate th'e necessity of trying out
a modified test on a sample of exarrithees %of salidating the modified
version of a rest.

Modifications of Test Administration Procedures

Most modifications, in the-wa y. a test is administered alter the medium
in which the test instrucion, and questions are presented to the
examinees. For sisually 'impaired people, a sariety of modifications
may be needed. The test boyklet may ,be produced in large print or
high-quality regular print, or in braille, dr the test may be tape-
recordecfor read to the examinee by a lise reader.,These procedures
usually require more time for the test administration, so time limits
are either extended or waived. ,The tests so odified are usualf;
administered on an indisidual basis i-d-provide the needed flexibility
in time and to minimize interference of different test administration
procedures ssith,one another. Dasis and Nolan (19614 found that the
oral administration of a serbal achiesement test usually results in
inflated scores relatise to any administration in %%hicki the examinee
must read,(whether regular pant, large type, or braille). Hbeserious
and pervasive this result may be is unknown.

Deaf people, especially the prelingually _deaf, hase difficulty in
unddrstanding written as well as spoken language; therefore, the
intelligibility of the instructions for tests, whether written br spoken,
muSt be considered when tests ar,e modified for the deaf. Modifications
of test administration for deaf and hearing-impaired people often
rinclude an interpreter ss ho signs or othensise interprets the test
instructions and questions. Most national test programs that use
interprOirla instruct them' in how to administer the test so as to
cometrunoaate appropritely but without gibing clues .to correct an-
swers. Additional time to take the test will be needed if the-test is

signed or interpreted to a deaf person,
If test az,Iministr anon prmedures aLe modified foLsisually impaired

aI earing-impaired people, usually 'no additional adaptations in
thos lorocedures are needed for testing other handicapped indis id-,
uals. For exampk, a person without upper limbs who cannot write
can use an amanuensisi person who writes or marks the answers
for the test taker. When rest modifications are available, examinees
witli other handicapping conditions select from the as ailable options
the one most prefer.red. A sisu.ally impaired examinee should select
the test administration procedure that best suits .his or her preferred
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and customai S 11Wd111111. this ( hoia. will be espeualls difKult for
people who has e recentis bewme unpaired.

When examinees cannot i ewrd then answers to test questions, the
must cOmmon. procedure is-to pi oxide a,[i amanuensis. Othei way.s
obtaining a [espouse include !lasing the respondete use a tape
rewrdei , a ty pew met or a.bi ailleys'ytet (a mac Inne that'ts pes
1 hese moddic:inons usually lecikure that a test be administered
inch% idualls Some testing pi ogi ams pi Os (de a large-ty pc answer sheet
for partially sighted in niutor-unpaned test takers'. Use of a lai ge-
ts pe answer sheet does not by itself require an individual adnums-
tration.

Note-taking and computational aids an e sometimes pros uled fot
blind examinees because 'dip do not has e eay 01 «instant a«ess to
the material before themts do sighted examinees. (When one is
searching fot a specific piece of infoi [nation, it is much more du he ult
and tinte,consuming to scan braille (Jr a tape recording as wmpared
with print.) Examinees who read braille ma% benefit hum use of
note-taking aids sit( h as a braillew riter or a braille slate and stylus,
whether they take the test in braille, front a Uwe rewrding, in with
a reader.

There has been ynne fear that the use of ceFtain aids, particulaily.
the Cranmer abac us fin at ithmetic computation, gly es blind exannnees
an adyantage user sighted examinees ss ho may ow oinh papei and

Brothers (1972; found that blind eighth-graders who used ait
abacus weje eight months below Ihe sighted norm, in anthmetie
computation, but that they pet formed signihcanth bettei than their
blind peers who used mental «imputation or a braillew liter. The
teac hing of mathematic s blind st udents, ss hile appai en tly f acilitated
bv the Craniner abacus, r emains a serious concern to educators. In
a review, of the literature, how es er, Nester (1971) found that while
published research leay cS many questions unansw ered, it does indicate
that the ,use of the.Cranmer abac us does not gise a blind test taker
an indan adyantage met sighted test takers without a «nnputational
aid 1 he abac us. unlike an el« tronli (Aviator; requites of the ifser
a fundamental knowledge of al it hineti«)peratiorls.

Alterations in Time for Test Administration
01

Nearly all national testing prow arils that pros ide modified test
procedures for handicapped people pros ide additional dine to take
the test. I he ef f ts of nu leasing the length of time have not been
studied fully, eYen though time mav be an important factor fin

1
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nonhandicapped test takers. With one possible exception, all of the
alternate media used to administer tests to Nisuatly impaired people
require more time than the regular form. Reading braille and using
a cassette recorder or a reader take longer than reading regular
print. Reading large type may or may not be more time-consuming,
depending on .the layout of the material and on the nature and

-severity,of the impairment. It should be noted that the Law School
Admission Test allolr.s no extra time for any exaIninee, a practice
that,may have paix<'Ltlarly severe effects on Nisually impaired exam-
inees.

In setting time limits for a test for the general population, test
developers usually establish a limit within which 75 to 90 percent of
the candidates can complete all of the items (see Tinkleman 1971,
Toops 1960). Such a procedure could be duplicated for handicapped
test takers orsfor different test modifications, although a.large number
of trials would be necessary. To obtain such data for a large national

' testing program, one would hay e.to.aggregate examinees over many
fest administrations in many different locations.

Only a few studies of the time needed by handicapped individuals
to ,complele a modified test are available. For tests for which no
studies have been conducted, time limits are either set arbitrarily
(usually as a multiple of the standard time) or waived altogether.
Studies of the appropriate time limits for modified tests have been
undertaken by the U. S. Office of Personnel Management (Nester
and Sapinkopf 1981, Sapinkopf 1978). In one study, deaf students
first took the Professional and Administrative Career Examination
(PACE) wish unlimited time. Then the investigators determined the
amount of time needed for 90 percent of.the test takers to complete
eiich part of the test. Similar procedures w ere eit ploy ed in establishing
time limits for N is u a Ily handicapped individuals. Tithe limits were
established separately for each combination of test part and meaium
of test administration. The results of these studies specifying a time
limit foi- each test part and each medium of test administration, (e.g.,
braille) or combination of media (e.g., braille and reader) were
subsequently inwrporated into instructions for test examiners for
regular use in administering the test to handicapped people.

Speed tests' usually are considered inappropriate for test takers

diflererues ui swres on a pure speed test depend only on speed of
response. In a poVer test, on the other hand, everyone is given enough time to attempt
all items, some of sidiu h ale so difficult that it is lughly unlikely that anybne can get a

perfect score.
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with sisual impav merits. I s pufg,tests of f et: a familiar example of a
. speed test. A studs performed in 1958 for the U S Ci il Sen ice
Commission (Shultz and Bus nton 1958) found that tspirig from tape
recordings is slower and less attur ate than ts ping from printed cops.
On the other hand. dlowing blind examinees unlimited time Inas,
not alwass be appro nate Reselich b Das is and Nolan (1961)
indicates that giy mg un muted time affil allowing es ers blind examinee
a chance to answer es rs test item results in inflated test scores.

The mojorits re tests considered bs this panel are regarded as
power tests. Recentls, howeser, questions hase arisen as to what
extent power tests are actualls speeded, and concern has been
expressed that speededness might dif ferentially affect the prerform-
ance of groups of test takers (Donlon 1980a, Donlon 19804 If it

were found that the pow er -tests are more speeded for nonhandi-
capped examinees than pre% lously thought, there would be reason
tir question the wisdom (or fairness) of setting time limits for
handicapped examinees (particularly those with sisual impairments)
as a multiple of the time allowed ful tytandard administration, say
2 or 2',2 times the regular time limit. gich an allowance may produce
a test that is still speeded for handicapped people and penalizes them
unnecessarily. Such a procedure also piesumes for example, that, the

ratio of ihe speed of reading braille sersus print isfhe same for all
types of material and all lesels of difficulty commonly occurring on
'standardized tests (see Nolan 1962).

A studs of nonhandicapped students by Wild and Durso (1979)
showed that increasing the time allwwed for experimental sections of
th Graduate.Re.cord Examination (GRE) from 20 to 30 minutes
resulted in small but.statistically significant score increases. The sizes
of the increases were not significantly different for groups defined
by ethnicity , age, and sex. Although handicapped test rakers were

'not included in the study , the results are important for that group
because they suggest that scores on these experimental subtests of
the GRE, deseloped just like the nonexperimental or "operational"
subtests, are significantly affected by speed of response. Thus, one
might predict that gis mg test takers a generous di- an unlimited
amount of, ume would significantly increase their scores. The limiting
fac tor of fatigiie would, of course, has c to be:considered if one Ello.sed
from considering a 10-minute.mcrease (as in the Wild and Durso
study) to considering a seseral-hour increase (as often occurs in
practice). The effects of time limits on psychometric properties of
tests other than mean srores (especially reliability and salidity) must
also be considered.

Lengthening the time for administration of a test is only one of
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seYeral waYs in which the testing time for examinees can be altered.
Taking more rest periods while holding constant the total length of
ume for actually taking the test is one such change. Another is a

. combination of lengthening the test administration time and,including
more rest periods. Still ,mother is allowing not only a longer time
period in which to take a test but also more than one day . Obviously,
an unlimited tune period during a single day regardless of the time

I ultimately allowed would not benefit a disabled indiyidual who
becomes fatigued in a relatiy el% short period. Considering the negatiy e
effects of fatigue, extending time limits well beyond those thought
to be defensible for nonhandicapped examinees may ri u t unApected
and unreasonablcdemands on handicapped examinees.

Although modinntions in the time allowed for tests are considew.e.41.-4
among the appropriate test options, there are fess, data aYailable to
suppoit any wnclusions about' thel effects of modifications in time,
number of sittings, (rt, number of recesses on the test results. Fur-

,thermore, little is knOWn abouAgly much time people with yarious
holdfrapping conditions aCtually need, because records of time
acnially used are rare, and empiriral studies to set time limits are
eyen less frequerit. Clearly, mote research on time limits for test
modifications and for different handicapping conditions is necessary.

,i.

dr.4
Changes in Test Content J , '.
Changes in test content cif e often required for exantlees with yisual
or hearing impairments. For Yisually impaired people, items must be
examined for possible "yisual biases." Test items contain a Yisual bias
if they measpre knowledge, skills, or concepts learned primatrily
through Yision or if they use Yisual stimuli to measure' kni?..sy ledge
acquired through othen--senses. Although either ty pe of Y il bias

. mity lie detected empirically, the second type maywell be easi .i. than
the former to identify and correct by simPly reading th items,
spotting the offenders, and substituting nom, isual stimuli. Sincv the
substitutions may alter other characteristics of the items, the modified
items should be tried (Mt before they are used in operational testing

...s.ituations. Visual biases of the first type may be more difficult to
identify and remedx, especially by test deYelopers who are unfamiliar
with yisual impairments. Examples of information acquired primarily
through %won would include questions relating to geology, meteor-
ology, geography, architecture, or geometry or items requiring dis-
crimination of relationships Along Colors or spatial features.
/ 1 he most thorough and detailed documentation of modifications
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in test content is that done on the PACE, administered by the Office
of Personnel Management for federal employment. The contenrof
the PACE has been hiodified for yisually and hearing-impaired
examinees. For the y isually impaired, two item t pes Yy ere deleted
figure analogies and tabular umipletionbecause a suitable method
of presenting the «mtent wuld not be found. Other items were
reyiewed by panels of experh to identify those with yisual biases.
Scoring norms were established by administering the modified items
to sighted PACE examinees (see Nester 1980, Sapinkopf 1978).

Changes in the Testing Environment

M'ans of the modifications in the waYs in which tests are administered
for handicapped people necessitate that the tests be gken indiyidually
rather than to groups of respondents. The reasons for haying an
indiyidtial administration include the existence of no pr...tical and
cornenient way to use a group administration, the desire not to
interfere with other; in a group taking a test, and other considerations
for handicapped examinees, such as wanting to reduce tfieir anxiety,
iner the test. Although the administration of a test on an indiyidual
basis is probably the most important modtfication in the testing
enyironment needed by landicapped examinees, there are some
additional alterations that may be required. For example, a change
in location will be required if the seandard testing sit& is not accessible

\ to people in sy heelchairs. Examinees with certain physical disabilities,
\-\ maY be ruorecomfortable Is ith tables or chairs unlike the usual ones,

,

for example, tabletops may need to be bigger or at a different height.
Certain lighting conditions may make reading easier for the partially
sighted. Soyetimes a test ma), be administered to a person confined
to bed, saya yictim of an automobile accident.

The administration of a test to one individual may differ in
important ways from the standard group administration. The inter-
action betweerr.the exaMiner and The examinee may haye profound
(but usually unknoW'n) effects on tbe resu ting score. Ragosta (1980)
studied such interaction and, while she reported many fayorable
reactions of test takers to test administrat ,rs, she also recorded some
problems, some of 'which seemed to stem from inexperience, igno-
rance, or bias on the part of the test administrator. Some examples
a negative comments follow (Ragosta 1980:35-36):

-1 he teat her (test a(Iministiator) was uncomfortable with my disability He
kept asking me questions like . did I know what I was there for and did
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I realize the miportance of the test, etc. I felt he was questioning my mental
ability jcvebril palsied student).

I fought to take SATs. They said there was no large print versipn! A guidapce
counselor gave the test to me orally, , she was aggrasated when I had to ask
her to repeat. I would like to have taken the test with somebody who beliesed
I would pass [legally blind student).

Writers (amanuenses) sometimes inhibit you because they keep waiting for
an answer. Tape recorders might be okay [legally blind student].

When a test administrator walks around, It is bard to hear what he is saying.
I try ... then I read directions again. I lose ume [hearing-unpaired styclent]

7.7

At present, there are no comprehensive data on the seriousness or
pervasiveness of such difficulties. The problems cited above probably
deflate the test scores or handicapped people, but without systematic
studies there is no way to know the nature and extent of the effects.
There are also no data on cases in which test administrators,.inten-
tionally or not, give cues to correct answers or otherwise help
handicapped examinees.

The Option of Not Taking a Test
,

One alternative to modifying a test is to exempt handicapped people
from taking the test. When a testing requirement is waived, biograph-
ical data, work samples, academic transcripts, and other evidence
usually provide a basis on which a candidate's record can be evaluated.
Handicapped people, however, particularly those with visual impair-
ments, have argued that exempting them from taking a test places
them at a disadvantage compared with other applicants (National
Federation of the Blind 1980).4

'

Costs of Modifying Tests

Since the regulations implementing Section 504 require that tests be
appropriately modified for handicapped people, questions of the

'Clearly, there are differences of opinion, but most who expressed their views to the
panel wanted to improve tests, not to waive them. Nexertheless, in some situations the

waiver of a testing requirement may be the fairest and most appropriate action It
should be notel, however, that, for the general population, alternatives to tests, such
as those listed above, generally have considerably lower reliability and validity than
tests themselves.

'
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costs of such modifications naturally arise. Some test producers protest
that the costs are too high. There is no comprehensive information
available on this issue, but we present some general estimates of the
costs. We note that an appropriate ev aluation of the total costs of test
modification would require data on the costs of all types of modifi-
cation for all of the tests used in employ ment and educational testing
In this sesion we present only a sketch of such a Lilculation for
educational testing. The cost figures cited in this section were obtained
from a private testing organization. .

iBefore proceeding we note two difficulties n calculating costs
First, the expenditures invohed in modifying tests represent the true
social costs (as typically defined by economists) only if the prices of
resources used in test modification adequately reflect their value in
alternative uses. Prices witl not be accurate reflections of value when
markets are not perfectly competitive, and it appears, at least super-
ficially, that the testing industry is not competitive. The number of
testing firms is relativ ely small and the consumers of tests, at least in

the educational segment of the industry, , are organizationally linked
to the producers. The observed data on costs are, therefore, a proxy
whose true relationship to social costs is not defined. This caveat
applies to all observed costs on testing and not just to the data that
we present. The second difficulty in calculating. costs lies in deter-
mining how much of the costs of modifying tests is attributable to
changes required to eliminate test bias relating to handicapping
conditions. Consider, for example, a situation in which a printed test
is translated into braille. Should one count the expenditures for
producing braille tests and of producing and reporting scores as the
cost of the modification? Or is it more appropriate to define the cost
of modification as the difference between the braille-related costs and
those that would have been incurred to test the same number of
individuals using standard tests? Either basis of cost calculation could
be appropriate depending on the situation.

Changes in Content

Changes in content are required whgfi-the substance of a test questiori
relates to information or concepts that certain people cannot expe-
rience or perceive because of a handicap. The content of educational
adMissions tests, howelrer, is most often not modified for handicapped
people. Experts review existing standard test forms and choose for
modification those with the least potential for bias. No cost estimates
are available.
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Changes in Medium

Commonly as ailable modifications of admissions tests include far ge-
t) pe, braille, and cassette Yersions. In 1979-80 the production of
braille forms of a %idely used test cost roughly $6,800 for 30 copies,
or an aYerage cost per test taker of $22(Lliassette Yersions of the test
cost $5,600 for 100 copies, or an aYerage cost per test taker of $56.
The cost for 200 copies of a large-print yersion %as $4,000, an
aYerage cost of $20. The limited number of copies.that %ere produced
indicates that a substantial portion- of the expenditures ar_e fixed
rather than Nariable costs. The total cost of the large-print Nersion.is
likely to be approximately constant oYer a %ide range of quantities,
since the c44st of preparing copy and printing plates is independent
of the number of copies produced from those plates. The aYerage s
costi figures, therefore, are extremely sensitke to ihe quantity of test
initruments produced.

ABILITY TESTING OP HANDICAPPED PEOPLE

4

Changes in Test Adnurnstration

The primary costs' incui red in modifying test administration proce-
dures are the %ages paid to test center superb isors and proctors. It
was estimated that in 1979-80, the slyer% ision of tests for 500
handicapped people cost $27,000, 01 an ayerage cost of $54 per test
taker. Of t.his group, 314 took standard versions of the test.

The costs of modify ing the testing enyironment are, at least in
terms of current practices, plimarily Nariable in nature. In addition.
the Ilea% y relance on thj-use of personnel and time indkates that
kthe potential economies of an increase in the number of tests
administered is quite's'thall. One %mild expect, ther efore, that total
costs are likely to Yary rather directly uith nunibei .of tests adminis-
tered and that the abet age total cost per test %ill be approximately
constant over the number of tests administered.

Administrative Co'sts

Some test modifications requir e alterations in the method of producing
and reporting test scores. In addition, there are a Yariety of clerical
procedUres required for the processing of applications for modified
tests. In the aboye example, the costs of producing scores from' the
186 modified tests totaled $1t400, ay eraging approximately $8 Per
test. An additipnal $15,600 was reported 4Is the sum of the cost of
ck-rical procedures relating to test registration and score reporting
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($11,000) and of the cost of colltt.ting, shipping. and checking test
materials ($4,600). The clerical costs were computed_ from the ac-
counting cost of a special clerical section whose entire, function is
processing materials for handicapped test takers. Finally there were
administrative expenditures fot pre-test information booklcts in
printed and braille form, other information on modified tests, and
the costs of "program management." The ,suin oi these 'costs was
$22,200, approximately 55 percent of these costs were for manage-
ment. The sum of clerical and other administrative costs, therefore,
was $37,800, or approximately $76 per person.

Hence, for this test in 1979-80, the average total cost of modifications
for handicapping conditions, including all of those mentioned above,
was $156 per person, ranging from $130 to $364 per person
depending on the type of test modification.

MEASURES OF ABILITIES INDEPENDENT OF HANDICAPS

The regulations directly state that tests should measure a handicapped
person's level of aptitude or achievement and not the impaired
functioning unless the latter is what the test purports to measure.
This is equivalent to saying that a handicapping condition should
have no effect whatsoever on test scores unless the test is explicitly
designed to meast ability directly related to the handicap. In
addition, an "Analysis of the al Regulation," w hich was published
as an appendix to the final regulations, includes the following
stateinent (42: Fed. Reg. 22692): .

Sectio 84.12(b)(3) also requites a recipient-try assure itself that admissions
tests are selected and administered to applicants with imparted sensory,
manual, or speaking skills in such manner as is necessary to &AM unfair
distortion of test results. Methods hate been deteloped for testing the
aptitude and achievenent of persons who are not able to take written tests
or et en to make the mai ks required for mechanically scored objectite tests,
in addition, methods fot testing persons with usual or hearing impairment
are tRailable. A recipient, under this paragraph, must assure itself that such
method's are used with respect to the selection and administration of ant
admissions tests that it uses.

This explanation ,logically rests on the assumption that the use of
modified tests am) test administration procedures is in itselisufficient
to ensure that a test will, reflect abilities that are unaffected by an
examinee's handicap. "Fhis assumption is not true, the panel, along
with othets who are knowledgeable about test development, rejects
It as a reasonable or safe working assumption.

11 8
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Although the goal of constructing measures that are unaffected by
a handicapping condition is generally accepted as the ideal, most test
developers believe that it is largely unattainable in the near future in
many if not most Instances. Clearly, there are cases in ,which a
handicapping condition has almOst no effect on test performance
and, therefore, modifications of the test are not needed. There are
also cases in which the modifications that are needed are so straight-
forvvard that they can safely be assumed to have no effect on the test
scores. However, especially vv hen a handicap is severe and when a
test requires high-level _cognitive functioning, the effects of the
handicap on the test are potentially enormous and extremely difficult
if not impossible to eradicate.

In its identification of points in the regulations that the panel
beliexes cannot be supported by current scientific endeavor, the Panel
has identified points in psyChometric theory that need further de-
velopmen,t. No test scorefor handicapped or nonhandicapped
examineesis a totally pure measure of an ability. . Every test score is
distorted in some way Ey en much of our language regarding tests
reveals this phenomenon. test scores reflect, they indicate, they
represent. Tests give only indirect pictures of what it is they claim to
measure. All measuresphysical as well as psychologicalare affected
in one way or another by the measuring instrument. Psychometricians
call this inevitable inaccuracy "measurement error" and estimate it,In
the process of developing a test. For example, a test of reading ability
vvill be easier for a student who just hapfiens to be interested in and
familiar vvith the subjects in the reading passages. Yet the student's
knovv ledge of those particular subjects has nothing directly to do with
his or her reading ability and ideally should not affect scort* on the
reading test. The estimated measurement error will take into account
this and many other (usually unknown) sot;Kces of random error in

,

test scores.
Consider another example closer to the panel's. focus. Sup,pose that

a group of deaf people is given a test containing passages onAmerican
history that are vvritten with a more sophisticated vocabnlary and
more complicated syntax thantrequired to express the important
ideas. For the deaf test takers the test might be a legitimate measure
of linguistic fluency in the context of American history, but it is not
a suitable measure of knowledge of American history. The well;
documented linguistic deficit of deaf people, particularly the prelin-
gually deaf, ould prey ent,them from accurately displaying their
knowledge of American history unless the language of the test were
simplified. For the deaf examinees in this example, the error in the
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scores taken as measures of knowledge of American history is likely
to be much larger than it would be for nonhandicapved test takers.
Some of the error would be random but much would probably be
systematicand it would lower the seores of the dearpeople. Addi-
tonally,, the usual estimates of measurement error do not reflect this
or other systematic errors.

Domain-referenced testang provides an example that focuses our
attention on the ability that a test is claimed to measure. The initial
step in constructing a domain-referenced test is to define the domain,
first generally, and then in terms of more specific skills or knowledge.
(Even this first step is someWhat arbitrary; experts might define
domains rather differently.) The next step is to decide how to measure
the different skills, what content .to include, what levels of lifficulty
to cover, and how to weight each componerivin-the test. Then the
items are written and refined, psychometric properties of the test are
determined, and the test is ready to be administered.

Suppose that the finished product is packaged and sold as the
Acme Test of Reasoning Ability. The title hardly 'begins to descAbe
what the test measures. There are many tests of reasoning ability,
arul,they all differ from one another in more or less significant ways.
Users of the test would have to delve deeply in the literature
(presumably published with the test) on how various concepts were
defined, how measures were developed, and what characterized the
sample,s,, of examinees on whom the test was tried out. Only then
would the users begin to understand what scores on the Acme Test
of Reasoning Ability actually reflect. Furthermore, the meaning(s)
the users attach to scores on-the test might change and would almost
certainly be enriched with increased familiarity both with the test and
with how people with various scores perform in other situations.
Some of the users knowledge would be specific to that test, and some
would have derived from experience about-that general type of test
a paper-and-pencil, multiple-choice, timed test of reasoning ability.

Measurement issues, already difficult, become much more compli-
cated when the test or the test administration procedures are modified
for use with handicapped people. To carry the example further,
suppose the test is modified so that it can be given to visually impaired
examinees, and assume that the modifications have been expertly
executed and that the resulting test is the best that could be devised
for the visually impaired. The quality of the modifications notwith-
standing, the test users are at a loss as to how to interpret the scores.
There are no standards against which to evaluate the scores of the
visually impaired. And much of what the users would haye learned
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about the Acme 'lest must be questioned.,Are all of the same subtests
used? How heavy was the v isual loading pf the original test; tiow
much has the content beeh changed? Are the same cognitive processes
used by visually impaired people in answering the test questions? Are
the same cognitive processes required of v isually impaired people in
other situations of interest? Does performance on the test bear the
same relationship to othel .performance for sighted as for visually
impaired people? The list of questions is long and has implications
far beyond testing. All that is known about perception and cognition
could and should be brought to bear.

In summary, , the panel believes that psycholpgy and psychometrics
are not yet fully capable of ensuring that tests fox handicapped people
measure skills independent of handicapping conditions. The require-
ment ihat they do so, though straightforward in intent, poses serious
problems for psychologists who attempt to define various abilities,,to
measure those abilities, and to describe the under!) ing cognitive
processes. In short, the panel heliev es that demonstrating that tests
can provide measures of abilities independent of, ,handicapping
conditions should be regarded as a long-term research goal. The
panel believes that full compliance with this requirement is not
currently possible, how ey er, compliance with other psychometric
requirements of the regulations are not only possible but will lead to

/ tests for handicapped people,that cap he used faiily and intelligently
as predictors of later performance.

VALIDATION OF TESTS FOR HANDICAPPED PEOPLE

Educational Testing

The Section 504 regulations require thdt a test that has .; dispropor-
tionately adverse effect on handicapped people be validated for the
purpose in question..005reclude using that test if a test with less
adverse effect is shown to exist. The regulations further require that
postsecondary educational admissions tests be validated against first-
year grades inthe educationarprogram and that studies be conducted
periodically against the criterion of overall success in the program.
1 bus, the regulations very clearly emphasize the importance of
demonstrating the v alidity of tests that are used for handicapped
people.

Strictly speaking, one should always refer to the validity of a
particular use of a test. It is the use and not the test itself that has
validity. Validity is not an either/or attribute of use of a test: it exists
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%arying (tepees in %aims situations. Conducting alidity sMdies
1)% no means ensures that a particular application of _a test is

applopi late. The studits help ans%%er such questions as Y hether the
te-st impio% es Wk.( min. that is. y% hether students %%ho are selected 1)%
means of the test pel form bettei in school than those not so screened.
If an admissions test bas at least sonic. Yalidity. then students aclue%ing
highel test s«n es should be mote IikeI t ac hie%e higher grades
than those Ysith Ion% test swres. Fh us. us'ing thra-tyst in the admissknis
process gi s a higher probability of selecting students %%ho ill

su« eed in satool than not using the test. CertainlY, it was the
destruc the possibility of denying handicapped people opportunities
by use of an iireleant or in%,did test that led the drafters of the

,

regulations to stress the importance of validity.
Predictie %alidity is a measure.of the relationship betYeen scores

on.-ti test and perfon mance in 'the situatiyn Sat the test is intended
to piedict Iii mllege and professional school admissions, predictie
Yalidity studies usually measure the relationship of scores on the

'ad-missions test ( plus pi e% nous grade-point a% et age or other pi ethuois)
to (irst-y ear giade-point a% rage. In the empldyment sphere, the
pm ediction equation r elates te t icsults (plus other a% ailable pi edictors)
to some measure of Job su cess, suc h as perfOrmance appraisal,
tangible output. on rate of promotion. Studies of predictie %alidity
can theoretic all% be performed for any subset of the population,
gken onh sufficient number\for statistical extrapolation.

Validation studies foi the standard forms of adiiiispons tests are
conducted sepaiatelY for each wllege uni% ersity. Fhey may also
be conalucted`sepaiately for eacb academic department or Prow am,
as in the case'of the Graduate Record Examination IN ith its athanced
tests in 20 disciplines. he Yalidation studies usually aie conducted
e% er% Yea! as a check on changes in theT)Spulations of applicants or
matriculant or changes in tle grading scales (the %%ell-publicized
wade inflation,of the late 1960s and 1970s). Therefore, theie must
be a suf ient numbei Of-students entci mg a Oen school or pogrom
in a gieq year or in a fev, successie years sif a Yalidation study is to
be undeptaken. Iheie usually are not enough handicapped students
entering one school in any gRen year to conduct the regulai type
%alidation study..

I he admunstrathe arrangement for conducting Nidation stu s -
is that institutions' rnay elect to subscribe to the yalidation'er ice
oJf fered In thy test deelopers. The subscribers supPly students' first-'
Year wades Co the testing «nnthinies, y'vho perform the data analysis
anol repoi t the lesults to the illstitotioth'. In the case of undergraduate
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112 ABILITY TESTING OF HANDICAPPED PEOPLE

schools, regression analysis is Used to see how well the admissions

test scores alone predict freshman grades and also how well high
school grade-point averages in conjunction with test scores predict
first-year grades. Other predictors, such as variables representing
,extracurricular activities, can be added to the 'regression equStion; in
general, however, the best' predictors have been found to be grade-
point averages and admissions test scores (Skager 1982).

Neither testing companies nor colleges and universities have rou-
tinely conducted either kind ot validation study, either against the
criterima4i.first-year grades or against the criterion of success in the

,
program. The testing companies have argued since the drafting of
the Section 504 regulations that analogous studies could not be
conducted for handkapped students because of the small numb9s
ofssuch students. Recently, however, research methods that have been
deyekped to study other relatively small groups are being Used in

small studies of handicapped examinees. The -research staff at the
Educatiorial Testing Service has developed and tote methods of
pooling data,across institutions or yeats in order to increase the
numbers of minority group members to a level sufficient for statistiral
study (Braun and Jones 1980, Dempster et al. 1980, and Rubin 1980):
T1;ey currently are conducting two studiesone of deaf students at
the California State University at Northridge, and one of learning-
disabled students at Curry College in Massachusettsand are aggre-
gating the data across several years. Such efforts indicate that
validation studies of tests for handicapped people are possible, at
least in snme.5ettings. The panel looks with optimism on the possibility
of pooling data for graups of handicapped students across years and

across similar institutions, say, small liberal arts colleges or large state
universities.

_

EmPloyment Testing
.

f
Unfortunately, there is much le'ss hope of applying similar techniquss
in employment testing of handicapped people. The largest employ-
ment testing program in the country is operated by the Office of
Personnel Management using the Professional and Administrative
Career Examination. Since 1975, when Modified versionsof the PACE

were first made available, approximately 300 blin4 and 100 deaf
$

people have taken the exam each year (this compares witti 100,000

to 150,000 nonhandicapped people per year). OPM has no data on
the number of handicapped candidates who are employed, both
because their PACE scores are not flagged and because handicapped

4
,
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candidates are nut identhed on the register of ^candidates. However,-
since the PACE covers 118 federal civil service jobs, it is unlikely that
there would be enough handicapped people in. any giv'en job to
conduct alidation studies, even if per;ple with certain disabilities tend
to be in relatively few .of the 118 occupations. As,an indicator of the
number of deaf people in jobs filled through the PACE, OPM searched
the central registry of Schedule A (exempted) appointments and
found 11 deaf people ig-PACE jobs in 1974 in the entire country
(Unfortunately for ou'r purposes-, that central registry has been
discontinued.) If OPM does not have what could safely be considered
a large testing program for handicapped people, there is almost
certainly no other employ ment testing program for handicapped
people that could be considered larse. In addition, because of the
wide variability of jobseven those that require similar training or
seem similar along other dimensionsthe problems of pooling jobs
for the purpose of validating selection tests are likely to be more
severe than in educational settings. Therefore, there i$ little hope of
amassing solid validity data for employ ment tests of handicapped
.people exceptin rare cases. Nevertheless, the panel dues not despair
of collecting information that will improve_employ ment testing of
4iandicapped people. We see several promising ways of gathering
useful data.

The first would be analogous, and as similar as possible, to the
methods of performing multijurisdictional validity _studies of em-
ploy ment tests in the general population. The principle is endorsed
in the Uniform Guidelines for Employee. Selection Procedures (Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission 1978). Highly similar jobs in
different places (different businesses or industries or different loca-
tions) are pooled for the purpose of validating the single employment
test used to select em'ployees for all of the jobs. The procedure
requireertation among many parties but offers an otherwise
nonexistent possibility of validating tests. Of course, care must be
taken to ensure the closest possible similarity among situations.

A second possible way of collecting usefUl data would be similar to
a study being undertaken jointly by OPM and the Rehabilitation
Research and Training Center at George Washington University.

- The study began with the identifilation of handicapped employees
throughout the country and the description of accdmmodations that
have been made for them. The study will include a job analysis of
the positions held by handicapped employees, a sumnery of how
well the employees are performing, and how they were selected for
emplo.yment. Thus, in a general sense, one component of the study

\
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114 ABILITY TESTING OF HANDICAPPED PEOPLE .

is a validity stud) -of the employee selection procedures used for
, handicapped people using.the criterion of performance on the job.

COMPARABILITY OF TESTS FOR HANDICAPPED AND
NONHANDICAPPED PEOPLE

The prohibition of preadmission inquiries regarding a handicapping
condition, iv hich was added to the regulations follow ing the period
of comment, had ramifications that doubtless. far exceeded the
expectations of the drafters of the prov ision. This reqUirement
prohibited the usual practice of the testing companies of noting on
the score reports to educational institutionS that a score resulted from
a nonstandard test administration. In most cases, this "flagging" is
equivalent to identifying the examinee as handicapped. The aban-
donment of the practice of flagging was clearly iv hat the drafters had
intended because many handicapped people felt that the involuntary
disclogire of the fact that they are handicapped' was not only a
violation of their rights to privacy but an impediment to their
opportunity to be considered equally for admission to postsecondary
educational i,nstitutioils.

These considerations nom itIstanding, the solution to the problem
was not a simple removal of the designation of nonstandard admin-

' istration on score reports. The testing companies argued that they
must be allowed to continue to flag scores resulting from n9nstandard
administrations. to remove the flag would imply that scores from the
modified tests were equiv alent to, in fact, indistinguishable from,
scores on the standard fornis. Yet handicapped examinees' scoTes
have not been shim n to be comparable in any sense to those of
nontlandicapped people. Hence, universally removing the flags would
in many cases work'to the disadvantage of handicapped examinees.

In this section we propose that the establishment of a relation
between scores from modified tests and the kind of performance in
school or employ ment that serves as the kalidity criterion for standard
tests can, in effect, serve to define comparability /of test scores on
modified and standard fUtrns. Although this concept dertVrs--in
straightforward manner from basic psychrometric theory, its appli-
cation is, rather surprisingly, a flovel approach to the practical
problems of establishing comparability. If all test modifications re-
quired by handicapped people could be shown to be strictly compa-
rable with standard tests through traditional equating procedures,
then there would be no need for special considerations that attend
such modrfications. The panel, however, is cony inced that traditional
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approaches cannot be applied to establish comparability of standard
and modified forms in all respects, especially Yy ith regard to underly ing
abilities. For this reason yye are willing to turn away from accepted
procedures and ady mate an innoYatiYe aRproach that has not, to the
best .of our knowledge, been tried on i large scale in operating
programs.

When testing companies introduce a new form of an existing test,
they use a procedure called -equating" to ensure that the new, form
will produce scores that can be considered the same as scores on
existing forms ofxthe test. Equating is a technical term that describes
a process of calibrking two or more alternate forms of the same test
that measure the same abilities and are used on the same population
of test takers. As Angoff (1971:562-563) notes:

With equating properls executed it becomes possible to measure growth, to
charl trends, and to metge data es en when the separate pieces of data dense
from different forms of iaest kth somewhat different item characteristics.
It also becomeS possiblP0 compare directly the performances of two
indisiduals who has e taken dif ferent forms of a test. In a high-premium
selection program, for example for college admissions or for scholarship
awards, it is espeualls important fin reasons of quit, alone that no applicant
be gis en special ads antage or.disadsantage because pf the fortuitour admin-
istration of a relatis els eass or difficult form of the test.

Successful equating lends constancy of meaning to test scores, mer
time and across applicant groups.

Because such equating kis been the usual meansmf establishing
amparabilit} among forms of a test, it is the definition of compar-
abifity that test producers hake understood the regulations to re'quire.
During formal cornment on the proposed and draft regulations, the}
protested the impossibility of complying with such a requirement.
One impediment to equating test scores resulting from standard and
nonstandard administrations is the largely uncharted ef fect of sari-
ation in the mode,of test admimstratkm. Psychdmetricians simply do
not now ,know precisely how, scores are affected by translation of a
paper-and-pencil test for oral or tactile presentation or by remoYal
of a time limit. In other words,lest producers argued that there is
irssufficient reason to beliee that a standard test and its modified
counterpart can be considered the same test.

Furthermore, modifications in the medium in which a test is
administered haYe unknown ef fects on the cognitiye processes called
on by the Yarious types of test questions. Such effects are extremely
difficult if not impossible Co me;iltlie empirically. Deleting certain
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types of items from a testfor example, removing cartography
questions from orally administered testsfurther increases doubt
regarding the similarity of a standard and modified test forms It 'is,

therefore, not clear that the same abilities are being measured.
Finally, because the present strengths of psychometrics are more

empirical than theoretical, relativ ely little is understood about the
mental processes underlying test-taking behavior or the specific
deficits or the special skills developed by people with handicaps as a
regult of their v isual, aural, or motor impairments. In addition, the
techniques most commonly used to equate test forms 'require that the
same population of examinees take at least portions of all forms of
the test. When dealing with a population as heterogeneous and
necessitating as luany special adaptations as handicapped people, this

.. seems almost Impossible. In general, then, the test developer cannot
consider the handicapped and nonhandicapped populations to be

the same in the sense assumed by the technology of equating. ,

' For these reasons, test producers concluded that, despite the policy
of the Office for Civil Rights, modified tests could not be considered
to produce scores that are strictly equivalent to thosevroduced by
standard administrations. After careful consideration of the matter,
the panel agrees that it is not now possible to equate tests for
handicapped and nonhandicapped people.

There is, however, a kcond and slighily less restrictive psychometric
concept that should be considered iri attempts to align more closely
test scores for handicapped 'and nonhandicapped people: ihe pro-
duction of "comparable" (in this sense, a technical term) scores. We

quote again from Angoff (1971:590):

.-., Unlike the problem of equivalent scores, which is restricted to the case of
parallel forms of a test, that is to tests of the same psychological function,

the problem of comparable scores may be thought of quite simply as the

problems of "equating" tests of different psychological functions. Ordinarily,

two tests are considered to have been made comparable with respect to a

. particular group of examinees if their distributions Of scores are identical
[emphasis in the original].

As Indicated in Angoff's definition, scor es. usually can be Eonsidered
comparable only for a specific population taking the test under
specific conditions. Comparability can be extended to other groups
but only-if they are highly similar7.with respect to the abilities being
measured, to the group on which the comparability was established.
The most common procedures for deriving comparability require
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that the tests be administered to a reference group and that the scores
of each test be scaled to have equal means and standard deviations.
Obvious ls, because of the modifications of tests necessary for hand-
icapped people, not Al modified forms could be administered to the
same group. Eve ii if a way vvere found to do this, the resulting
comparability could not' be extended to cover the heterogeneous
groups on, andicapped peoplew ho would eventually take the tests.
Thus, the standard technical concept of comparability does not
provide a feasible means of establishing the correspondence between
standard test forms and those modified for handicapped people.

There is another approach to comparability, however, that is more
likely to be attainable if there is full cooperation of test users, test
takers, and compliance authorities. The panel considers predictb,e
validity to offer the greatest promise in the relatisely large testing
programs under iris estigation. (Small testing programs, particularly
employ ment testing, present special problems.) In tpis approach, the
goal is to make tests for handicapped and nonhandicapped applicants
predict equally well the performance of interest. Although the content
of tests modified for handicapped people is kepi as similar as possible
to that for nonhandicapped people, there is no attempt to make the
test scores mean exactly the same thing in terms of the abilities being
measured. This proposal is discussed more fully in Chapter 6, as
forms. the_basis for the panel's major policy recommendations, but
its psychometric features are discussed here.

Predictive validity giv es an estimate of the strength of the association
between test scores and a measitre of performance on the criterion
to be predicted. In college admissions, SAT or ACT scores (usually
in conjunction with high school grades) are used to pkedict first-year
college grades. The prediction equation is useful in statistically
predicting from test scores and high school grades how well college
applicants are expected to perform in the freshman year of college,
based on experience with many previous applicants. Colleges and
universities ty pically participate in validation studi s performed by
the testing companies and rel,iew the results of th dies for their
own campuses. Thus, over time, admissions o ers accumulate
knowledge, based on ernpirical experience at their schools, about the

.

meaning and predictie significance of test scores and patterns of
scores and grades. The predicthe validation technique works fairly
well for the general population, althou-gh there are always individual
deiations (some of them large), and suspicion occasionally arises that
the particular interpretation of test scores is inappropriate for an

s.
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entire group of applicantsin our case, peoele with handicapping
conditions. In that instance, more refined studies of the special group
are in order.

The panel believes there is sufficient reason to posit the predictive
validity approach to defining comparability as the most fruitful path
toward a reasonable solution to the current problems in testing
handicapped people. The first step in the proposed plan is research
to answer questions of w hether the approach, which is technically
possible, will y ield satisfactory score transformations and, secondly, ,
whether the prediction equations will be sufficiently accurate. Put
,hiother 11,11, the basic question is whether, with existing scores, one
prediction equation is suitable for all students, including students
with a specific handicap taking a particular modified form of a test.
If not, the question becomes one of w hat adjustments in the prediction
equations are needed for the handicapped people, and whether the
adjustments can be accomplished by a transformation of the score
scale for the modified test forms. Answers to these queries can be
obtained through empirical investigation. Furthermore, the necessary
data already exist; they need to be compiled and analyzed. The
studies necessary to determine the feasibility of making the scores on
modified forms comparable to those on standard forms through
predictive validation would be possible if there is cooperation amorig
test users, test publishers:handicapped students, and the Office for
Civil Rights.

The technology needed to determine the predictiv e validity of tests
for handicapped people in large testing programs is currently avail-
able. The procedures routinely used to validate tests for the general
population could be modified to avoid the problem of the small
numbers uf handicapped students by pooling (grouping together)
students at several similar schools or students w ho entered a gi?en
institution in different years. Given the prediction equations at a
number pf colleges and universities based on all students and scores
for students vv ith a particular handicap w ho took a particular modi-
fication of the test, predicted and actual criterion scores can be
obtained. For example, students Who took the large-type version of
therACT and enrolled in large state universities in the Midwest could
be grouped together and compared with a sample of their nonhan-
dicapped classmates. Criterion scores at each school could be stand-
ardized so they could be compared across schools, and the disuep4ncies
between predicted and actual criterion scores could then be pooled
across institutions. Similar techniques could be used to aggregate
across years at a given school. Distributions of discrepancies between

12 -,
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predicted and actual criterion scores for handicapped students could
then be analyzed and compared with the corresponding distributions
for the general population. The comparison of the distribution of
prediction errors for the handicapped anci nonhandicapped groups
would tell w hether predictii'm for the two (or more) groups was
comparable or w hether there were systematic differences between
the groups.

The approach could be improved by the use of Bay esian techniques
(see Lindley 1970, Novick et al. 1972) or empirical-Bayes techniques
(see Braun and Jones 1980, Rubin 1980). The Bay esian and empirical-
Bay es techniques may offer substantial advantages in terms of esti-
mation because of the small number of handicapped students in most
institutions. But the basic concept is the same. If there is a consistent
tendency for predicted grades to be lower (or higher) than actual
grades for members of a special group, then either different prediction
systems are needed or predictor scores for the special group need to
be rescaled by a transformation equation that will eliminate the
systematic tendency for predicted scores to be too low or too high.

The types of outcomes that might be anticipated and the associated
problems in meeting the federal regulations can be considered w ithout
delving into the technical details of estimation (or, for that matter,
identifying the estimation techniques to be used). It should be noted,
however, that the answer regarding comparability or the particular
score transformation to be used may not be the same for every special
group or every modification. The possibility of this complication can
be seen more fully w hen we examine the general pr.ediction equation.
Let

Y, = the criterion score for person i at institution j,
T,, = the test score for person z at institution j,
Xy = the score on the nontest predictor for person,i at

institution j,
E, = the error of prediction for person i at institution j.

The basic linear model for a nonhandicapped person taking the
standard form of the test may then be written,as

Y, = a, + b,T, + c,X + Ey, ( I )

where a, b, and c are regression coefficients. Parallel equati9ns could
be constructed for handicapped applicants taking nonstandard forms
of the test as
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Y9k = a, + b,T9, + c,X9, + E9h, (2)

where k designates each combination of, handicapping coudition and .
modified form of a test.

Values for test scores and the nontest predictor, presumably high
school grade-point average, would be entered in the first equation
for nonhandicapped students and into the second 'equation for groups
of handicapped students at selected colleges. Predicted first-year
grades' would be calculated separately for groups and then compared
with actual first-year grades.

Thus, at a given institution (or cluster of institutions) there would
be one equation for the nonhandicapped students, (1), and one for
each major combination of handicapping condition and test modifi-
cation, (2). One pair of assumptions to be tested is whether the same
prediction equation works equally well for people with the same
handicapping condition who take different modified forms and
whether one equation serves people with different handicapping
conditions who take the same form.

The regression coefficients and error terms would be compared
for the different groups. Ideally, of course, the regression coefficients
would be the same in both equations, the distribution of error terms
(E,) would-be the same for handicapped people as for the rest of the
population, and the equations would 10e the same at all institutions.
This would be equivalent to saying that special adjustments for the
scores of handicapped people are unnecessary at all institutions and
that the prediction is as accurate for all handicapped groups as for
the general population, that is, that the same regression equation
works equally well for handicapped and nonhandicapped examinees.
This would mean that a person would not need to be identified as
handicapped and that the predictor scores would not have to be
adjusted depending on handicapped status. Under those conditions
the scores Would be comparable for purposes of this prediction, and
special flagging of scores would be unnecessary.

The major concern would be with the error terms. Again, ideally,
the prediction errors for the nonhandicapped and the handicapped
would have the same distribution, which would indicate that prediction
using the modified test forms and high school grades was as accurate
for handicapped people as for the general population at those schools.
If, on the other hand, predictions based on a modified form tended
to have substantially larger errors of estimate, then the question of

JP
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flagging would again need to be addressed. The best solution to this
problem, of course, would be to find an improved test modification
that yielded equally accurate predictions to those of the standard
form.

A second concern would be with the comparison of the regression
coefficients for the nonhandicapped and the handicapped equations.
Ideally, the same equation would work equally well for both groups,
that is, test scores and high'school grades would be weighted equilly
in the two prediction equations, which would imply that transfor-
mations of the test scores would not be necessary for handicapped
people. If any of the regression coefficients differs from equation (1)
tck (2), there would then be a need for either separate prediction
equations for modified forms at various schools or for an adjustment
of the test scores for the modified form. The first of these possibilities,
separate prediction equations at different schools, is technically easier,
but major changes would be required on the part of test users and
publishers for this solution to satisfy the requirements of the regu-
lations. In order to avoid iderfying handicapped students, scores
would have to be reported in terms of predicted grades at selected
institutions. Test scores, per se, wouldnothe- reported for any
applicant. Though technically feasible, this would indeed be a major
shift-r-one that would require agreement among a diverse ,array of
institutions and test takers. It would also prevent alternative uses of
test scores. For these reasons the panel does not endorse this option.

:The second alternative, transforming modified form test scores, is
the clearly preferable alternative, but a technically satisfactory solution
may or may not exist. The goal would be to find a transformation of
test scores, To, for the modified form sUch that, after the transfor-
mation', the regression cofficients in equations (1) and (2) are equal.
This means that test scores would be weighted equally for handicapped
and nonhandicapped applicants, as would high school grades. Fur-
thermore, Se desired transformation would be the same at all
institutions. It is possible to imagine situations in, which this goal
could be readily achieved, but its feasibility can be determined only
through the analysis of empirical results. It is possible that the goal
could be achieved to a satisfactory degree fOr some handicaps and
modified forms but not othett:

Until the validation reiearch we have outlined is completed, there
is no way of knowing whether the goal of equivalent prediction for
handicapped and nonhandicapped people can be attained in the near
future. If it appea,rs that the goal will not be reached for some time,

..
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theniit will be necessary to weigh the 4lative 'advantages of temporarily
accepting differences in precision of prediction while av oiding pread-
mission identification of a handicap versus flagging scores or removing
the test requirement. There seems to be no simple resolution of this
potential dilemma, only the hope that research will identify test
modifications that avoid ,it.

,
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6
Recommended Policies ,

and Procedures

The Panel on Testing of Handicapped People was charged with the
task of studying the psychoinetric, social, economic, legal, and ethical
issues surrounding the use of standardized tests in making decisions
about handicapped people, with particular referente to popsecondiry
admissions. The panel's foremost conclusion is that the technical
problems of developing and validating tests that accommodate specific
handicaps, while very difficult, ate not insurmountable.

,In the first part of this chapter we outline a plan of action that
offers promise of a solution to the problem of producing test scores
for handicapped applicants that can be used in the same way as scores
for the general population. The proposed solution is, we believe, the
single most important product of the panel, and will, if acted on
responsibly by all concerned parties, succeed in eliminating the most
serious problems currently associated with establishing nondiscrimi-
natory testing practicg for handicapped people. That section, on the
issues of validity and comparability, is divided into three subsections:
(1) the regulations and the problem of comparability, (2) flagging,
and (3) small testing programs. The panel's conclusions and recorri-
mendations are presented at the end of each subsection.

The panel has also reached a number of other conclusions regarding
the ways in which tests are developed for, administered to, and used
to make decisions about people with handicapping condif ns. The
second part of this chapter presents those additional co usions and
recommendations, which address issues other than the entral policy

123
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questions that constituted our major charge. The second part of the
chapter, which presents issues of test administration, is also divided

.intothr.ee subsections, each with its own cdnclusions and recommen-
dations.

In Chapter 7, we suggest research directions that, over the longer
term, can be expected to illuminate the underlying mental processes ,
tapped by various test tasks and thus provide better insight into the,
nature of the differences in cognitive or expressive functioning related
to deafness, blindness, or other handjcappineconditions.

THE ISSUES OF VALIDITY AND COMPARABILITY

Tests tan, and sometimes do, open the way to new opportunities for'
handicapped people by allowing.them a chance to demonstrate their
abilities, but tests can also function as barriers to the'fullest pdssible
participation of handicapped peoPle in American society. For tests
to serve the,interests of people with handicaps more consistently than
they have in the past, a major cooperative effort will be. required. In
order to carry out its policy recommendations, the panel calls on
government officials, testing companies, large institutional test users,
and' handicapped test takers tjiAutogether in a program of test
development and validat research that offers the promise of
ensuring handicapped applicants equal opportunity in the selection
process. The participation of eacli is crucial to the success of the plan
specified below.

,Sectipn N4 and the Problem of Comparability

The fundamental intent of Section1504 of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973 is to eliminate unnecessary barriers,'including (potentially dis-
criminatory testing practices, to the full participation of handicapped
people in the life of the nation. Administrative interpretation of
Section 504 has focused on two situations in whkh tests are comeonly
ugV21 in making deci;ions about people: toting for admission to
postsecondary educatiOnal institutions and testing for selection and
promotio,n in employment settings.

As detailed in Chapter 5, the regulations implementing Section
504 seem to require that test'developers and users Toddy tests and
test administration procedures for use with h(bdkapped people,
construct and administer tests in such a manner that they reflect skills
independent of handicapping conditions, report seores for handi-
capped people in a manner, such that they are indistinguishable from
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those for nonhanclicappe4 people, and validate tests for handicapped .
people for the'purpose at hand. In the subsection of the regulations
dealing with employment testing, the requirement that a test be
liown, to be job-related is sulistituted for the requirement that it be

validatetagainst educational performance.
These requirements derive logically from two assumptions: first,

that handicaPped people can be tested in a way that will not reflect
the effects of their handicap,*and second, that the regulting test scores

s
will bq, comparable ni some sense to those of the general population.
The panel considers the first assumption a long-term research goa
not a present actuality. With regard.to the second assumptionwit
due respect to the discipline of psychometrics and to the good f--
intentions of' the compliance authoritieswe conclude that the re-
quirement that test results must reflect the handicapped applicant's
aptitude or achievement level rather than the applicant's ,impaired
sensory, manual, or speaking skills is largely beyond the present
competence of psychometrics. Compliance authorities should treat
the second requirement as a goal of science and social policy rather
than as a requirement of the law that can be currently imple ented.

The panel pent tluch time deliberating various defin. 'oT
,compsarability that would satisfy the requirement of the r gulat. n
that test scores of handicapped aRplicants not be differentiated from,
those of other test takers while at the same time keeping within thel
boundsr3f curreht psychometric learning, and we prropose a new
approach to, this issbe. The regulations do not explicitly" state that
tests or test scores for handicapped people must be made comparable
to those Idr nonbandicapped'people, but that is clearly the implication
of the qgulations (see Chapter 5). The regulations' prohibition of
the jclentification of test scores that rest& from nonstandard admin-
istration to handicapped individua,ls (flagging) assumes that test
scores fi r handicapped people can be made comparable to (in fact,
indistin uishable from) those for nonhandicapped people If tests
that ha e been modified as required could be shown to be strictly
compar ble to standard tests through traditional procedure of
demdn rating comparability, there would be no need f ecial

consicie ations Of modified tests. Those pincedures are not, however,
Gg.

applica le to tests modified for handicapped people. .

After careful consideration, the panel concluded thit it is not noW
,geossibte to achieve the kind of comparability, based'-on traditional
equating procedures. 1nstead, the panel has concluded tnat predictive
validabon, that is, the establishing of a relation between scores from

, Jnochhed tests and the kind of peiformance in school or emplwym&t. .

1 ft
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that serves as the validity criterion for standard tests, can and should
be used to define comparability of modified and standard forms.

fli) Although using predictive validity to define the comparability of
different forms of a test derives in straightforward manner from
basic psychometric theory, it is, rather surprisingly, a novel approach
to the practical problems of establishing comparability. The panel is
convinced that traditional approaches cannot be applied to establish
se m parability of stanClard and modified forms in all respects, especially
with regard to Underlying abilities. For this reason we recommend
turning away from accepted procedures and advocate an innovative
approach that has not, to the best of our knowledge, been tried on

eft large scale in operating programs.
We recommend that, in the four-year period after implementation

of the panel's recommendations, sponsors of the large testing pro-
grams develop modifieg tests to accommodate most kinds of sensory
and motor handicaps and conduct predictive validity studies in order
to ascertain whether the modified tests have a predictive power near
that of the standard jests used with the general population. Theo-
retically, this is an attainable form of comParability, but empirical
validity studies Will have to be'conducted in order to determine the
actual feasibility of the approach. At the end of the research and
development period, it should be possible to detormine whether
modified and standard forms of a test actually have comparable

. predictive Power. If the studies proceed smoothly, it may also be
possible to report the results of standard and modified tests on a
single scale, because the tests will Me equivalent predictive power.
The existence of a single scale would totally obviate flagging. If
during the researdkand development period one or more modified
f rms are found to predict the criterion measure much less well than

e standard form, then it may still be possible to refine each modi4ed
form in order to improve its predictive validity. (See Chapter 5 for

# definitions of validity and for technical discussion of the feasibility of
this proposal and of score transformation.)

The major technical problem with doing validation research on
modified tests in the past has been the inadequacy of sample size,
but that problem can be obviated by pooling data gathered in several
years or at large numbers of similar educational institutions. The
Office for Civil Rights can play an importafft role in facilitating this
hcess by encouraging the National Center for Education Stalistics
and the Committee on National Statistics of the National Research
Council to gather demographic statistics on the hkiclicapped siudent
population.

jr--1
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We recommend that work be concentrated first on the large testing
programs so that the costs can be spread across a sizable applicant
population and so be kept Within reasonable bounds:Most of the
large testing programs have been offering some modified forms-for
years, and the panel was informed that a good deal of data exists at
colleges and universities that could pros ide the initial steps in a
sYstematic research effort. Thus, there should be no need for for a
lengthy lead-in period. We therefore recommend that work com-
mence as soon as possible and that the Nalidation studies be completed
within four years of the implementation 9f these recommendations
by the Office for Civ il Rights.

The labels "large" and "small" testing programs are used as an
abbreviated way to distinguish between those programs in which
validation research is believed to have a greater or smaller probability
of being feasible. The distinction is not perfectly clear, however, and
is not just a. matter of size. In general, the greater the experience
with a testing program, the better the validation study is likely to be.

1",The experience with a p gram can be measured in several ways,
including total number administrations, number of years used,
extensA,eness and quality of research on the test, and number of
settings (for example, number of colleges Or employers). A "small"
program would be one that is relatis ely new, seldom used, and from
which the examinees go into a variety of schools or jobs. Without
question, the Scholastic Aptitude Test and the American College
Testing Program's assessment can be considered "large testing pro-.
grams," although some combinations of test modification and hand-
icapPing condition may be troublesome for even these tests. In
addition, most modifications of the Graduate Record Examination
Aptitude Tests, and the ...r\aduate Management Admission Test
(although modifications of the4GM. 'first became.av ailable in 1979%
80) can be validated for handicapped people. It may well be that
certain modification-s of other tests can also be v alidated for handi-
capped examinees. We believe that work should begin with the large
testing programs mentioned above so that procedures can be refined
and applied to other situations and so thatwith great carefindings

Ican be generalized.

Cqnclusion The existing research on the validity of tests and test
modifications used with handicapped people in postsecondary ad-
missions and employment selection is in most cases insufficient to
judgeadequatelp-gUen test:s s a lidity . Most postsecondary admissions
tests are modified and administered to handicapped people without
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empirical evidence of the appropriateness of the nn fications. In
addition, the modified forms are not developed empirically or used
on a trial basis before they are administered for reaIdecision making.

,
Conclusion It is not now possible to eitablish the comparability of
modified and standard tests by the formal equating procedures that
are used to establish the equivalence of alternate forms of a test used
with nonhandicapp. ed people.

Conclusion Empirical validation of the predictive Rower of modified
tests is theoretically aetainable and would seem to satisfy the statutory
requirement that handicapped individuals receiv e equal treatment in
postsecondary admissions and employment selection. , ..

Conclusion Evenhanded treatment of handicapped and nonhandi-
capped applicants would be best achieved by requiring that the
predictive validity of a modified test be equivalent (within a given
range) to that for the original test. In that situation, scores on the
modified test could be used for prediction in the same way, , and with
the same degree of confidence, aS scores on the standard test.

' Conclusion Given the existence of equivalent predictive N al id i ties for
standard and modified tests, there would be no technical bar to
translating the scores from all of the tests to a common scale.

Conclusion The main technical problem in establishing the predictive
validity of modified tests, the inadequacy of sample size, can be
overcome by pooling data from several institutions or from several

s years. r

Conclusion The practicality of undertaking predictive validity re-
search is cler in the case of the large testing programs. Many
postsecondary, admissions tests are in this category, although it may
be difficult to get a/sufficient sample population for every category
of handicap on tests like the Graduate Record Examination Advanced
Tests, which cover 20 disciplines.

Recommendation 1 The Panel recommends that the Office for Civil
-. Rights require that postsecondary educational institutions subject to

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, in their role as members
of the corporations that sponsor the large testing programs, instruct
the testing companies to begin at the earliest opportunity to develop
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modified tests to meet the needs of individuals vb ith sensory and
motor handicaps and to perform predictive validation studies on
these tests. The alidity studies should be completed and reported
within four y rs of the plementation of this panel's recommen-
dations by the Office for Civ ights.

Recommendation 2 To ensure the success of these N al idat ion efforts,
the Office for Civil Rights should do every thing in its power to
encourage handicapped students to participate in the studies (after
admission). Such encouragement might include making information
about ace- purposes of the validation program available to the major
organizations'representing the handicapped and to those who countel
handicapped people, and undertaking other public education activ-
ities. 1

Recommendation 3 Validation studies should be performed separately
for each ty pe of test modification. In some cases it may also be
necessary to validate a particular modification for people with differ-
ent types or degrees of handicap. For example, in the.yersion of a
tes1 presented orally or on tape, people with a learning disability may
have a pattern of responses and a relationship between test and
criterion that are distinct from people with a visual ;n1pairment.

Reiommendatzon 4 Test developers should, as the predictiv e v alidation
proceeds, develop separate scales for each test, both standard and
modified. When the modified tests have been brought to a condition
of equivalent predfctive power with the test for the general population,
the scores can be translated to a common scale before reporting. At
this point, all reasons for flagging will have been eliminated.

Recommendation 5 The panel recommends that the requirement in
the regulations to use only N a 1 id ated tests for handicapped people be
waived during the four-year research period, provided that a user of
modified tests with unknown N alidi ty for the appropriate handicapped
group may use only those tests for which producers certify that
reSearch on validation of the type here described is under-way. The
Office for Civil Rights should establish provisions for monitoring and
periodic reporting by test developers to show adherence to the
recommended policies regarding validation studies.

Recommendation 6 The panel recommends that after the four-year
research period no test user covered by the regulation may use a

-
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modified form of a test whose vafidity with respect to relevant
performance is unknown or for which the necessary refinements in.
the modified forms have not been made.

Recommendation 7 The panel recommends that at the close of the
four-year research period a working group be assembled to examine
the validity evidence submitted by the testing cornPanies and other
investigators. The tasks of the group should include (1) determination
of the usefulness of modifications for tarious handicapped groups,
that is, demonstration of reasonably equitalent degrees of preOictite
tahdity as compared with the talidity of the standard forms for the
general population, and (2) determination of specific consequences
in those Lases in which the predictite Nalidities are not found to lie
within acceptable limits for a modified form or a particular handi-
capped group.

Clearly, if the t;lidity of a modified form approximates that of the
standard eorm, the working group will recommend acceptance and
use of the modified form. If the talidity of another form is slightly
less than iacceptable, there may be reason to believe that with a
reasona6le amount of rurther effort the form can be improted and
the predictive validity thereby increased (for exaMple, by using a
better reader for a cassette tersion, or a simpler answer sheet, or a

clearer presentation of math items for the tisually impaired). If the
talidity of a modified form is markedly tower than is acceptable, the

,working group must decide whether further work on the form is
likely to be fruitful or whether that form should be dropped. The
working group sflould look for patterns across tests, for example,
finding for all tests studied that no adjustment is ne&led for a giten
modification or handicapping condition. In drawing generalizations,
caution must be exercised to ensure close similarity of the tests, the
abilities being measured, and the performance being predicted. The
panel recommends that the rights of the test takers to accurate
assessment should be giten highest priority, with- somewhat lower
priority being git en to prohibition of preselection inquiry. The panel
further recommends that inditidual applicants should be git en the
right to decide for themselves whether or not they choose to take
forms of the test that hate not been found technically adequate.

Flagging

One of the most difficult and controversial aspects of the federal
attempt to ensure equal treatment of handicapped people in selection
situations has,been the flagging of test scores to indicate a nonstandard
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administration. The etTdence, limited though it may be, indicates
that handkapped test takers as a group tend to score markedly low er
on such tests as the college admissions tests than their non handicapped
peers. In light of this etidence, test det elopers and others reasoned
that, as a group, handicapped apphcants would be penalized more if
their scores were not flagged' than if they were. Hence, testing
companies currently publish statements alerting decision makers ro
weigh more heail other sources of information about an applicant
whose test score is flagged.

Test det elopers, psychologists, and educator's suspect that some of
that difference in test scores mat result from inadequacies in the
modified telts, s hile some mat result from poorer educational
opportunitA, more limited experience than the at erage test taker,
or limitations produced by the handicapping condition. In the absence
of systematic y ahdation studies, it is impossible to estimate how much
of the score difference is error and how much reflects lower per-
fisomance probabilities. It was, no doubt, the strength of this concern
that led the Office for 0%11 Rights to hold in abeyance since early in
1978 the part of the regulations that bans preadmission inquiry
through an informal agreement knqw n as the "interim policy."
Although the regulations remin on the books as the standard for,
testing people with handicapping conditions, OCR's interim policy
acknowledges that more research into the y alidity of the modified
tests is necessary before full compliance can \be realized.

.(

The panel has listened closely to the representatiy es of handicapped
people. Many hat e expressed the opinion that the existence of an
interim policy,, particularly one as tentatiye and unofficial as the
understanding currentl rti situ, has blunted the intent of Section 504.
Contrary to the lengthy process of comment and discussion that
preceded final publication of the regulalion in 1977, they point out,
the interim policy was established at the initiative of the Office for
Civil Rights alone. The population that, the rules were designed to
protecthandicapped test takerslhad no y oice in the establishment
of this crucial waiver of a portion of the regulations.

At the satire time, there is no consensus within the handicapped
community on the merits of identifying oneself as handicapped
(luring thy admissions process. The panel has heard strong statements
on both sides of the issue and finds merit in each position. There is
strong agreement, how ey er, on two points: (1) the quasi-official
interim policy must be rescinded as soon as possible, and (2) to
require an Indic, idual to take an examination with unknow n y alidity
and meaning is to nullify that person's effort.

We endorse both points and take them as the basis for our
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recommended plan of action. to the degree that it is successful, an
intensive research effort to establish the predictive Nal id i ty of modified
admissions tests will ultimately obv iate the necessity for any flagging
of test scores derived from nonstandard administrations. In the
meantime we strongly urge that the client boards and testing com-
panies adcpt a policy of allow ing.each applicant who has taken a
modified test to decide whether or not the user institution should be
alerted to that fact. Presnmably," many who achieve high scores will
opt for anonymity, , others with high scores may feel that openness
about their handicapping condition gives them added advantage,
those whose scores imply below-average performance will want their
test scores flagged in order to have other factors weighed more
heavily in the selection decision.

The quid pro quo, of course, is that after being admitted, every
handicapped student must be strongly encouraged to participate in
the validation studies.

Conduston
/

The research literature shows that the oft-held assumpi-tion that he dentification of an applicant as handicapped always
works to is or her disadvantage is not accurate. In fact, identification
sometirjes works to the advantage of the applicant with a handicap-

_

ping çóndition (see Chapter 1 and Appendix A).

Recommendation 8 Considering the diversity of situations and the
loaned perceived effects of identification of a person as, handicapped,
the panel recompends no general prohibition or allowance of flag-
ging. The panel recommends that in the period before the N ali dat i o n
studies have been completed, the locus of control over the flagging
of scores to be used for educational admissions should be shifted
from the test dev eloper to the handicapped person. The gains in
privacy and' control to the handicapped applicant outweigh any
disadvantage associated with the temporary divergence from custom-
ary practice. Moreover, equity considerations suggest that the gain
forhandicapped indiv iduals outweighs the possible disadvantage for
the nonhandicapped, who would have no corresponding choice.
However, this recommendation requires that applicants be carefully
counseled concerning both the merits and the disadvantages of
identifying a handicapping condition. The decision to alert admissions
officers to the presence of a handicap that may adversely affect test
scores should be separate from and independent of the test taker's
decision about N ol u n ta r y participation in validation research.
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Small Testing Progranis

Most of the discussion abor e has been der eloped with postsecondary
admissions tests in mind. Although there is no theoretical reason w hy
the conclusions and recommendations drawn with that focus should
not also be applicable in the employment sphere, most employers
and licensing and certification agencies, among others, hare relatirely
small testing programs. The issues in ralidating tests administered to
small numbers of peoplehandicapped and nonhandicappedare
some% hat different from those for large testing programs, even
Where the samples of handicapped people can be considered relatirely
small. In small programs there are different economic and technical
considerations, most of shich emanate from the fact that there is not
a large base of experience from the testingof the general population
to proride support for the ,testing of the handicapped. The technical
problems with empirical ralidation w ith small samples are particularly
serere because some sources of rariability may be unknown. Some.
large employers, including the federal government, could draw on
large enough samples of handicapped applicants to do predictire
ralidation studies. There is also some possibility that multijurisdic-
tional alidation efforts could solre the problems of sample size for
certain kinds of jobs and certain kindsCsf handicapping conditions.

Nerertheless, predictire studies in employment will be far more
difficult to institute and organize than in the educational context. It
seems likely that must employers will hare to depend on the experience
that will be gleaned in other settings in the coming years and in the
meantime continue w ith the alternate assessment procedures, such
as inteniews, ork samples, and probationary periods, among others
(described in Chapter 3).

Conclusion Small testing programs, including most employ ment test-
ing, present great problems. It may often be impractical to do empirical
studies in the employment sphere, although the concept of multijur-
isdictional studies offers some hope for a means of conducting
,Alidation research. Absence of alidated employment testing, espe-
cially for entry-lerel jobs, may be particularly problematic for some
handUapped people because there is less likely to be supporting
eridence that an employer could use in place of or in addition to a
test score.

Re«nnmendation 9 The panel recommends that research on the
predictire %Aldo of tests for the handtcapped be undertaken in the
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employ ment sphere as well as in education, ev en though most private
employers have small testing programs. Although the research is
likely to take longer and to be less rigorous than that for large
programs, there are some techniques that offer promise of solutions.
Pooling of data across institutions and across y ears may provide
solutiops to problems in some situations, current multijurisdictional
validation of employ ment tests may offer techniques that could be
adapted for use AN ith handicapped applicants in some job categories
or in some educational settings. These and other potentially beneficial
techniques should be explored by those with small testing programs.
Large employers with ,large testing programs, such as the federal
government, should proceed immediately with the kinds of v alidation
research outlined above for large educational testers.

Recommendation 10 The panel recommends that the Office for Civil
Rights encourage the use of multiple sources of information by
employ ers _in their selection of qualified handicapped applicants.
Sour s of information, which supplement or substitute for test
scoyés,. include letters of recommendation, personal interviews, job

ples, and probationary periods of employ ment. Encouragement
o use multiple sources will be most critical for entry-level jobs where

it also may be most difficult to find several relevant sources.

' ISSUES OF TEST ADMINISTRATION

Emanating n
mendations that supplement,or support the major policy recommen-
dations on validity and comparability.

V V

Modifying Tests. For Handicapped People

The panel has been in an especially fortunate position to view the
policies regarding modifications of tests for handicapped people held
by a wide variety' of organizations. Because of its high visibility (from,
notices in professional joUrnals and newsletters and from publicity
related to the panel's open meeting in March 1980); the panel has
received requests for guidance from people responsible for large and
small testing programs as well as from those concerned with testing
in classrooms. From its N a n tage point the panel has observed that the
practices and the levels of sophistication vary widely among the
groups who have assumed or w ho have been gii:en the responsibility
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for accommodating the needs of handicapped pepple in their testing
programs.

Conclusion Although it is true that modifications of some tests hake
been ayailable for 20 years or orri-Fr-, methods for accommodating
the needs of handicapped ,people on standardized tests are far from
systematk or unisersally known. The factors to be considered are
numerous and often much more subtle or complicated than many
people recognize. -The panel has been impressed by the determination,
thoroughness, and sensitiyity of some and appalled by the ignorance
and insensitiyity of others yk ho are responsible for testing handicapped
people. Among at least some of them, howeser, there appears to be
21 desire to ktirn how to modify tests appropriately.

Recommendation 11 The panel recommends wider publicity and
distribution of information on how to modify tests and test admin-
istration procedures for use with handicapped people. One of the
handiest and most helpful references is,the Guide for Adminisaring
Examinatwits to Handicapped Individuals for Employment Purposes (Heaton
et al. 1980). Although this guide may not giye sufficient detail for all
users, it may serye as a usef ul model for similar documents con,cerning
other types of tests.

Recommendatwn 12 One commonly employed technique, that is:the
use of groups,of expert handicapped people to re% iew modified tests,
is endorsed by this panel. No one knows as well as a knowledgeable
and sensitiye blind person, for example, what difficulties other blind
peop e counter on a particular test.

Recommendation 13 We unde score here the necessity of research on
the effects of modifications on test scores and on .the effects of
handicapping conditions on the cognitiye processes uriderlying test
performance. Obylously, modifying tests and test administration
procedures is but one step in accommOating handicapped people
in the testing situation. Knowing what tf0 resulting scores signify is
of the utmost importance and can be determined only after a
considerable amount of carefully planned, executed, and analyzed
research.

Demand For Modified Test Forms

1 he data from the two largest deYelopers of educational tests clearly
indicate an increasing numbeLoLadministrations of modified-tests
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over the last five or so years. The increases are probably caused by
increased numbers of handicapped people completing high school
and applying to some type of postsecondary school as well as by
handicapped people's increased awareness of the availability of the
modified forms.

Conclusion The increases in the number of handicapped people
taking standardized tests (whether modified or not) are important
for several reasons. First, they indicate that more handicapped
individuals are participating more fully in American society. Second,
they underscore the necessity of making modified forms available,
the demand is growing too fast to be ignored. Third, the increasing
numbers offer greater hope for timely and rigorous validation of the
tests administered to handicapped people.

Condumon The cited increases notwithstanding, there have been a
number of complaints of inadequate or inaccurate information re-
garding the availability of the modified forms. Systematic data on the
magnitude of the problem do not exist, but the panel believes the
complaints should be considered seriously. Lack of information about
modified forms of tests may discourage some handicapped people
from attempting or accomplishing some important and satisfying
endeavors.

Recommendation 14 High school counselors should assume respon-
sibility for informing handicapped students of the availability of
modified forms of college admissions and other relevant tests. Coun-
selors should help individual students select the most appropriate
modification and assist them ill any other way possible, for example,
in requesting the modified form and in understanding the implications
of flagging or not flagging a test score.

Special Problems With Certain Tests

A few tests or types of tests have come to the Panel's attention as
posing special problems for handicapped people.

Mintmum Competency Tests

As the number of handicapped students completing high school
grows, there is increased need to examine state and local policies

fit
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regarding minimum competency testing programs. There are two
broad areas of concern directly relevant to the panel's charge: the
availability of modified forms of the tests and the awarding of diplomas
contingent on passing the minimum competency test.

Conclusion The fairness of minimum compet7ncy testing programs,
particularly those that make the awarding of a diploma contingent
on passing the test, may be critical for many handicapped people
who completethigh school. Full consideration of the needs of hand-
icapped students is essential if they are not to be summarily denied
high school diplomas. Where diplomas are required for further
education or for employment the impact of minimum competency
programs is especially acute.

Recommendation 15 The Office for Civil Rights should study the
effects of miniimum competency testing programs on handicapped
people. State ,and local policies should be reviewed to ensure that
only validated tests are used for handicapped people, that modified
forms are readily available, and that scoring procedures are de-

monstrably nondiscriminatory. Special attention should be given to
policies regarding the awarding of diplomas based on scores on -pr

minimum competency tests.

The Law School Admission Test

The panel has heard more criticism of the LSAT than of any other
single test or testing program. Criticisms focus on the policy of
allowing no extra time in the administration of the LSAT, a policy
set presumably to approximate compliance with the Section 504
regulations.

Conclusion The panel believes that the restrictive policy of the Law
School Admission Council regarding accommodations on the LSAT
for handicapped people is discriminatory and detrimental to potential
law school applicants with handicapping conditions.,

'Recommendation 16 The panel recommends that the Law School
Admission Council review its policy in light of this panel's central
policy recommendation. We encourage that more modificatiOns of
the test and its administration procedures ,be supplied and that
validation studies be conducted, as described earlier in this chapter.

\
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Certification and Licensing

Inquiries by the panel revealed that relatively few handicapped people
have, requested modifications in certification or licensing examina-
tions. Still there is some reason to suspect that handicapped ,people

, are discouraged from pursuits that would lead to attairiment of a
professional certi,ficate or license long before they approach the
testing situation. Since the panel has had little hvd evidence con-
cerning certification and licensing, we draw no firm conckons
regarding the presence yi.r absence of discrimination. Nevertheless,
the panel believes these credentials may become increasingly impor-
tant as more handicapped people complete education and training
programs and prepare to enter the labor force.

Recommendation 17 Because of the dearth of sound evidence and
the potential importance of professional credentials for hand kapped
people, the panej recommends that the Office for Civil Rights perform
'a modest but nonetheless important investigation to determine whether
there are, as some suspect, serious problems for handica`pped people
in obtaining occupational certificatesland licenses due to requirements
for achieving a score on a standardized test.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

We do not pretend that improvement and i"'alidation of modified
tests or handicapped people will be an easy or automatic process.
The implementation of our recommended plan of action for test
validation be difficult. It may be necessary, for exdmple, to
validate a giv en modified test form for a number of kinds or degrees
of handicap. A test designed for the deaf will,'no doubt, demonstrate
different predictive power for those who hav e been cieaf since birth
and those who experienced laler onset. For that reason we have
suggested a time period that is long enough to allow for the completion
of the validation studies, hOwever, we want to express our sense of
the urgency of the situation. Four years is adequate time only if work
is begun immediately and if sufficient resources are de8icatedlo the
endeavors. For several of the postsecondary admissions tests, data
have already been accumulating for several years. Those th44should
be retrieved and analyzed without delay.

We would also caution that the program we are recommending
will no't solve all of the problems that handicapped applicants have
with test performance. It is the totality of one's ed4ation, training,
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and experience that is brought to a standardized test, and itiany"
'handicapped people hav e grown up in relatively deprived or aty pital
circumstances,These deficits can only be remedied by better schooling
and a more accessible environment through t the maturational
years.

What the irogrâm can do is to assure that at the moment of
competition, the handicapped applicant is assessed as Zermpe1rar'6-
any other applicant. In other words, Me progratiT cannot make up
for thingrnot learned or al;ilines not 'developed, but it can ensure
that the probability of successful performante in a college psogram
(or on the job) is adequately predicted. Without such a program of
valiaation research, the use of tests risks great injustice.

The Office for Civil Rights carinot, of course, mandate the suCcess
of the valiaation eff&t, but it can facilitate it. It can and should
require that the necessuy research conducted within four years
after its implementatiOn of this pane s recommendations. This re-
quirement is well within the ver of OCR because of existing
enforcement and institutional arrangements. OCR'currently has the

..authority to find.colleges or universities out of compliance with the
Section 504 regulations. It is those same schools that have.poer over
the testing companies througth theirs membership in the governik
bodies such as The. College, Board. Thus, if OCR implements the
panel's central policy recommendation arid if the testing companies
do not perforui the required researth, thecolleges will be found out
of compliance fos using tests that are not beirrg/validated for,
handicapped. people. 4

We believe that the plan outlitcd above offers the best pOssible
synthesis of fairness considerations and technical) capabilities fo
foreseeable future. The proposed solution, Ifowever, has all th
limitations of any ltipproach that is largely atheoretical. Predictive
validity does not explain why some people will flrobably succeed and
some fail, and it does not describe the abilities that are being measured.
It describes the statistical relationship between test safes and the
performance to be ptedicted. Therefore, we also strongly urge the
gradual accumulation of research on Cognitive abilities to greatly
enhance information obtained throligh validation strategies that are
based solely on statistical relationships. In psychometOcs, there is a
revitalized interest in construct validity, that is, in theories of what
each kind of itep-,reasures. This line of research seems particularly
important in uiWersiTanding the abilities of pebple who have handi-
tapping conditions anti of finding the most productive accommoda-
tions, notiust in test format, but of pedagogical methods, restructuring
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140 ABILITY TESTING OF HANDICAPPED PEOPLE

of job tasks, and so on. The Office of Personnel Management has
made some important beginnings with its modifications of the PACE
(although that examination is now to be phased out for reasons
unrelated to its use with handicappdd- people). ,,--

It is important to emphasize that this is the work of decades. But
0) - it is work that should begin now and with the encouragement of

federal funding agencies, such as the National Institute on Handi-
capped Research and other parts of the Department of Education.
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Almost since thç promulgation of the Section 504 regulations, it has
been clear that there exists insufficient information to allow for the
demonstrably valid testing of handicapped people, as required in the
regulations. Information on standardized arid modified tests taken
by handicapped people, that is, data on their reliability and validity,
and on the effects of modifying test administration procedures, is
essential to the fulfillment of the spirit of the Rehabilitation Act of
1.973. In other words, full compliance with the Section 504 regulations
will be possible only after further 'research has been completed.
Therefore, in order that colleges and universities would not be found
out of compliance until the needed research could be planned and
executed, the Office tor Civil Rights formulated and instituted the
interim policy. The task of specifying the research that would provide
the necessary information about tests and their use for people with
handicappingconditions was explicitly included in the charge to the
Panel on Teskrik,,of Handicapped People. Thereto ,* the panel has

incorporated research items that-deal specifically With characteristics
of tests as administered to handicapped people in both its research
and policy recommendations.

As the paners work progressed, it became apparent that too little
was known not only about the tests administered to handicapped
people to determine their validity, but also about the effeps of existing
testing practices on the performance of handicapped\people. The
panel, therefore, has specified in its research agenda studies to
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142 ABILITY TESTING OF HANDICAPPED PEOPLE

produce the deired information on Edbw test scores are used and
how they affect the lives of people ,with handicapping conditions.
Several topics, all having significant implications for policy, are
included under this broad heading. The first is the validity of tests
administered to people with handicapping conditions. The second is
information on the experiences of handicapped people as they
encounter tests. for example, how often they are tested, what kinds
of tests they take, what information they obtain from counselors, and
how they perceive tests and testing personnel. The third is the
decision-making process. how test scores and other information are
used to make selection decisions regarding handicapped people and
what will be the effects on these practices of different flagging policies
and of.2dditional information on test validity. Such studies offer the
added advantage that they will provide data on w hich to evaluate the
effects of modifications in the policies recommended by the panel.

At the outset, the panel was hindered in its attempts to define the
scope of the problems involved in testing of handicapped people and
tb place them in perspective. The hindrance took the form of
Unreliable, inconsistent, or uninterpretable data on handicapped
people in the United States and on their experience in taking tests
and in entering the mainstream of education and work. As a
consequence, the panel atso recommends a fourth topic of research.
the improvement and expansion of demographic data on people with
handicapping conditions, particularly those sho have the potential
to enter the mainstream of American life. Some of the research
recommended in this area is only indirectly related to the panel's
study and, therefore, is given lower priority, even though it is of
primary interest to others. Within each of the four main sections of
the research agenda, those topics for proposed studies that the panel
voted to give highest priority are marked with an asterisk (*) and are
placed first within their respective sections.

THE VALIDITY OF TESTS FOR HANDICAPPED PEOPLE

Information on the validity of tests administered to handicapped
people is most urgently needed so that progress toward compliance
with the Section 504 regulations can be made. It is for good reason
that validity is mentioned most prominently in the regulations. Lacking
knowledge of the validity uf a test, that is, of some indication of how
well a test tfieasures w hat it purports to measure, one is prevented
frprn using the test results with confidene. Although some bandi-
capped individuals can take standardized tests under tlje standard
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conditions and be reasonably certain that their abilities are being
reflected accurately, others require,modificatipns in the test or testing
procedures that cast doubt on the accuracy and meaning of the
measures. The effects of most modiftations are unknown, kid the
panel strongly urges research to begin charting the effects, especially
on the validity of the instruments.

*Nonstandard Testing Procedures and Validity

What are the effects uf modifying tests and test administration procedures
on the distributions uf test scores, test reliability, test validity, and subjective
reports of examinees, such as ease of comprehension uf test instructions and
questions, perceived time pressures, and feelings of fatigue?

Very little is known about the effects of various deviations from
standard test administration procedures. Een changes for nonhand-
icapped examinees, such as arying Ftime limits or rest periods, hae
been insufficiently studied. More pertinent to the panel's study, the
effects of changes in the standard test administration procedures
(such as large type, tape recorders, amanuenses, and others) are
irtually unknown. Of central concern is the effect of these changes
on the validity of the test. If it could be shown that all of the
modifications made for handicapped people in a ghen test produced
scores that predicted future performance as well as scores on the
regular ersion of the test, then nearly all doubt about the appro-
priateness of the test would disappear. Without that information,
however, the person trying to use the scores does not know their
meaning and has no guidelines for legitimate interpretations.

Studies on this topic would focus ob.the effects of test modifications
on objecthe measures, such as changes in the distribution of test
scores (means and standard deiations), test reliability, test alidity,
and subjectie report's of the examinees (for example, ease of com-
prehension of instructions and test questions, perceived time pres-
sures, and feelings of fatigue). Such studies must include as much
information as possible on the characteristics of the arious modifi-
cations and on their relation to one aruither and to the standard
forms. information can be accumulated to build a store of knowledge
on what modified tests seem to measure for people with different
handicapping conditions and whether the abilities measured appear
to differ over various..modifications.

Admittedly, some of tbe research will present subtle and compli-
cated problems in experimental design. Research on the effects of
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changes in the medium of presentation (for example, braille versus
different sizes of print versus aural presentation) will probably require
the use of very caiefully matched samples, because few. people would
be equally facile in several mo'cles of presentatidn and because they
probably could not take the same test several times for the purpose
of comparing media. Some of the problems might be overcome
through the use of emperimental designs, perhaps involving balanced
presentations of different (est forms or perhaps through training of
nonhandicapped experimental subjects in the use of alternate media
(for example, cassettes). Although ethical considerations will prohibit
most experimentation in actual test situations, other types of research
present fewer difficulties and could even be performed using non-
handicapped examinees. For example, some research on speed of
responding as it affects test scores and on the effects of various time
limits and rsest periods could be done with nonhandicapped people.
Because of the methodological difficulties inherent in much of the
work suggested in this research, it will be especially important that
researchers exercise extreme care and that they be especially observant
to note when procedures do and do not work. It may be that some
of the most valuable findings will be more qualitative or subjective

than quantitative or objective.

*Validation Techniques for Use.on Small Samples of Examinees

What methods are currently available for measuring test reliability and
validity with small or heterogeneous samples? What are the advantages and

disadvantages of the methods, includiu pooling data across samples?

The panel's policy recommendations deal extensively with validation
research and rely heavily on pooling data from several samples as a
workable technique. Nevertheless, we acknowledge that the technique
is not yet!ully developed and also that there are situations in which
pooling !bay be of limited value. Therefore, we recommend that the
limits of the applicability of pooling be explored, that other techniques
be sought, and that the practical implications of reduced certainty in
the validity of tests be investigated. We suggest two tasks: a review
of the current techniques of measuring test reliability and validity,

and the development and trial of methods of estimating test reliability
and validity for small samples. The first task should be conducted by
or in close cooperation with the test development Companies and
should emphasize any techniques that offer promise for either small
or heterogeneous samples. The second task calls for the development
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of practical ways to prepare data for pooling, for example, standard-
izing grades across schools or programs or years. Other techniques,
such as matching handicapped and nonhandicapped students or
employers, should also be explored.

Uncertainty in the Validity of Tests for Small Samples of ,

Examinees

How accurate is the information regarding validity that is obtained by pooling
data across small samples relative to that obtained by usi4 large samples?
What are the effects on decision making of varying degrees of certainty
regarding test validity?

Psychometricians and test developers have traditionally relied on
large samples of examinees on which to norm tests and to measure
their reliability and a li d i . Emphasis on people with handicapping
conditions, however, has confirmed what has been learned in work
with minority groups. practical techniques for developing and vali-
dating tests used with small samples must be refined. Fortunately, as
noted in Chapter 5, new techniques for pooling data across institutions
and years have been developed for minority groups and offer promise
for work with handicapped examinees.

The main advantage of using large samples is that they increase
the. re-searcher's confidence in the results.. A test developed on a
sample of 50 people may have the same validity coefficient for
predicting job success as a test developed on a sample of 1,000, but
the larger sample produces more reliable statisticsthat is, estimates
that vary less from sample to sample. However; increasing sample
size is only one statistical method for reducing uncertaint; pooling
results from small samples over time or across situations is another.
There should be an investigation of the effects of pooling techniques
on the accuracy of information about tests, especially their predictive
validity.

Furthermore, rather little is known about how information regard-
ing error in test scores or in predictions based on test scores is used.
by decision makers. Therefore, there should be an exploration of the
ways in which information on the uncertainty in test scores or in test
validity is used by decision makers. This task could be accomplished
by reviewing measures of reliability and validity of a sample of tests
and surveying a sample-of people who use those tests to determine
if there is a relationship between the uncertainty of the scores and
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their predictiNe power, on the one hand, and the ways the scores are
used, on the other.

HANDICAPPED PEOPLE AND THE TESTING SITUATION

Een though this panel has amassed information on the testing of
handicapped people from many sources, there remain important
areas in which little information is aNailable. Fie research topics are
suggested below.

*Types of Modifications

What are the characteristics, particularly regarding handicapping conditions,
of handicapped people who request test modifications, in comparison with
those who take standard administrations, in .comparison with those who
request ,test waiyers, and in comparison with those who choose not to
participate in activities requiring tests?

The panel has compiled the aNailable data on the frequency of use
of ,arious modifications of seeral educational, employment, and
certification or licensing tests. Howeer, the picture presented by
these data is far from complete. In many cases The type or seerity
of the handicapping condition of the people.requesting each modi-
fication is not known, it is not known how many handicapped people
took the test in the standard form or requested a waher, and it is
not known how many other eligible handicapped pebple do notfor
a N a riet y of reasonsrequest modified tests. The panel suggests that
such information be collected from examinees in the future because
of its utility in at least two regards. first, the information could be
used to help future handicapped examinees decide w hat modifications
would be most appr opriate, sewnd, the information In ould be essential

_ in validity studies.

*Alternatives and Supplements to Standardized Paper-and-Pencil
Tests

What procedures that may he used as alternatiyes or, supplements to
standardized paper-and-pencil tests offer special promise of application for
people with handicapping conditions?

Although test scores are but one part Of ihe information used to
make decisions about people, there have been many criticisms of
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standardized testing and many calls foi alternatiyes. There has not
been much eyidence of success in finding pr,actical and did alter-
natiy es, howeYer, eYen for the nonhandicapped population. The need
for such alternatiyes and supplements may be seen as even greater
for the' handicapped population since the meaning of scores on many
tests is called into question by the modification of testing procedures.

The panel therefore I ewmmends research on the means of as-
sessing the abilities (*handicapped people other than with standard-
ized paper-and-pencil tests. In the educational sphere, in addition to
teachers' ratings, the use of a questionnaire on a student's accom-
plishments may have promise. The Graduate Record Examination
Board has begun work on something similar for its general student

population. Performance tests, long used by rehabilitation agencies,
ma% provide an alternative to paper-and-pencil tests in the employ-
inent sphere. Assessment centers, which are becoming popular in
selecting business executives, cost from $300 to between S3,000 and
$1,000 per person and may require several days to administer, but
they may be useful in selecting high-le% el professionals with handi-
capping conditions.

Studies of such methods should assess their practicalitythe ease
with which they can tie applied to handicapped peopleas 1,vell as
their demands on time and money. Studies should also attempt to
determine the potential for systematic discrimination against handi-
capped people and should compare that risk with the potential or
known bias of standardized'paper-and-pencil tests. The %aridity of
alternathe method.s of assessment should also be examd if collec-
tion of the necessan dtita is feasible. Failing an aertraleyaluation of
the Yalidity of the tec hniques, the practicality of compiling quantitative
data necessary for measures of Yalidity should be examined. Reason-
able but nonquantitatiy e or nonobjctiye means of judging the relative
qualm of the alternative measures should be explored. ,

Attitudes of Testing Personnel Toward Handicapped People

What are the effects of attitudes toward handuapped people held b testing
persiinnel on the test mines Of handkapped indiciduals and on the uses of
thosi! s( ores%

It is ideh reported that nonhandkapped individuals have a variety
of attitudes toward handicapped people, many of them inaccui ate or
dhunninaton. Soi.w iesearch shows that certain people react real-
isticallY toward blind people w hum they know but are afraid of or
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hostile toward the blind as a group. Nonhandicapped peOple may
assurne handicapped people generally to be incompetent, although
in some instances they are believed to possess superior abilities. (A
review of the research literature on labeling of handicapped people
appears in Appendix A.) .

The panel has particular interest in the attitudes of personnel who
interact with handicapped people with regard to testscounselors,
examiners, readers, amanuenses, and those who use test scores in
making decisions. The panel recommends that studies of the attitudes

. of testing personnel in a variety of settings be conducted.
Data for the studies could be drawn from samples of four groups:

(1) people who administer tests to handicapped examinees for edu-
cational, emPloyment, and licensing purposes; (2) people who assist
hancrcapped examinees with the tests, tha, is, read for them, sign
for them, and so on; (3) people who score the tests or evaluate the
scoTes, and (4) people who make decisions on the basis of test scores.
For purposes of clarification and corroboration, data should be
gathered in a variety of ways, sitch as attitude questionnaires and
interviews with testing personnel as well as interviews with handi-
capped examinees. The goals of the studies should be to estimate the'

, nature and extent of the effect of the attitudes of testing personnel
on the test performance of handicapped people and on the use of
those scores and to guide the development of strategies for eliminat-
ing, mitigating, or offsetting these effects.

Requesting Test Modifications

What information do handicapped individuals who may need to request a
modified test currently have, and what do they need to make the best
informed decisions?

Handicapped examinees currently make a decision regarding tests
that their. nonhandicapped peers are not asked to make: 'which
modification of a test offers the most advantageous testing arrange-
ment. There is some fear that test takers with handicapping conditions
may not have sufficient information from test publishers orcounselors
to choose most wisely among the alternatives available. People with
mild handicapping conditions may have a very difficult choice to
make. whether to take the standard administration, which may be
more troublesome but will be reported without a special identifier,
or to take a modified form, which may be somewhat easier but will
for most tests result in a flagged score and greatly reduced intg-
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pretability. People recently disabled may also have an extremely
difficult choice because they may not yet have acquired a facility for
any modified form, they are likely to find both choosing the form
and actually taking the test troublesome. The pervasiveness and
severity of the problems associated with choosing one type of test
administration or er others are unknown and could be investigated
by surreying handicapped examinees. Questions relating to knowl-
edge about and attitudes toward test modifications could be answered
in a small study or could be incorporated into a larger study.

Coaching and Experience in Taking Tests

What are the effects on later test performance of handicapped people's
experiences with tests, including the experiences cumulated over the years
in school as well as ttee specific training in test coaching courses?

Evidenceboth experimental and anecdotalsuggests that if one's
experience in taking tests is limited, then test performancecpay be
artificially suppressed by lack of familiarity with common testing
procedures and test-taking strategies. Results of studies of coaching
and the experience of adults taking tests long after they have
completed their schooling (when they are unfamiliar with tests and
tend to score lower than one might predict) support this finding.
Furthermore, for handicapped students the tests they take in ele-
mentary and secondary schools may bear little resemblance to mod-
ifications of standardized tests for college admission. Therefore, the
panel recommends conducting studies to determine if handicapped
people's experience with standardized tests seriously disadvantages
them. .

Two general ty pes of studies are suggested. experimental studies
of the effects for handicapped examinees of coaching, that is, special
training in strategies to use in taking tests, and nonexperimental
studies (probably using carefully matched samples) of handicapped
students with varying degrees of experience with standardized tests.
Studies of the second ty pe may be helpful in shaping policies regarding
the exemption of handicapped. people from testing requirements.
Studies of coaching would help in measurbg the efficacy of offering
coaching courses for handicapped people, either courses essentially
the same as those for nonhandicapped people or courses with special
instruction on how to handle modified test forms. One must be clear
in generalizing from either type of study to distinguish between
intensive training in test-taking skills and long-term exposure to sests.
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Longitudinal Studies through Transition Stages

What information and advice do handicapped people receive, what strategies
do theyuse, and what problems do they face as they encounter tests at points
of transition in their liv

Tests are used to influence decisions at important transition points
in people's lives. Those transition points may be especially critical for
people who are trying to overcome disadvantages in order to partic-
ipate fully in American society, including some handicapped people.
At times when they may need special support, handicapped people
may receive inaccurate informatiop or inappropriate counseling. What
problems do handicapped people ace, what advice do they receive,
and what strategies do they use as ey prepare to move from high
school to coflege, or from school to wo k, or from sheltered workshops
to regular jobs, or from life with farm les to life on their own? How
well do various techniques in counselin and rehabilitation serve the.,
needs of handicapped people in transiti n?

To answer these and similar question , the panel recommends
longitudinal research following a sample of andicapped people from
high school through their early to middle èventies. Data should be
collected and analyzed on a wide variety topics, including any
difficulties that occur in testing situations, t e relationships of test
scores to other variables (school experience anè performance, teach-
ers' ratings, socioeconomic variables, and othe s), the consequences
of labeling on a person's expectations and pe formance; and the
consequences of labeling on decisions made abou ,an indiv idual. Data
should include perceptions of the handicapped pe Vie, their parents,
teachers, employers, and counselors as well as m e objective meas-
ures, such as test scores, grades, and other measu es of apiitude or
performance. Sample design should be given espe 'ally careful con-
sideration to balance the desire to have a homogen ous sample for
ease of management and a heterogeneous sample Ipr ease of gen-
eralizability.

HANDICAPPED PEOPLE AND THE DECISION-MAKI G PROCESS

More important than the test scores themselves are the 1ays in which
they are used to influence decisions abotrt people. Th use of the
scores is especially critical for handicapped people sirkce they are
seldom normed and are often flagged as a signal that th y cannot be
interpreted in the same ways as scores that result from t e standard
administration of a test.
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*Role of Test Scores in the Decision-Making Process

How are test scores actualls used in making deusions regarding handkapped
people for education, employment, rehabilitation, and certification or licen-
sing purposes?

The information the panel has uncovered on how various institutions
,(schools, employers, rehabilitation agencies, and certification or licen-
sing agencies) use tests for handicapped people is somewhat frag-
mented, and the information ay ailable in employ ment settings is
especially sketchy. Since more complete information would be helpful,
we recommend suryeys of key personnel in schools, employ ment
settings, rehabilitation agencies, and certification or licensing agencies.
Information regarding employ ment selection and placement is es-
pecially difficult to obtain because of the small numbers of handi-
capped appficants and employees and because of the lack of large-
scale tests or systematic selection procedures. Howeler, that infor-
mation is critical in identifying and oyercoming barriers to the
employ ment of qualified people with handicapping conditions. The
surveys should describe current policies and compare any policies
that are different for handicapped and nonhandicapped people.
They should seek to distinguish between policies for handicapped
people that seem fair and effective and those that do not. Such
surveys should also estimate the prevalence of different policies and
compare the stated objecthes of the policies with what is actually
achieved. -The suryeys should be conducted so that results can be
reported separately for various ty pes of institutions or organizations.
large state universities compared with small liberal arts' colleges,
various ty pes of business or industreies, priy ate compared with public
rehabilitation agencies, and so on. Such work should be linked to
studies of the effects of testing (or of Yarious selection procedures
and policies), and every effort should be made to determine what
procedures are actually used, not just purported to be used.

Flagged Scores

Flow are flagged test stores auutdIr used IL making deusions about handi-
capped applicants%

When admissions tests for postsecondary .schools are taken under
nonstandard conditions, the score reports to the schools make note
of that fact and thereby notify the admissions officers that the
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applicants aLe probably handicapped. Yet preadmission, inquiry re-
garding handicapping conditions is prohibited in the federal regu-
lations on the assumption that the information vvould be used to
applicants' disadYantage more often than to their adYantage. Some
admissions officials argue, howeyer, that the flags on the test scores
are used to the adYantage of handicapped applicants: if the flagged
score is high and other material corrqborates it, the student is
admitted, if the flagged score is low , it is ignored and other information
is used to deckle about admitting the applicant. A suryey of actual
practice might corroborate this iew or reyeal different uses, or, at
the. yery least, Yariations in the use of flagged scores. Furthermore,
It is not known how often a flagged test score is the only indication
in an applicant's portfolio that he or she is handicapped. St*th
information could be reyealed by the applicant's entollment in a
special school, program, or classes, in letters of recommencLition, in
certain extracurricular activ,ities; or by the candidate's voluntary
statement.

While there has been research on the effects of labeling a person
as handicapped, the sum of eidence yields contradictory conclusions.
Additional knowledge would greatly aid in formulating policy. . There-
fore, the panel recommends research to describe the current use of
flagged scores. A sample of individual cases should be followed
through:the admissions process to attempt to ascertain the effect of
flags on the interpretation of scores and on the weight of tlie ss.ores
in the decision-making process. Admittedly, this kiild of study is
difficult to conduct because of necessary assurances of confideOality ,
and the resultsWill be suspect if the admissions officers know explicitly
about the goals of the study. Therefore, the stutly design is critical,
and the study may need to be supplemented witit an experiment in
which admissions officers make decisions regarding fqpothetical
handicapped and nonhandicapped candidates, with control yariables
relating to their qualifications. The panel acknowledges that the
difficulties may lead to esults that are less than completely satisfactory
but behey es this topic is important enough to warrant study.

Models for the Decision-Making Process

What decision r ules and models are used in determining vv hether handK apped
individuals shoukl be admitted to schools, or employed, or aat ded er tificates
and licenses? What at e the implications of models used in vat io us inst it in ions
for the cyunseling of handicapped individuals?
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Gken the current situation in which test stoics for ,handitapped
people hme unknown Nalidity and are flagged, the most equitaHe
and efficient wa% to use the stores seems eluske. Pre;uming,that
some st.ores will continue to be flagged until Naljdation research is.
tompkte, thoughtful! attention should be gken to the identification
of decision-m4ing stiategies that arc the most equitable for all
apphcants and the most ef fu kilt' fol the institutions or wpm/atm
Hue panel has been told that there exist informal, mostl% nonquan-
trtatke rules of thumb used b% st boo a hmssions of ficeisind there
are c ertamly analogies in settings outside .dutation. "I he panel urges
a stud% of formal and inform,d decision des, examining tbe raini-
ficationsi, for the applicants, foi the decis in makers, ,md for the*.
institutions. Once the models, using the ter 1 looseh, ,ne (lest I ibed,

) the% could be tested with retrospettke or pros ke studies.,Atterr2
non should be gken, in thereporting yf the stNly, to the need to
Viounsel handit,pped applitants on-the probable effects id requesting
that test smres be reported wtth or withoul flags. Researcheis should
also be sensitke to the possibilit% QfPgeneralizing from situations with
relatkel% alitundant data (some forms of postsecondar% edu( ation) to
others witkoscarce data (most notably, employment). I

- '
DEMOGRAPHIC DATA ON HANDICAPPED PEOPLE

The first question raised by the pand in beginning its stydy wmeined
the number of people with %arious handicapping oriclitions s ho
might be able to enter the mainstream of American life. Tlte panel
wanted to gam a sense of the size, complexity, and seerity of the
problem under ukestigation. -Hie question ditided itself into three
components: (1) How many Americans in %;irious Age groups lia%e
handicaps of 'dif fering types and seerity? (2) How many people with
each handicapping condition are enipk)yed or in ,postse«mdar%
schorWand how Ma apply fin positiorrs but cye rcjec ted: (3) 1 low
frequenth do Ihindictuped people tal.c.' tests, and how often ale the
tests ai important factar in their acceptancoor rejection: We found
Much less,information to answ ei these questions than we hulexpeled.
I fence, this,fourth and final section of, the panel's reseal( h agenda
«nuerns thy demogeaph% of the population of people with handi-
capping conditions who niay be in sc hool or in the labor foice. ( Flie
panel's charge did not ( ker handicapped people who are institu-
tionalized or who are not Attempting to enr011' in school or to be
ernplcked ) Wilde we behee these demographic studies are important
and of interest to a broad «mstituem y, they ,ne somewhat peripheral

-
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to our work, and we therefore give them lower priority than studies
more directly related to testing.

Incidence of Handicapping Conditions

-%hat are the exisung sources of data on handicappecfpeople, and hou can
ther be made compatible-- f:1oi4 can definitions of handicapping rnditions
used far a %ariety of purposes Er, different groups be made comparable'

Nearly every piece oflekal legislation and every agency or orga-
nization dealing with handicapped people uses a different definition-
of handicapping condition or handicapped person. One reason, for
the differences stems from the particusion or concern of a
particular, act oi age,ncy. It. would be naive to expect an agency
concerned about the placement of elementary school students in
educational programs to define its population of interest in a way
perfectly compatible witk.that of an oi'sganization concerned with the
employment of adults. A second reason for the differences is that,
for the many types of disability, the severity of an impairment is
described in different ways. For example, hearing impairments are
scaled in relation to unimpaired auditory acuity and may be related
to a specific range of pitch. Blindness is scaled very differently,
however, and here are several markedly different types of visual
Impairment (fo ample, total blindness, perception of 'light only,
and restriction of visual field) that are not amehable to clear and
conuse comparison. For motor handkaps, there is no widely accepted
scale of severity. The lack of a common scale makes many potentially
valuable comparisons across handicaps difficult if not impossible.

Since classification schemes differ, and estimates vary widely, e,;eri
when defin,itions seem comparable, we urge that steps'be taken to
make the various definitions of handicap'ping conditions as compa-
rable as is practical. One possible way to do'this would be to hold a
conference with appropriate representatis es from the National Health
Survey., the Social Security Administrasion, other relesant agencies,
and, professional and adkocacy associations along with apple expe-
rienced in the statistical aspects of demography. The tapics to be
covered should include:

Summaries of sources of data on handicapped people. Tfie
summaries could be organized by type of dfsability, ty pe of source
(for example, public' or private sector), or use oPthe data (for example,
administrative or research).
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2. Characteristics of each data source. Attention should be given

to how to combine data from various sources that hae different
purposes, use different definitions of disabilities, and employ different
methods of data collection.

3. Additional analyses of existing data. Is there additional infor-
mation that could be obtained from 9isting data sets? In particular,
can hner tabulations be made for rlie and severity of handicapping
condition? Is there Information relating to partkular concerns of the
paneFand the Office for Civil Rights (for example, testing, education,
and employment) that can be obtained from existing sources?

4. Data for the future. What data collection efforts are anticipated
for the fture? How can shortcomings of existing data sets be
overcome? What are the most important questions to be answered
by analysis of:the data? What efforts should feceie highest priority?
How should various efforts be coordinated? How convincing are the
arguments fin maintaining different definitions of handicapping

.; condiudns in different surveys? The results of such a conference
would be tiseful to both researchers and policy makers in the private
sector and in government. Such a conference should increase the
likelihood that unnecessary duplication of effort is reduced, that the
dat7a collected by diverse sources would be compatible, and that the
dat; would be collected and analyzed in the most useful and com-
prehensible fashion.

.".
Social Indicators Regarding Handicapped People

How can one (lescribe the soual and economic characteristics of the lives of
people with handicapping conditions?

There are a number of signs that the lives of handicapped people

are changing markedly with regard to e54ucation, work, and inde-
pendent !iv* arrangements. For policy .Tnd administrative purposes
It is Important to have accurate and current information about social
and economic characteristics of the lives of these people. Therefore,
the panel recommends that social indicators regarding handicapped
people be compiled.

I he book Soctallnduators III (U.S. Department of C)mmerce 1980),

produced by the Bureau of the Census, should serve as a model for
work on the handicapped population.jhe new work (whether .a
separate volume or part of a more generai publication) should present
data on social, ewnomic, educational, and health characteristics of
handicapped people. The quality cif data from differek 'sources
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should be indicated as they are compiled and published. Data that
relate social, educational, health, and emplosment factors should be
located (or collected), analyzed, and presented.

As the existing data are.-compiled, consideration should be gisen
to- thher questions to lie asked and other data to be collected. In
addition, the desirability of producing such a compilation periodically
and charting changes or trends should be assessed. It is likely that
the Office of Federal Statistical Policy and Standards in the U.S.
Departhient of Commerce could offer saluable assistance in planning
or executing this project.

Epidemiology of the Handicapped Population.

How can.one describe the inciderice and distribution of %arms handicapping
conditiow, across populltion groups defined b% age, sex, racial or ethnic
memberIip, social and economic characteristics, and tire like. What are the
known causes of sarious conditions? What are the 'projected needs of these
groups%

Prot iding sersices to meet the diterse*needs of handicapped people
could be planned more effectit ely if information about the incidence
and distribution of. tarious handicappingconditions were know n.
Since certain groups, say children affected ut wero by their mothers'
rubella, commortly hate a unique set of needs, knowing the incidence
of rubella among pregnant women in tarious cohorts would make it
relatitely easy to predict the future strUcture and probable needs of

a segment of the population. To follow this example further, schools
for the deaf could plan more effectitely and testing organizations
could predict the demand fpr gettain types of modifications if
information on rubMla were known. Therefore, studies of the epi-
demiology of disabilities would be usef ill for a widerange of situations.
The major' toi;:tics that should be insestigated are the incidence,
distribution, and likely or know n causes t)f arious disabilities and
the educational, medical, and ;pcial needs of people with t arious
disabilities.

People ,with multiple handicaps often hate special needs or a
combination of needs that may not be readily met in existing
administratite arrangeprents for pro% iding sersices.-In addition, one
hanailap may be masked by oi- may masquerade as another, creatmg
the possibility that some needs are not met. To allow for better,
informed planning in the i,,,hort and long run, the,panel ,t1sp ret.om-
mends that research, be conducted to pro% ide aefurestimates of the

6 7
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siLe of groups ssith multiple hagdicaps and to describe their needs at
various points in the life c)cle.

Effects of Handicapping Conditions ,

What are the direc,t and the indirett ef fetts on a person's experieiRes of
h.v.ing a handl( apping «nidition'

It is commord) recogniied that handicapping, c_oudttions Ithe both
direct and indirect effects on a person's experfaces. Fur example,
the patents of a h licapped child ma) unnecessarill restrict the
child's experiences, t us compounding the disabling effects of the
primary handicapping Ondition. In order to determine apprOpriate
and effectne means of remediation and to pre)ent future problems,
It is important to separate the direct from the indirect effects of
handicappingc onditions-ks a first step, researchers should determine
vshether a)ailable data sourees can be analyied to help separate the
various ef fec ts for different handicapping conditions.

t
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APPENDIXA
The Effects of Knowing Someone is
Handicapped on Decision glaking:
A Review of the Literature*

SAMUEL L. GUSKIN

Federal law and our beliefs in equal opportunity require that decisions
on educational admissions and employee se.lecfion be unbia.d. People
with handicapping conditions must not be denied admissio0o schools
or employment positions because they are members of a particular
group or class. One way to enforce this principle is to deny access to
intormation on group membership to decision makers. This approach
may be feasible when decisions are made largely on the basis of
established credentials that provide objective data, such as test scores,
high school grades, employ ment experience, and educational back-.
ground. In these cleg, such potentia* biasing information as age,
sex, race, disability, and religion can be deleted rrom application
forms. This solution to the problem assumes that, if decision makers
know the particular characteristic of a person, in our case, that a
person has a handicapping condition, then the decision will blibiased
against the person. This paper reviews the published literature relating
to that hypothesized biasing effect.

What kind of theory and tesearch is relevant to this probl m?
Sociological and social, psychological writers and investigators h ve

sttreen interested in such topics as bias, prejudice, and stereotypes for
over 50 years (see, for ex'ample, Rice 1.926). In more recent work

*Dm literature review was drawn from a larger paper by the author commissione
by the Panel on Testing of Handicapped People
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oter the past 15 years, psychologists and 8ducators have become
interested itj. the efrects of expectations in the laboratory (Rosenthal
1976) and the school (Dusek 1975), sociologists hat e been examining
thf'quences of labeling someone as det iant (Schurr 1971), and
personnel selection researchers hate become concerned with inter-
% ie}ver bias against women and minority group members (Artey
1979a,b). There is-salso a umsiderable body of literature on bias in
testing (Jensen 1980) and in sele,ctit e admissions in higher educatiOn
(Carnegie Counul tin Polity Studies in Higher Education 1977).
Finally, in the past few year's cognitite psychologists have protided
new approaches to deal with the classification and integration of
informativn that bears directly on how stereotypes about groups are
formuhated and what their consequences are (Hamilton 1979). Be-

of, the-scope and size of the potentially relevant works, this
retiew is highly selectite and draws most hextily on those studies
deemed most critical.

In addition to the larger bo dy of reletant work outlined abotie,
research and theory dealing specifically with reactions to the handi-
capped are accumulating (Bartel and Guskin 1980). Topics include
attitudes and stereott pes (Gottlieb I9,5a,b, Jones 180, Yuker et al.
1970), reactions-to integiation (Semmel et al. 1979), labeling and bias
(Guskin I978, MacMillan et al. 1974, Rains et al. 1975), and the
presumed°negatite consequences of knotting that inditiduals are
handicapped (Hobbs 1975 a,h).

61 t
FOCUSING ON THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

As Art ey (1979b) has pointed out, stereUty pes may influence a decision
in three ways. (I) their general negatite effect may lead directly to
rejection, (2) the content of the group stereoty pe may be incdnsistent

ith the occupational stereoty pe or job expectations, (3) the stereoty pe
niat lead the decision maker to use a different §et of criteria.or
standards in etaluating the applipnt. To illustrate each of these
influences: (1) attitudes toward the mentally ill may be t ery negatite,
leading to few job ofkrs, (2) expectations regarding the mentally
retarded may Jead employers to select them for unSkilled but not
skilled jobs, (3).the blind applicant for college who has high school
diploma but was in the bcIttorn half of the class may be admitted to
college because et en ttis marginal performance is seen as a sign that
the, injit Klual i.highl motitated and intelligent whereas a sigbtec
persim with thç same c redenuals would be judged inadequate.

As Aryey (1979b) points out, interviewers may also become bias d

I 7 j
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as a result of dif ferenti.il behaf ior on thepart of the interviewee that
leads to discomfort or misinterpretations by the interfiewer. Thus,
interviewers may experience tension in interviewing a candidate With
a speech defeet and therefore may attribute poor social or intellectual
skills to the applicant. In the case In hich decisions are based on
written documents ralher than Inter-fief% s, the same phenomenon
may appear in letters of reference from those ith only superficial
contacts with the applicant, whose disc oral ort is copfeyed in the
letter

We hafe seer?, then, how information about handicaps may lead
to negatife outcomes and also how positife effects may e .obtained.
What evidence is there that these actuallv occur?

.

EMPIRICAL FINDINGS ON THE EFFECTS OF KNOWING
SOMEONE IS HANDICAPPED t
Stereotypes and Attitudes About the Handicapped

In thrs type-of study, interffews, questionnaires, or other paper-and-
psncil inhruments are employed to obtain answers to such questions
as. What do you think a typical-mentally ill person would be like?
HOW willing would you be to hate each of the following people as a
roommate: epileptic, amputee, athlete, delinquent? . . . Would you
be willing to employ

"a
disabled worker? rn all of these cases, the

i
respondent h gif en almost no information about the person except
the bandicap, and efen that information is usUally a popular label
rather than a clear picture of the handicapping condition. rn addition,
these studies usually infolfe a forced choice ,situation. That is, the
person may choose which answer to gife but may not indicate that

fhe feels he liad inadequSte information to make a judgment. Under
these conditions, it is not surpri&ing that reactions to the handicapped -
areJess favorable than ;to the nonhandicapped and that there is a
hierarchy of preferentes for handicaps (Yuker et al. 1970, Jones

,.
1980). ..

-We may illustrate a study uf 'stereotypes by examining some of the
findin0 of Gottwald's (1970) nalional.public opinion surf ey on pubkc
information about mental retardation. On one part of the surf ey,.""(
respondents were asked to describe g "mentally retarded- perSon and
a "normal" person on a series of 16 bipolar adjective scales The
retarded person was seen mpre negatifely than tfie normal erson
on each of the 16 scales. Hie largest differences were on Msane kane,
useless-useful, ,fick-healthy, and ignorant-ediu ated, The smallest dif-

i
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ferences were on the adjective pairs ugly-beautiful, cruel-kind, dis-
honest-honest, immoral-moral and unhappy-happli.;These results are
consistent with earlier data on smilier andless4epresentative samples
(e.g., Gus kin 1963a,b), which hate also found that-mental retardatioh
is associated by others with incompetence and mental illness and is
seen as very different from delinquency. .

An illustration of an Attitude study that provides evidence on a
hierarchy of handicaps is found in an investigation by 5hears anc
Jensema (1969-), who first 'asked 94 normal adults to rank 10 "an-
omAlies" in terms `of perceived severity and then had them indicate
their degree of acceplance of each condition on a series of situations

_

- varying in "social distance" fi-om "would marry" to "would live in the
same country." in both severity and willingness to Accept people with
the condition, the most positive reactions were to theamputee, blind,
and wheekhair conditions, intermediate reactions were to the harelip,
stutterer, and deaf-mute conditions; there was a more negatiye
reatnon to the cerebral palsied, and the_most unfavOrable reactions
were to the mentally ill, retarded; and homosexual conditions. The'
most relevarttAndings for this paper are those that indicate how,
willing respondents would be to work with each type of person.
Approximately 90 percent say triey would ,,work with those who were
aniputees, in wheelchairs, or blind, mou would wiik with those with
a harelip (80%), stutterers (74%) or deaf-muter (67%); only half

-Would work with the cerebral palsied, 'and far fewer would work wiai
the mentally11 (37%), retarded (30%), or homosexual (2.7%).

A variant of this approach that is more relvant to die issue at hand
is the investigation of employers' ratings of employ mein acceptability.
Rickard and-colleagues (1963) studied, 105 personnel directors and
school administrators and repbrted that former tuberculosis t)altients
were preferred, followed by liiheelchatt handicapped:then deaf
peop14, epileptics were the least preferred. A similat study (Nikoloff
1962) asked 197 priYtcipals to evaluate the employability of handl---
capped people as teacheu. Blind OR deaf people were judged to' be
less employable thari arose with a slpeech handicap,' who were in turn

'less employable than those with an artificial leg or crutch.

The Influence bf liandicap Labels on Evaluation of Individuals

The second category of studies attempts to test explicitly the'assump-
tion that stereotypes and attitudes do'in fact Affect the way we react
to others. Subje(as are asked to.make ratings after they are 'presented
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informatiop about an individual IA itlror without inc&4ting that the
indnidual is handicapped. The other information m4: be presented
in a verbal.sketch (e.g., Guskin 1963b, Jaffe 1966, Cook and Woller-
sheim 19015, Herson 1974, Kirk 1974) or ideotape (Budoff and
Siperstein 1978, (ottlieb 1974, 1975a, Guskin, 1962b, Loman and
Larkin 1976,Seitze and Gesky 1977). The videotape may be of a
trained nonhandicapped actor (e.g., Gottlieb 1974, 1975.1) or of the
unrehearsed behaior of a handicapped indiidual (e.g., Guskin
1962a,b). Furthermore, the sketches-or tapes may be structured or
selected to ary systematically with the behaior of the indiidual.

Two uhestigationslby Gottlieb (1974,.1975a) illustrate this para-
digm. In the first study (Gottlieb 1974), elementary school children
judged a child obsered on a ideotape as performing either com-
petently or incompetently on a spelling task. The obsered child was
described either as a fifth-grade pupil or as being enrolled in a special,
class for.retarded children. The obsened child was actually the same
on both tapes and had been instructed to perform competently for
the "competent" segment. The study was carried out in 'two schools,
one middle-class and one lower-class. The label did not hae an effect
on either school, and only in the middle-class school did the com-
petence manipulation result in differential judgments.

an the second inv-estigation (Gottlieb 1975a), the design as similar
but the videotapes V-aried in aggressiye beh.aior. The same hild was
shown either playing quietly with clay at hJ,s desk or "acting o t""with
it. throwing the day on the floor, stomOlig ora banging 4 ith his
fist. This time the retarded label and the ag essienes 4nd tht
interaction of. the two ariableshad significant e children's
judgments. when the obsened aggressieness and retarded label-
were combined, the judgments (ratings and social distance measures)
were substantially more negatie than could be predicted from the
separate effects of each variable. One interpretation of these findings
is that judges tend to "normaliie" when the data is not fully corhincing,
interpreting the erbal or behavioral information as possibly noi-mal.
However, the combination of thee two negatiye pieces of inforalion

Jushes the judge over the threshold:, for perceiying the child as
deviant.

Gottlieb's two studies (1974, 1975a) illustrate the diversity of findings
of studies in this area. Handicapping information may lead to more
negative evaluations, but the effect is highly dependent on other
information presented 'about the indiidual. Posithe information will
tend to neutrallie the stereotype while negative information may be
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aCcentuated by alp stereotype. Of course, if the other information is
unambiguously negative, the stereotype may even result in -more
favcirable judgments (Golin 1970).

Judgments of Resumes

One highly relevant variant of the aboveApproach presents subjects
with simulated job resumes with or without labeling information and
instructs them to rate the suitability of the applicant for employment
and'or an appropriate salary offer. Studies using this method to
examine bias resulting from race, sex, or age information as well as
handicaps are summarized by Arvey (1979b). Studies using this
paradigm with handicap labels have been reported by Krefting and
'Brief (1977), Rose and Brief (1979), a.nd Shaw (1972).

The Shaw (1972) study was designed to examine the differential
effects of negative 'stereotypes on evaluation of candidates for diffe;-
ent occupations. The stereotyping information {has eit er gender
(male or female), state of financial and domestic affairs (married or
diTorced and having personal financial problems), orp1sical health
(no problem specified or 4fF, a withered. arm, and weak vision
requiring glasses). Subjects *ere 132 college recruiters, roughly half
of whom were seeking science and engineering graduates and half
seeking management trainees.. They were given resumes with pho-
togr,aphs, and half were randomly given N ariants of the resumes that

lhduded one of the three ty pes of stereotyping information. Since,
the major interest of the author was in the difference between the
1,sct occupations in the stereotyping effect, they never did test the

biasing effect itself but only the occupational impact on the effect.
There was no differential effect of occupation when the candidate
had a physical health problem. -However, the author presented
descriptive daka ahd noted that the health problem led to more
positive ratings on an adjective check list Allan did the ,control
condition. -The differences were smaller and less consistent when
subjects were asked to make ratings relativeto hiring the candidate,
but there was clearly no trend to reject the handicapped applicant.

Krefting.and Brief (1977) examined the effects of applicant disa-
bility and work experience or judgments of a set of application
materials by 145 college students. The position applied f'or was a
typist's position, and all of the information provided was Positive in
tone, indicating the candidate was qualified. Under the disability
condition, the applicant was indicated to be confined to a w heelchair
due to an automobile accident. A physician's report stated that the
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applicant is a paraplegic «ffifined to a wheelchair, but her con cf tion
has been stable fort-0%er fou,r years. She has adjusted well to her
condition and lets it interfere as little as possible with her actit
Disabilits information did hate a negawe effect on rated potential
for promotion (and on rated health). but it had a posint e effect on
ratings of %Nork montanon and potential for stat ing. It had no ef fec t
on other et aluation (tuella (for example. abihtt, potential for quality
output. potential for quarititt output. potential for absenteeism,
potential for tardiness, potential for getting along with other1T. On
oterall rating of the applicant. no main effect of disabilits was found,
but there was significant interaction between disabilits. and experi-
ences While the disabled applicant without experience was preferred
to the inexperienced nyndisabled, when both applicants were expe-
rienced,. the nondisabled was preferred. (Another was of describing
the finding is that among the disabled, the inexperienced applicant
W a s s(nnew hat preferred. for the nondisabled, the experienced ap-
plicant was highlt preferred.) This result was contrary nithe authors'
expectations that there would be a generally negatit e reaction to the
disabled but that this-would be counteracted IA experience. A related
interaction that mat explain the oterall ratings is that on potential
for staying. 1.-co- the nondisabled, those with experience are seen as
more likely to stat than the inexperienced, for the disaHed, the
inexperienced are seen as more likels to stay.

Rose and Brief (1979) compared the effects of two ty pes of disability
(epileptic and amputee) on et aluations of candidates for jobs arying
in degree of public «mita« and degree of superb isory responsibdity.
As in the pret ious studs, the applkant was described as highly
qualified in the simulated application materials and the disabilits was
described as under control and not influencing job performance.
Ratings were made on a series of employment-related scales by 211
adt anced business administration students, and a judgment was made
about whether the applicant should be hired. The ef fects of the
disabihts were examined on 11 measures The only negatite effect
of disability was a loner salart rating for'the amputee than for the
epileptic or nondisabled. Posuite effects of disability were found
when wmparing the epileptic condition with the control on satisfac-
tort relalionship with clients and customers and working well with
other emplosees. 1 he authors point out that their positit e findings
may be limited- to the case where clients are described as highly
qualified_

['hese findings on judgments of resumes are et en less supportit e
of a negatit e stereots ping ef fect of handicap information than the
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studies involving verbal descriptions or videotapes. Perhaps the
incorporation in the resume studies of information describing positiv e
qualities that are directly rele% ant to employ ment leads to a discounting

'bf negative stereotypes.

,
Field Experiments Examining the Effects of Handicap
Information

A few investigations go beyond the simulation uf decision making to
observe what behavior occurs w hen handicap information is ploy ided
or withheld in a naturalistic environment. In a series of studies, Kleck
has examined the effect of a simulatei1 disability (amputee in w heel-
chair) on the way others interact both verbally and nonverbally with
the persoh (Kleck 1975).

In one inv estigation (Kleck et al. 1966) in which the "amputee" was
an inter% iewer, it %as found that there was greater physiological
arousal ((;SR) w hen interacting with the amputee than w hen inter-
acting with a nondisabled interviewer, shorter answers were given to
questions from the amputee than from the nondisabled, and the
person interviewed expressed more frequent conformity to the
inter% 'ewer's presumed beliefs w hen the latter was an amputee. The
results suggest greater anxiety or tension and less "naturalness" when
interacting with a disabled person.

In a second study, Kleck (1968) filmed the behavior of the subject
being inter% iewed and had him rate the inter% iewer. Kleck found
more favorable impressions of the disabled inter% iewer than the
nondisabled, less MON ement in the presence of the disabled, and less
variation in focus of visual attention w hen being inter% iewed by the
amputee. As in the earlier study, opinions were distorted in the
direction of that of the amputee. These findings also imply less
freedom or more tension when interacting with the disabled.

In a third study (Kleck 1969), the nondisabled person was asked
to train two other people in Origami (oriental paper folding) after
being trained herself.,One of the people she trained was an vampu tee",
both were confederates of the experimenter. The training sessions
were monitored by a hidden television camera. Kleck measured the
distance between the trainer and her student and found that the
average distance Was less with the "normal" than the "disabled"
person. This effect occurred, however, only in the first teaching
session', not the second. Similarly, a difference in impressions, w hich
favored the amputee, occ urred only after the first and not the second
session. Finally, disabled learners in both sessions were rated as more
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interested and motiyated in the le rning task. As in the first two
incestigations, N e r bal statements by,tthe nondisabled seemed to be
biased in-f-of the disabled but iphy erbal measures suggested less
comfort with the disabled. The third siudy adds the suggestiye finding
that some of the differences diminish Ater a period of time.

A series of studies by Jones (1968).examined the influence of the
presence of a simulated "blind" person on the performance of other
people on a learning task. While there was no obsery able influence
on the learning task, subjects said their performance was impaired
as a result of interaction with the blind person.

Farina and his associates haye conducted a rdated series of inves-
tigations. Farina ,md Ring (1965) examined the influence of inter-
action with a presumed mentally ill person on performance on a
cooperauye game. Both people were naiye subjects but none, one, or
both were priyatek informed that the other was mentally ill. It was
found that perceiying the coworker as mentally ill enhanced per-
formance. Howeser, w hen the coworker was perceiyed as me Ilyrig
ill, subjects preferred to work alone, they also tended to blame t\
mentally ill partner for inadequacies in their joint performance. The
results make clear that discomfort may accompany improyed per-
formance under certain conditions.

Although it number of studies have manipulated information in
teaching situations, modeled on the well-known and highly. criticized
expectancy study by Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968), the emphasis in
these studies has generally been on measuring outcomes for learners,
and the findings hay e usually been disappointing (Dusek 1975).
Furthermore, few of these studies hate invoked the handicapped,
and ey enjewer hate manipulated information about the handicap
(as opposed to information about general potential).

Guskin (1978) summarized the expectancy findings as they' relate
to mental retardation. It appears that while real differences in ability
can influence the behayior of those who interact with the retarded,
it is more difficult to demonstrate effects of artificially induced beliefs
about competence ley el on interaction. One exception to the generally
negatne findings on this topic is provided by Farina and colleagues
(1976). College students were asked to participate in an experiment
at a state training school, supposedly to determine what kind of
students worked best with what kind of residents. Students were told
they would meet someone who was either mentally retarded, mentally
ill, or normal. The person they actually met was a confederate of the
experimenter. Fhe interaction was a pair of learning tasks, in the
(irst of which the student was to administer shocks when the learner

3
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made errors. The major behacioral measures were the magnitude
and the dukation of shocks administered. (These were got actually
receired b ifie confederates.) It was found that mentally retarded
confederates were administered less intense shocks and of less duration
than either the "mentally ill" or "normal" confederates. There was
tlso a significant interaction between the confederate and the label.
One of the four confederates was administered longer shocks as the
menta4 retarded than in both of the other conditions.

'Thus the behacioral findings of this siudy indicate that the mentally
retarded label can hace a differential effect on the performance of
others and that the effect appears to be supponicer at least in this
t),pe of learning situation where less may be expected of the retarded.
The differential effects of the characteristics of particular "retarded"
indiciduals on others' reactions is also of interest, since some retarded
uidic iduals may actually elicit more punitiNe responses as a result of
.the label. Ocerall, then, these interaction experiments suggest highly
aried outcomes of thinking someone is handicapped, depending on
w hether what is measured is nom erbal or cerbal or task performance
and on the interactive demands of the si uation.

di

Reactions to Interaction with Handicapt6,1 Job Applicants

In an extension of their studies of reactions to mentally ill people,
Farina and his associates hace carried out a series of incestigations
of workers' ecaluations of former mental patients following job
interciews. In each study, workers were told that management was-
exploring the use of fellow workers to carry out job inteniews and
ecaluate candidates and was 'also interested in the job potential of
former mental patients. Before each inteniew, the worker was told
that the applicant either was or was not a former mental patient. The
applicant was the same for all interciews in each substudy and caried
from study to study in gender. The type of workerincluding hospital

.workers, department store employees, and unher,sity physical plant
employ eescaried from study to study, but all were considered to
fall within the lower socioeconomic classes. In addition to Nary irig the
informotion about hospitalization for mental illness, the inteniews
also caned in the behaior display ed by the applicant. For half of the
verNiewers in each study, , the applicant portrayed calm, relaxed
beliacior, fo.r the other half, the applicant portrayed nerous, tense
behaNior. In all of the studies, this behacioral difference resulted in
significant ef fec t ii that the more nerNous applicant was seon much
less facorably. 1 he findings were much less consistent for tip infor-

,. .
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mation about mental illness. Generally; male workers rejected former
mentai patients and women accepted them, and male former patients
were more rejected than females. Since the earlier studk imolved
same-sex applicants and interYiewers (Farina et al. 1973), subsequent
inyestigations (Farina and Hagelauer 1975, Farina et. al. 1978)

, examined ariations in both applicant and interiewer sex. It was
found that women accepted both male and female former merit>
patients but that men reacted differently, depending on the applicant's
gender, showing k e n, weak biasing effects for women but dramatically
negative reactions to male former mental patients.

One of the limitations of the AKA e series of studies is that these
inter% iewers were not normarly inohed in making personnel deci-
sions In another study (Farina and Felner 1973), a confederate of
the experimenters obtained 32 job inter6ews in manufacturing firms,

--iiirdii-aring in half of these that he had been in mental hospital for
the pre% ums nine months and in the other., half that he had been
tra,eling for the same period of time. The filter% iews_were surrep-
titiously rewrded arid subsequently analyzed fur probability of getting
a job and interYiewer friendliness. The actual number of jobs offered
either immediately or subsequently by telephone was tWo for the
former patient condition and four for the control condition. 06-
%iously , the numbers are too small to demonstrate significant effects.
Howeer, iv 'the rated probability of getting a job and friendliness
of interiewr, the former mental patient was rated significantly lower
than the control.

johrrson and Heal (1976) had an applicant approach 50 employ rnent, _
agencies looking for arb as a receptionist-typist. She appeared for
half of the intemews in a wheelchair. She was offered fewer future
job inteniews when handicapped and was generally discouraged by
the interviewers.

Unlike the prewous studies, each of. which had a single person as
the applicant in Al job inter6ews, Brand and Claiborn (1976) had
six trained college students apply for a total of 36.advertised retail

isales jobs, presenting fhemsehes as f rner convicts, former mental
patients, or former. tuberc'ulosis pa lents. Although the presented
work history was marginal, approximately two thirds of the applicants
wei e offered positions regardless of the stigmatizing conditions. No
signifitant differences appeared among the three conditions. The
authors Atributed the findings to the N e rba I and social skills of the
applicants in the interview situation,.

,

Faking together the three studies of actual job interviews and
studies of worker inteiews of former. mental palients, it appears

)
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that handicap in formatton may bias some kinds of interviewers against

certain types of applicants, but that this negative effect is by no means
inevitable.

SUMMARY,AND DISCUSSION OF EMPIRICAL STUDIES

What can We make of the diverse set of findings reported and' their
inconsistency with the commonly described bias against handicapped
people? First, the studies indicate that when people know only the
handicap, they react negatively to it, and the strength of the reaction
v.aries greatly by the nature and severity of the handicap.

Second, information about handicap may influence judgments of
a hypothetical person presented in verbal sketches or 'of an observed

individual presented on id e o ta pe . Although negative effects have
been demonstrated, they are highly .dependent on the particular
features of the person that are not related to the handicap. in many
instances no differences are found, afid occasionally positive effects
of handicap labels are obtained. In Ithe special case in which the
information was presented as a set of application materials for a job,
three studies found either a slight positive effect or mixed positive
and negative effects, depending on the applicant's experience, the
specific disability, and the particular judgment being made.
- Finally, where investigators have examined what happens in situ-

ations in which other people interact with the handicapped individual,
interpersonal behavior appears to be influenced by the haOicap,
showing that the other person is uncomfortable and attributes the
discomfort to the handicapped person. Behaviors, however, may be
protective rather than negative. In those investigations in which the

()interaction involves a handicapped job applicant, findings are niixed,
depending on the sex of the applicant and the interviewer as well as
other unspecified factors.

Can we say any more than "it dependsthat handicapping infor-
mation may or may' not influence decisions iv that we cannot.predict
its effect in any specific situation because there are too many other
variables that may influence the effect?" Why are these findings not
fully supportive of reports of widespread difficulty experienced by
handicapped people in obtaining jobs (e.g., Nagi et al. I972)?

One clue comes from Farina's series of studies in which the job
applicant's nervousn-ess was manipulated for half of the candidates
who were controls and half of those who were supposedly former
mental patients. Nervousness consistently resulted in rejection, al-
though tfts, label had mixed effects: Apparently, when applicants
demonsirate confidence and social skills in the interview, this often ,
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overcomes any resistance that might be established by the handicap.
SimilaTly, in the studies by Gottlieb (1974, 1975a,b), and Yoshida and
Meyers (1975), competence was recognized and the label "mentally
retarded" was ignored. It may be that handicapped applicants are
less likely to present themselves in a way that establishes their
competence, in other words, more like the nervous candidate in
Farina's studies. Another study by Farina and his associates (1971)
demonstrates that, mental patients were more likely to be tense and
perform poorly in a situation in which they thought the other person
knew they were mentally ll. It may be that a lack of confidence and
competence in job interviews is also common among nonhandicapped
individuals with a recent history of unemployment.

Another possible explanation is that most of the handicapped
people seeking jobs are men, and most employment interviewers are
menconditions that Farina's studies suggest are least favorable for
handiLapped people. In addition, many of the less severely handi-
capped people may not have observable handicaps and may choose
to "pass" as nonhandicapped, the,reby depressing the "success rate"
for research purposes and also giving employers no reason to change
their perceptions of handicapped people.

How relevant are these findings to formal decision making, where
the candidate is not met and the applicant is judged. largely on the
basis of objective data, such as test scores? First, most of the experi-
mental studies do not invoke interaction with the candidate but
require judges to rate or make decisions on the basis of verbal
descriptions or resumes, and, therefore, seem relevant. Second,
ratings based on interviews may have the same status before the law
as do test scores (Arvey, 1979a,b),aand their appropriAteness may be
challenged if they result in disproportionate rejection of applicants
;who are handicapped, and if they cannot be demonstrated to be
otherise valid.

It sIrould be noted that very little, if any, biag was found in the
studies that used resumes. The characterization of the applicant in
the miterials was positive in each study, and in none of the studies
did the decision maker assume that the judgment would lead to actual
employment or rejection of an applicant. This may limit the applic-
ability of the findings to the "real world"..of formal decision making.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Knowledge that someone is handicapped, in the absence of
other exposure to or information about the person, is likely to lead
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to less ,positive evaluatio' ris thitn if the person did not have a hand-
capping condition.

2. These evaluations Vvill vary with the severity and nature of the
handicap.

3. When other information is known about a person, knowledge
of a han4ic4 will have less impact than yy hen other information is
absebt.

4. Depending on the -nature of both the other information .ind
the handicapping knowledge, the effects of the latter may be nil,
small or large, positive or negative.

a. Where the other information is positive and inconsistent with
a stereoty pe (e.g., a blind high school senior in:the upper half of his
regular, high school .class), the handicap will not result in a more
negative evaluation and may, by its contrast with the stereoty pe, lead
to a more positive evaluation than for .1 nonhandicapped person W it h
the same "other" characteristicS.

b. Where Che other information is ambiguous or somewhat
negative, the handicap information may either accentuate the negative
evaluations or decrease them (e.g., a below-aveiage SAT score may
be seen as accountable by the special difficulty faced by a blind
student taking an oral or braille version of the,test).

5. Empirical data on these, effects (in #4) are limited both in
number and in representativeness of naturconditions. Most relevant
studies are simulatijns using "college students and paper-and-pencil
mea4ures.

6. FLoirnal deusions in..7 real life" are more heavily constrained by
other factors, such as the proportion of all applicants w ho can be (or
must be) hired and formal decision rules about minimal academic
records and requirements and minimal test`scoros.

7. Decisions about handicapped people are, also influenced by the
desire to be fair, to be consistent W it h regulations, And to appear just
and equitable. ,

8. Although the avoidance of negative bias is,uf course the primary'
Concern,. positice discrimination in admissions or empl )yment may
have even more serious negative consequences for ndicapped
people if they° are placed in a situation in which they 1re likely to
fail.
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,

Testing of Handicapped People:
Summa. ry Proceedings of an Open-Meeting,
March 14-15, 1980

/-'
The-Panel ,on 1 esting of Handicapped People held an open meetin
as part of its study of current practices ii the testing and assessme t
of people with various hanclioapping conditions, the nature of the
selection process as encountered by handicapped individuals Iv hb
seek employment or educational opportunities, and the extent to
which handicapped-people are pal ticipating in our schools and IN ork
force. The panel conducted the meeting to provide interested groups
and individuals the opportunity to p-resent their views and supply
pertinent data. Tbe meeting was held ol+March 34-15, 1980, at the
National Academy of Scientes. / .. ,

Participants were asked to submit written testimony prior to the.
nyeting and were urged to share with the panel copies of any studies
on tfie assessment and, selection of people with various handicaps,
the participation of handic7apped people in ed 1 cation anc( employ-
ment, and alternatives to conventional testin 1 thatrare especially
'suitable for handicapped people. A list of people ana organizations
invited to contribute to the meeting is attached; those who spoke at
the meeting or submitted material are so designated.

v 7

TEST DEVELOPERS . ,

Several test developers, bt)th pr.ofit:making and nonprofit organiza-
tions, presented Matera to the panel. The U.S. Office of Personnel
Management (OPM) also presented information on test development,

4
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, but since`their procedures have uhique characteristics. they will be
discussed sepaiwels The major test,developers are best known for
their tests Used for-educational selection and placement, however,
two of the three organizations also develop tests for employmerar
selection as well as certification and licerure.

The American Callege Testing Program (ACT) rePorts that in
each of sever:a recefit sears 11.,000 of their 1,0)00,000 test.takers say
they will require some -accommOdation (presumably because,of a
handicapping condition) on thelollege conpus, but only 1,000- take e-
the .-;LCT in modified form. The 4.lucational Testtng Service (ETS)
reports that in 1978-79 about 2,50b of their 1,000,000 test taTer's
took the' Scholastic Aptitude Test (SATrin modified Jorm. ETS
no record of those handicapped examinees who take the SAT undA
standardoionditions. While the Psychological Corporation publishes
tests used in educational, medical, and mployment settings, tgeir
test of major interest to the panel is the Miller Analogies Test, IA hich'
is used along with other- information-to make decisions regarding
admissions to graduate sthools The Psychological Corppration has
no available da,ta on the nuirthcr4 of handicapped.people who tak`e,.
that test! In their swre reports to t.st users, all &tree test developers,
note those scores did- rosulted f km a nonstandard administration
irf a test. 1Itr. .

The major a may of test devel6pers in accomThodating the needs
of handicapp exa inees is modifying the test adrffinistrauon pro-
cedures, witlysome a eration beim given to culling out (or modifying)
test items that are ina nopriate for a given handicapping «mdition.
Modificationstf testing procedures include e)tended time liniits
printing of the test in large type or hraille, recording of the test on 7
cassettes, Kipling of large answer sheets, and provision for tht use
of a reader or an amanuensis.,Some tests administered to the deaf
may have reduced emphasis on verVil ability. Not all altered formats 1-
or procedures are available for all testing programs. The selet.tion of
which to make available-appears to depend on the judged apprUpri-
ateness of die ,modifkations for the particular test and predicted
activity as 'Well 'as on economic considerations. Good adaptations
require keen awareness of ramifications of a variety of handicapping
conditions as well as mnsiderable sophistication in test development.

Only one of the three privale test developers who testified had at,
that time concitIcted validation studies for handicapped examinees
alone. ACT has studied the performance of handicapped students
who took the AC1 on a national test date, th:n i§, who took tfAtest
without modifkation. (Since that time El S has also cendertaken stAies
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of the predictive validity of the SAT for some handicapped students!)
ACT found the test predicted first-year college grades as well for
those handicapped examinees as for the nonhandicapped; however,
this study leaves unanswered the questiqn of how welh various
modifications of a test predict later performance. Test developers say
they have condutted no such studies because of the small numbers
of students with the same handicap entering the same institution in
the same year. ACT reports that only 13 colleges,requiring the ACT
had enrolled 75 or more handicapped studentSin a recent three,-
year period. ETS has suggested a serategy that may allow for the
pooling of students in different schpols for the purpose of conducting,,
predictive validity studies. EKS has also suggested that studies of
construct validity might be possible vvkere studies of predittive validity
are precluded by small sample sizes. There [lave been no studies to
estimate the magnitude of score differences expected as a result of
different test administration procedures.

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

The Office of Personnel Managenient (OPM) reported on the changei
in test administration methods and test thntent to accommodate
handicapped people in the Professional and Administrative Career
Examination (PACE). OPM offers considerable flexibility in test
administration methods to handicapped examinees. Time limits have
been set empirically for eaCh test part and each ty pe of modification.
OPM has done extensive work in changing the content of a. test to
measure the intended abilities. Their wqrk falls into four categories;

. 4

(1 ddeting single items and sAstituting more appropriate items to
Measure,the same ability, (2) modifying items to better measuie the
intended ability(3) deleting all items bf one ty pe and substituting
another item type to meakure the ability, and (4) deleting all items to
testi.on ability,and therefae not measuring that ability. -

I in modifying its tests OPM uses experts w ho are knowledgeable
about specific handicaPs, as do other test developers. OPM afso'
compiles and uses considerable information on the psychometric
Characteristics of its items and tests. Tests for handicapped competitors
.are statisticallyequated" with those for nonhandicapped competitors;
that is, they are made toihave approximately the same mea-n, standard
deviation, and distribution of scores. OPM uses measures of construct
validity rather than predictive validity, thereby being able to estimate
the ;ralidity of a test as modified in a particular vv:iy. Scores obtained
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by handicapped ,people are not flagged but are used in the same
manner as those of nonhandicapped competitors.

Representatives from the Bureau of Education fur the Handicapped
IBEH) outlined its role in administering P.L. 94-142, the Education
for All Handicapped Children Act, with particular emphasis on
aspects relating to assessment of handicapped children. BEH has
funded several research projects on testing of. handicapped people
and is concerned with issues .such as the fpllowing How can existing
tests be modified fur appropriate use with the handicapped? What
interpretations of results-of modified tests are warranted: Ho% can
handicapped people be-treated fairly in minimum competency te,sting
programs. especially yy hen graduation from high school is made
contingent on passing the tests: In the fall of 1980 BEH will collect
data on the extent to yy hich handicapped children experience testing
in the schools. The panel expressed interest in seeing a report of
those data

Representatives from the Veterans Administration (VA) focused
on the positivesaspects of pslechcilogical testing, stating that t6ts offer
a compassionate, objective, and precise means of evaluating people's
performance. ihe VA provides'Yocational wunseling. to its clients to
assist them in achieving irfdependence and efficiency Representatives
of The VA noted that norms based solely on handicapped examinees
may nut be appropriate % hen handisApped people are competing
with nonhandicapped. Tests'were Vt seen as barriers to ap'propriate

job-placement, although it %as noted that this belief was based on
experience rather than data. It wa,s stressed, however, that tests can
be dangerous unless Used appropriately by pqrsonnel who are %en-
trained with respect to both resting and dealing with handicapped
people.

The spokesperson from the National Institote on Handicapped
Research (NI FIR) described the new organization, its probable future
activities, and those of its predecessors, especial4 the Rehabilitation
Senices Administration (RSA). Since the early 1960s RSA has funded
research relating to the development of tests but not the validation
or use of tests. NI HR is interested in statistical data on liandicapped
people and will be responsible for wllecting the information in a
central location.

EDUCATORS

Several educators, or people from organizatioI representing edu-
cators or educational institutions, testified in t open meeting Tilt
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National Education Association (NEA) expressed its concern about,
implementation of the Education for All Handicapped Children Act
(P.L. 94-142), an act the NEA endorses. The NEA is principally'
concerned with the use of tests in formulating students' indi idualized
educational programs (IEP). They belieye that teachers and others
sh uld be adequately trained to administer and interpret tests in
or er to formulate satisfactorily a strident) IEP. The NEA opposes
the use of equiyalency examinations in litt of traditional criteria for
awardihg a high school diploma. The,NEA believes that handkapped
students should nabe denied the nght to take tests and that reduced
standards of educational achieyemen should not be applied to
handicapped students. Howeyer, the NEA seriously questions the
value of using standardized tests at all.

A spokesperson from the American Associatibrtof Collegiate
Registrars and Admissions Officers (AACRAO) described the diffi-
culties in trying to deal fairly with handicapped people who apply
for admission to college. It was reported that it is common, but not
universal, practice to note w hen low scores are associated with a
nonstandard administration of a college enrrance test so that special
consideration can be giyen the handicapped applicant. There is said
to be considerable confusiim among admissions officers, howeyer,
oyer the meaning of scom resulting from minstandard test admin-
istrations. It .is also possible that an admissions officer will fail to
notice that a particular score has been flagged. In a survey by
AACRAO of 60 public and priate four-year schools in I I states, no
school reported changing its admissions policies because of the
implementation of the Section 504 regulations. AV:RAO recom-
mends continuing to collect andoinalyze data to Judge the y atlidity of
the tests as giy en to handicapped people It was reported that schools
do not usually reject students solely because of lois test scores.

& representative from the Center for Unique Learners, which
offers assessment sery ices to mukiply handicapped,students at Gal- '
laudet College, spoke to the panel. She stressed that one of the main
problems is in the human interaction in the testing situation. that it.
is important to distinguish between an examjnee's failure to, under-
stand a question and his or her failure to know the answer, and that
It is also important for a lest administrator to be supportiye, to giye
a handicapped examinee a sense of accomplishment. ,

The Association on Handicapped Student Service Programs in
Post-Secondary Education submitted written testimony to the panel.
Briefly, the associatidn endorses the use of data such as grades and
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extracurriculai activities to supplemernt test results as well as research
to increase the,accuracy of assessment of handicapped people.

EMPLOYERS

Human Resources Center 'IA Albertson. Ness York, submitted' a
written statement to the panel. The statement outlined some of the
testing problems faced in the rehabilitation of people with'disabilities.
Flexibility in testing, the use of local norms, and a close link with the
local business community were stressed as important to the success
of the rehabilitation system.

The Metropolitan Ness York Chapter of the National Rehabilitation
Association issued a brief written statement outlining its concerns
with discriminatory testing procedures.

A representative of the Animal Husbandry Division, Department
of AmmarMedicine, Uniformed Services t_Tniversity of the Health
Sciences spoke at the mecpting. He outlined concerns relating to
appropriate training and testing of hearing-impaired personnel. He
recounted that the deaf people in his training program were trained
and tested fairly only when a *sign interpreter was provided.

Representatives from tlie New York State Office of Vocational
Rehabilitation (OVR) were present at the meeting. Theystressed the
need for psychologists involveil in the testing of handicapped people
to shed their biases and pr etonceived notions about what handicapped
people can do and to become familiar with rehabilitation plactices
for modifying Jobs or training handicapped people to perform certain
jobs. The main problem is perceived to be the improper use of tests,
stemming from inadequate training of those who a.dminister tests,
not the tests per se. The New York OVR hias anecdotal, but not
systematic, evidence to support this view. They believe that the
current safeguards against discriminatory testing of handicapped
people are inadequate in part because handicapped people may not
be aware of their rights and the sanctions available to them and
because employers may not know txactly what constitutes compliance
with the federal regulations.

,An unscheduled speaker represented Youthwork, Inc., a firm
under contract with the U.S. Department of Labor doing CETA
(Comprehensie Employment and Training Act) demonstration proj-
ects with economically disadvantaged, minority, and handicapped
young people. Youthwork, Inc., is interested in learning ham/ to
modify tests appropriately for handicapped people and is willing to
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share with the panel information it has on the experiences of
handicapped youth in its programs.

GROUPS REPRESENTING HANbICAPPED PEOPLE

The statement of the American Foundation for the Blind discussed
problems associated with testing v isually impaired people, such as
deciding 'which norm groups to use for comparative purposes,
determining the extent to w hich a low score is attributable to impaired
k isual functioning:rather than lack of ability, , the effect a the amount
of. vision on the testing process, and the adv isability of using certain
test modifications and aids. It was noted that blind people are divided
in their attitudes toward special tests and separate norms.

Testimony from the National Federation of the Blind cited nu-
merous examples of discrimination against blind people, some in-
volving the use of tests. The representative stressed that blind people ' i
want to be treated equally, , that is, the same as nonhandicapped
people. They seek equality of opportunity and view testing as a right
that should not be denied blind people. For example, they want the
right to take the LSAT to compete for admission lo law school;
Furthermore, many think the, flagging of a score as resulting from a
nonstandard administration is prejudicial and confusing to those w ho
try to interpret the test score. They want tests that are the same as
those for sighted people and that can be interpretedin the same way
The National Federation of the Blind offers its help to those who
work with the blind and try t9 understand their special situations, ,

including those who construct or modify rests for the blind.
The spokesperson for the National Association of the Deaf con-

tended that no test currently in use is k alid for the deaf and that tests
liould be given in the examinee's language, which for many deaf
people is American Sign Language. Pending the development df tests
that are fair and 'valid for deaf individuals, they should not be tested.
Deaf people should be involved in future test development and
modification. Gases of discrimination against deaf people in public
a,nd private employment were described.

The Alexander Graham Bell itssociation of the Deaf advocates
aunil-oral communication of deaf people to facilitate their, partici-
pation in society. It was noted that.audiometric tests are often used
to place hearing-impaired children in educational programs and that
the dectsion to keep a hearing-impaired child out of the regular
classroom may work to his or her disadvantage. Audiometric tests
are necessary for hearing-impaired students, but they snould be
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stipplemented tli otho tese. Since heal ing-impaifed children learn
langu'age at a different rate fjc- mg children, tests insoking
their linguistic abilit% w ill not show the same stability as those, of
hearing duldren. I ests aie less ed as [nos idmg usef ul info.rmation,
and the notation of a nonstandard adnunistration as necessars and
desirable.

Repres'entates f tom the United Cerebial Pals% ,issociation (UCPA)
testified that then organization supports the notion that tests s.hould,
be inpdified so as.to assess a pei son's abilities rattlet than his or her
sensors or motor mipairment. The [CPA f urther athocates the mse
of other infiirmation, such as deselopmental histors, obsenation,
and nonstandardized tests, to supplement test results' in making
deusioqs about indlAiduals. The UCPA recommends that a profes-
sional or «msumer ho is knowledgeable about necessary accom-
modations be «insulted when a person, with cerebral palsy is tested.
Flies le«mirnend.the use of item analsses to insestigate the*realons
for low scores of handicapped people. The UCPA representatises
see educational mainstreaming as a positne goal. They suggest that
handicapped people i eceise naming in test-taking skills and strategies.

The representam es f rcini the Association for Children with Learn-
ing Disabilities (AcLD) highlighted some of the areas of disabslity to
be umsidered in testing lea r nmg-d imbled hildren. Learning disabiliiy
is defined.as a discrepancs between mental ability and one or morel
of the follow mg area(' of behas bor. auditory receptise langliage,
auditors expressise language, t eading, iitten language mathemat-
ics, nonserbal skilk, peiceptual-motor functions, attention, social
perception, logical thinking, pholilem suhing, and others. The defi-
nition is apphed mdependent of achiesement lesel, that is, a generally
intelligent pei son ma% hase a leaming disabilits in a spedfic area. It
is important to use a test of mental abilits thal yields s«ires fot et bal

and non% erbal f urr tioning. A comfit ehensie test battery should tap
mans of the f unctions listed abose tn ordei to pinpoint the pi oblem
area. 1 est ,modifications need to be determined on an indisidual
basis. ACLD estimates that at least 3 or 4 percem of the sch,Dol
population 'has a learning disability, bin other; estimate that figure
to.be as higINtzt 17 percent.

PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND RESEARCHERS**

Two groups witInc the Ametican Psychological Association (APA)
were represented at the meeting. the Disision of Industrial and
Organizational Psychology (Disision 14) and the Task -.Force on
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Nychology and the I landicapped of the Board on Sqcial and Ethical
Responsibility.

The representative_of.the task force outlined issues of coricerp 'to
psychologists, particularly tbe establishment. and use of a'ppropriate
normand the limited infor mation on the % alidity of tests administered
to handicapped people. The APA supported P.L. 94-142 but is
concerned about proper implemehtation of the act, in particular, the
appropriate use of tests with handicapped children. It %as noted Ufa
most textbool$s on testing say little if any thipg about testing handi-
capeed people, and tfiat textboqks on tho disabled rarely say mUch
about testing. The APA tincourages the panel ter help in its efforts to
ensure alquateniraining of peoV who test handicapped individuals.
The task force encoUrages the use of behavioral assiessrnents, such-as
the work gjrnple, iu place of the usual standardized tests, even though

- ,.. developing anq using them can be very expefisive.
In 1975 the, 'vision yf Industrial and-Organizational Mythology

puirliShed-principles f r the validatioii and use of persormel selection
procedures, but concerns regarding handicapped people were not
specifically mentioned. That publication is currently being revised
and will be shared with the panel % hen it has cleared review. Employ ers
must deal Oth complicated and perhaps conflicting 'federal recfuire-
ments with regard to retruitment and selection, including the'regu-
lations rogarding handicapped people. Industrial psychologists have
serious doubts as to whether compliance with ihe regulations con-
'cerning testing of the handicapped is possible. In resporise to a
question, the representative sj3eculated that courts- may accept evi-
dence of validity (such as content validity) other than predictive oi
criterion;related validity if the study, , especially the job analysis, is
well done. He predicted that in the future more tests will he used in
employment selection and that they will be betterthan those currently
used.-

The representatie from the American Association for the Ad-
vancernerit of Science (AAAS) described the work of the AXAS with
handicapped scientists over the last five and a half years. The'AAAS
has studied the barriers faced by scientists in their educ,Ition and
careers. The American Council on Education (ACE),, has initiated
project HEATH (Higher Education and 'the Handicapped) to give
technical *assistance to 3,000 colleges and universities regarding
compliance with the Section 504 regulations. The representative sees
testi4 as a majar source of discrimination against handicapped
people but believes that nondiscriminatory tests should be made
available to handicapped people, IN ho May want to demonstrate their
abilities 'via test results.
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The AAAS representative saia that the exectItive director of /he
American Association of CollegiatRegistrars amd Admissions Of-
ficers had reported informally that a study .by that orgapization'
showed that admissions,officers pay, little attention to the tes,t scores
of handicapped applicants unless dile score is high b6c consider other
inOrcators of performance. If that is true, theAAAS repiesentative
.argued, then admissions procedures would Piot be altered substantially
if admissionstests were waived for handicapped applicants but could
be improved if nimdiscriminatory tests wire available.

A representative 'from the Deafness Research ankl Training Genter
at New York University testified' about problems in asselsing deaf
people. Two factors that must be considered in the assessm,ent of
deaf people are degree of impairment :Ind age of onset, both of
v,hich affect linguistic competence and general experience. Problems
in the adrbinistration and interpretation of tests may or may not be
obvious or sev ere.' Recent studies have shown that deaf children tend
to distribute thtmselv es normally on performance on inAligence
testi and that the predictive altet of the scores is the same as f%
hearing children.

In response to a questiont the spokesperson repbrted that the
Deafness Research and Training- Center's experience with work

"samples Inas been promising. Researchets. videotaped and signed
instructions for certainwork sample instruments and adriMiistered
them to deaf examinees. Preliminary data suggest the work damples
are good predictop of performince on the job.

The representative summarized research results showing that deaf
secondar,y school students go totrallege about nne-fifth as often as
hearing students He also cited a study at-a collegerlyr the (113af that

.showed that, of the instrumentg examined, the test predictor of
college grades for deaf snidents was a particular v erfral test. He
believes, based on research And experience, that employ ment discrint-
ination against handicapped' people lies in.the jpb descriptioni-ather
than in the tosts.
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LIST OP INVITEES TO OPEN MEET:ING OF PANEL ON TESTING

OF HANDICAPPED PEOPLE
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

'MAACII 14-15, 1980 ,

NOTE. The organizations marked with an asterisk (*) eitlieriestified at the hearings

. or submitted documents

*Alexander Graham Bell Association for the Deaf
*American Association for thp Advancement of Science,
*American Apociation bf Collegiate Registrars and Admissions

Offi`crs.'1
American Association of Un iversity Affiliated Programs for the

Developmentally Disabled
American Association of WorVirs fOr the Blind
American Association on Me0eficiency
Anierican Automobile Association
American coalition of Citizens with Dis4ilities, Inc.
American,C011ege Personnel Association,

*American College Testingyrogram
American Council of the Blind
American Denial Association

Division of Educational Measurement
American Educational Research AssociatiQn

,

.Industrial Union Department
*American Foundation for the.Blind
American Medical ,Association, Education and Research Foundation

r American Personnel and Guidance Association
American Printing House for the Blind
American Professional Society of the Deaf
American Psychological Association

Board on Social and Ethical Responsibility Division on alilation
and neasurement

* Division of Industrial and Organizational Psychology
Division of Rehabilitation Psychology

* Ilk Force on Psychology and the Han,dicapped
American Rehabilitation Cbmmittee
American School Counselors Association
Arthritis Foundation
Association for Children with Learrring Disabilities
Association for Education of Yisuallj, Handicapped
Assodation for Students with Handicaps
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Association of American Law Schools
4

, Association of American Medical Colleges
Blinded Veterans Association

*Bureau of Education for the klandicapped, U.S. Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare

California Asso. ciation for the Handicapped
CTB/McGraw-Hill -

Center for Independent Living, Berkely, CA
*Center for Unique Learners
Children's Defense Fund
Citicorp

*The College Board
Council for Exceptional Children
Council of State Adrninistrators of Vocational Rehabilitation
Deaf Community Analysts
Department of Rehabilitation, Sacramento, CA
Disability Rights Center
Disabled in Action
Disabled American Veterans
Educational Rehabilitation Services, Wayne St:ate University

*Educational Testing Service
Fight for Sight
Foundation for the Handicapped

*Gallaudet College
Goodwill Industries of America

*Human Resources Center and Abilities, Inc.
Institute on Attitudinal, Legal and Leisnre Barriers
International Center for "the Disabled
Jewish Braille Institute
Josephy. Kennedy, Jr. Foundation
Lions Eye Bank and Research Foundation
Mainstream, Inc.
Manufacturer's Hanover Trust
Mental Health Association, National Heedquarters
Muscular Dystrophy Association, Inc.
Nationgl Association for Visually Handicapped
National Association for Retarded Citizens

4°*National Association of the Deaf
National Association of the Deaf-Blind of America
National Association of the Physically Handicapped
National Braille'Association
National Center for Deaf-Blincl Youths and Adults
National Center for Law and the Deaf
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National Center 'for Law and the Handicapped
National Council on Measurement in Education
National Easter Seal Society for Crippled Children and Adults

*National Education Association
*National Federation of the Blind
National FoundationMarch of Dimes - -
National IndUstries for the 13lincl-

*National Institu9v:of Handicapped Research'
National Institu'te of Neurological and Communicatiye Disorders

and Stroke
National Multiple Sclerosis Society
National Paraplegia Foundation
National Rehabilitation Association
National Society for Medical Researcih
National4Society for the.Prevention of Blindness

*New York State Office or Vocational Rehabilitation
*New York University Deafness Research and Training Center
Office of Handicapped Indiyiduals, Office of Assistant Secrvary

for Human Development, U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare

*Office of Personnel Management
The Orton Society, Inc.
People-to-People Health Foundation
Perkins School for the Blind
Presidept's Committee on Employment of the Handicapped
President's Committee on Mental Retardation

*The Psychological Corporation
Public Interest Law C6ter of Philadelphia,

. Rehabilitation Commission, Boston, MA
Rehabilitation Sery ices Administration, U,S. Departmera of

Health, Education, and Welfare
Research to Prevent Blindness, Inc.
sHarold Russell Associates
Science Researth Associates
Spina Bifida Association of America

*Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences
*United Cerebral Palsy Association
*Veterans Administration
Stout Vocational Rehabilitation Institute, Menomonie, WI
Texas Institute of Rehabilitation
Vocational Rehabilitation Services, Lansing, MI
West Virginia Research and Training Center
Xavier Society-for the Blind
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NANCY M. ROBINSON is Associate Professor of Psychiatry and BehaN ioral
Sciences .arikcl Adjunct Associate Professor of Psychology and Pediat-
rics, Head, Psychology/Education, Clinical Training Unit, Child De-
velopment and Mental Retardation Center, and Director, Child

m DeNelopment Research Group, University of Washington, Seattle.
Her work has focused primarily on mentally retarded and gifted
children, with particular attention to educatiorlial intenentions, clinical
treatment, and cross-cultural pertpectives. ,She is a fellow of the)
American Ps)4chological Association and edits the Americanjournal of
Mental Deficzency. She received her BA, MA, and PhD in psychology
from Stanford University.

, A! .
MARGARET E. BACKMAN IS currently a psychologist In prnate practice
in New York City. Previously she was the Director of Program. t
Development Services at The College Board, and prior to that,
Director of Vocational and Social Science Research at the ICD
Rehabilitation and Research Center. Her work has focused on research
and test deNelopment in education and rehabilitation, specifically
vocational eNaluation of handicapped people. She received her PhD
in psychology from Columbia University, where she specialized in
measurement and eNaluation, and has 'pursued postdoctoral studies
in clinical psychology acNew York University. Her MA from Teachers
College, Columbia University, and her AB from Barnard College are
both in psychology.
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*EMERSON FOULKE is Professor of Psychology, Associate in Education,
and Director of tli Perceptual Alternatives Laboratory at the Uni-
versity of Louisville, Kentucky. His work includes research on the
development and evaluation uf methods of presenting information
in aural and haptic forni to blind people, the development of methods
to aid blind people in scanning aural recordings, the ithprovement
of methods for constructing tangible displays, research on the per-
ceptual and cognitive processes on which the mobility of blind persons
depends, plus other research on sensory and perceptual processes.
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College and PhD from Ohio State University, all in sociology and
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Director of Research at the Central Institute fo6he Deaf, St. Lnuis,
Missouri. His research`has focused on psychoacoustics, perception of '
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occupational health and safety. He received his BS from the University.
of Pennsylvania, his MA from Temple University, and his PhD fipm
Rutgers University, all in economics.

NADINE M. LAMBERT IS Professor of Education at the University of
California, Berkeley. Her work has centered on school mental health,
educational measurement, special education, nonintellectual attri-
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Psychological Association and the American'Ohopsychiatric Asso-
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Southern California, her MA in education from Lo Angeles State
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Testing and also senior research associate w itb the Panel on Testing
of Handicapped People. Prey iously she served as historian with the
National Study Commission on Records and Documents of Federal
Officials. Her particular interests include the legal dimensions of
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